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Zusammenfassung
Scientific Workflows bieten flexible Möglichkeiten für die Modellierung und den Aus-
tausch zunehmend komplexer werdender Arbeitsabläufe zur Analyse wissenschaftlicher
Daten. In den letzten Jahrzehnten sind verschiedene Scientific-Workflow-Management-
Systeme entstanden, die den Entwurf, die Ausführung und die Verwaltung solcher Sci-
entific Workflows unterstützen und erleichtern. In mehreren wissenschaftlichen Diszi-
plinen wachsen die Mengen zu verarbeitender Daten inzwischen jedoch schneller als die
Rechenleistung und der Speicherplatz der zur Verarbeitung dieser Daten verfügbaren
Maschinen. Dies gilt insbesondere für die Lebenswissenschaften, in denen neue Tech-
nologien den Durchsatz der Sequenzierung genomischer Daten von einigen Kilobytes auf
mehrere Terabytes pro Tag angehoben haben.
Parallelisierung und verteilte Ausführung werden typischerweise angewendet, um mit
derart wachsenden Datenmengen Schritt zu halten. Allerdings ist eine Parallelisierung
von Scientific Workflows in vielen Fällen schwierig umzusetzen. Außerdem sind die
durch groß angelegte, verteilte Infrastrukturen bereitgestellten Rechenressourcen häufig
heterogen, instabil und unzuverlässig. Um die theoretische Skalierbarkeit solcher Infras-
trukturen dennoch uneingeschränkt nutzen zu können, müssen sich Scientific-Workflow-
Management-Systeme weiterentwickeln: Potentiale für die Parallelisierung von Scientific
Workflows müssen erfolgreich erkannt und ausgenutzt werden, um eine Verteilung der
zugrundeliegenden Arbeitslast zu ermöglichen. Simulations-Frameworks, welche häufig
zur Evaluation verteilter Planungsalgorithmen eingesetzt werden, müssen die Instabil-
ität und Variabilität verteilter Infrastrukturen berücksichtigen. Adaptive Planungsal-
gorithmen müssen verwendet werden, um die Nutzung instabiler und in Ihrer Leistung
veränderlicher Ressourcen zu optimieren. Moderne Systeme zur skalierbaren Verwaltung
verteilter Rechen- und Speicherplatzressourcen, wie Apache Hadoop, müssen eingesetzt
werden.
Diese Dissertation präsentiert neuartige Lösungsansätze für all diese Anforderungen.
Zunächst stellen wir DynamicCloudSim vor, ein Simulations-Framework für Cloud-
Infrastrukturen, welches dazu in der Lage ist, die verschiedenen Aspekte der Variabil-
ität solcher Infrastrukturen adäquat zu modellieren. Im Anschluss beschreiben wir era,
einen adaptiven Planungsalgorithmus, der die Ausführungszeit eines Scientific Work-
flows optimiert, indem er Heterogenität ausnutzt, kritische Teile des Scientific Workflows
repliziert und sich an Veränderungen in der zugrundeliegenden Infrastruktur anpasst.
Schließlich präsentieren wir Hi-WAY, eine Ausführungsumgebung, die era integriert, und
die hochgradig skalierbare Ausführungen in verschiedenen Sprachen beschriebener Sci-
entific Workflows auf Hadoop ermöglicht.
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Abstract
Scientific workflows provide a flexible means to model, execute, and exchange the in-
creasingly complex analysis pipelines necessary for today’s data-driven science. Over
the last decades, scientific workflow management systems have emerged to facilitate the
design, execution, and monitoring of such workflows. At the same time, the amounts
of data generated in various areas of science outpaced advancements in computational
power and storage capabilities. This is especially true for the life sciences, where new
technologies increased the sequencing throughput from kilobytes to terabytes per day.
Parallelization and distributed execution are generally proposed to deal with these
increasing amounts of data. However, parallelization of scientific workflows is, in many
cases, difficult to realize. Also, the computational resources provided by large-scale,
distributed infrastructures are subject to heterogeneity, dynamic performance changes
at runtime, and occasional failures. To leverage the theoretical scalability provided by
these infrastructures despite the observed aspects of performance variability, workflow
management systems and the tools backing their development have to progress: Paral-
lelization potentials in scientific workflows have to be detected and exploited to allow
for a distribution of workload. Simulation frameworks, which are commonly employed
for the evaluation of distributed scheduling mechanisms, have to consider the instability
encountered on the infrastructures they emulate. Adaptive scheduling mechanisms have
to be employed to optimize resource utilization in the face of instability. State-of-the-
art systems for scalable distributed resource management and storage, such as Apache
Hadoop, have to be supported.
This dissertation presents novel solutions for these aspirations. First, we introduce
DynamicCloudSim, a cloud computing simulation framework that is able to adequately
model the various aspects of variability encountered in computational clouds. Secondly,
we outline era, an adaptive scheduling policy that optimizes workflow makespan by
exploiting heterogeneity, replicating bottlenecks in workflow execution, and adapting to
changes in the underlying infrastructure. Finally, we present Hi-WAY, an execution engine
that integrates era and enables the highly scalable execution of scientific workflows
written in a number of languages on Hadoop.
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1 Introduction
Over the last decades, computation has been established as an integral part of re-
search (Hey et al., 2009). Today’s scientific experiments typically involve running chains
of computational analysis tasks to synthesize succinct results by transforming, filter-
ing, and aggregating large amounts of data. The tasks used within these data analysis
pipelines are created by thousands of researchers around the world, rely on domain-
specific data exchange formats, and are updated frequently (Pabinger et al., 2014; Mom-
cheva and Tollerud, 2015). The programming model of scientific workflows facilitates the
implementation, execution, maintenance, and exchange of such analysis pipelines (Deel-
man et al., 2009).
Recent years have brought an unprecedented influx of data across many fields of sci-
ence (Stephens et al., 2015). In fact, the amount of data produced in many scientific
domains has risen at exponential rates and often outpaced advances in storage capac-
ity, network bandwidth, and processing power (Kahn, 2011). In genomics, for instance,
the latest generation of genomic sequencing machines can handle up to 18,000 human
genomes per year (Van Dijk et al., 2014), generating about 30 to 50 terabytes of sequence
data per week. Consequently, the computational cost of running certain scientific work-
flows is becoming increasingly difficult for a single machine to handle. This dissertation
studies the scalable execution of such data-intensive scientific workflows.
Besides algorithmic advances, the canonical way to deal with increasing data volumes
is parallelization and distribution of workload across multiple processing cores of a single
computer or nodes of computer clusters, grids, and clouds. Infrastructure-as-a-service
clouds such as Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (ec2) are particularly well-suited to
keep up with the generation of scientific data, since they provide arbitrarily scalable com-
pute and storage resources on demand (Stein, 2010). However, computational clouds are
subject to a considerable degree of heterogeneity (Dejun et al., 2009; Schad et al., 2010),
unpredictable performance changes at runtime (Zaharia et al., 2008), and occasional
straggler, unresponsive, or otherwise faulty machines (Jackson et al., 2010). These as-
pects of performance variability have to be accounted for when scheduling and executing
scientific workflows.
Distributed resource management systems like Hadoop yarn (Vavilapalli et al., 2013)
or Mesos (Hindman et al., 2011) have been developed to employ thousands of com-
pute nodes in parallel and are therefore able to fully leverage the theoretical scalability
offered by cloud infrastructures. Furthermore, they provide the transparency and fine-
grained control over resources required for adaptive scheduling policies that provide ro-
bustness to or even exploit the instability and heterogeneity inherent to computational
clouds and similar distributed infrastructures. Hadoop also provides an implementa-
tion of the MapReduce programming model (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) along with
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its own distributed file system hdfs, which tolerates the failures of storage nodes and
distributes network load by storing data redundantly. For these reasons, Hadoop has
found widespread adoption both in academia and in the industry.
Unfortunately, established scientific workflow management systems do not support
modern distributed resource management systems like Hadoop. In addition, they also
disregard the speed-ups and increased robustness to be gained from adaptive workflow
scheduling policies. Instead, they either employ static scheduling policies, in which task-
machine assignments are computed ahead of execution, or implement some naive form
of online scheduling, which is entirely oblivious to the performance requirements of a
workflow’s tasks as well as the capabilities of the computational infrastructure (Bux and
Leser, 2013b).
The previous paragraphs highlighted a gap between the increasing computational cost
of executing data-intensive scientific workflows and the capabilities of established work-
flow management systems with regard to distributed execution and adaptive scheduling.
As a consequence, a number of works have been published on the re-implementation
of popular scientific workflows and the tasks they comprise as highly parallelizable se-
quences of MapReduce programs, to be executed on a scalable Hadoop installation (De-
cap et al., 2015; Zou et al., 2013). However, to date there has been no published work on
natively supporting Hadoop yarn, or any comparable distributed resource management
system, as a scientific workflow management system’s primary processing engine.
1.1 Contributions
This dissertation thesis covers the scalable execution of data-intensive scientific work-
flows on infrastructure-as-a-service clouds and similar distributed infrastructures shared
between multiple users. Within this topic, it focuses on the problem of adaptive work-
flow scheduling, i. e., adapting workflow execution to the dynamic performance variations
and instability encountered on such infrastructures. To this end, it gives an overview
of the state of the art in scalable workflow execution, presents a workflow simulation
toolkit able to model performance variations and proposes a novel adaptive workflow
scheduling scheme. Finally, it presents a highly scalable scientific workflow management
system that implements this scheduling scheme and builds on top of the well-established
distributed resource management system Hadoop yarn.
The specific contributions of this dissertation thesis are as follows:
1. To outline the design choices for the scalable execution of scientific workflows, we
present a light-weight taxonomy that encompasses the following key concepts: (i)
computational infrastructures, (ii) distributed processing frameworks, (iii) adaptiv-
ity in scheduling, and (iv) parallelization techniques. We illustrate these concepts
using a number of popular workflows from the fields of computational genomics
and astronomy. Furthermore, we give an exhaustive overview of current workflow
management systems’ capabilities with regard to the four aforementioned concepts.
2
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2. A particular problem in the development and systematic evaluation of novel adap-
tive workflow scheduling policies is the substantial monetary cost required for
repeatedly setting up and executing long-running computational experiments. As
an alternative, simulation provides a quick, affordable, and reproducible means of
assessment and is therefore commonly employed in the evaluation of novel scientific
workflow scheduling policies (Blythe et al., 2005). We present DynamicCloudSim,
an extension to the established simulation toolkit CloudSim. DynamicCloudSim
augments CloudSim with a fine-grained representation of computational resources,
the capability to simulate the execution of arbitrary scientific workflows, and mod-
els for mimicking several aspects of variability, including node heterogeneity, dy-
namic changes of performance at runtime, and failures during task execution.
3. Aspects of performance variability inherent to shared, distributed infrastructures
such as infrastructure-as-a-service clouds, have to be accounted for when schedul-
ing and executing scientific workflows. An adaptive workflow scheduler provides
robustness to instability and even exploits heterogeneity by monitoring workflow
execution and by dynamically adapting to alterations in the underlying compu-
tational infrastructure. We introduce era, a scientific workflow scheduling policy
that achieves adaptivity by (i) exploiting heterogeneity in to-be-scheduled tasks
and available resources, (ii) replicating bottleneck tasks running on subpar ma-
chines during workflow execution, and (iii) adapting to unforeseeable performance
changes by means of a stochastic performance model learned online during work-
flow execution. Simulation experiments in DynamicCloudSim indicate significant
reductions in workflow makespans over established workflow schedulers.
4. Established scientific workflow management systems do not support modern dis-
tributed resource management systems like Hadoop yarn and neglect adaptivity in
workflow scheduling. We present the scientific workflow execution engine Hi-WAY,
which is part of the scientific workflow management system saasfee. Hi-WAY is
able to execute scientific workflows specified in a multitude of different languages
on Hadoop yarn, harnessing its proven scalability. It optimizes performance for
different utilization scenarios by implementing a number of scheduling policies,
including era. It achieves reproducibility of workflow executions through (i) the
automated setup of infrastructures and (ii) support for re-executable provenance
traces. We demonstrate Hi-WAY’s key properties of scalability and performance by
several case studies.
1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in implementing and
executing data-intensive scientific workflows. We commence by formally introducing key
concepts and by describing real-life scientific workflows from the areas of computational
genomics and astronomy, which shall be used repeatedly throughout this thesis. We
provide a taxonomy of design choices critical to the implementation and exploitation
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of parallelization in such workflows, i. e., basic parallelization techniques, computational
infrastructures, distributed processing frameworks, and adaptivity in scheduling. Sub-
sequently, we categorize established scientific workflow management systems based on
whether and how they realize these concepts. Finally, we outline how deficiencies of
available scientific workflow management systems have led to the emergence of several
makeshift solutions for specific workflows and domains.
In Chapter 3 we describe the simulation framework DynamicCloudSim, which enables
adequate simulations of scientific workflow enactment on cloud computing infrastruc-
ture. The models of variability implemented in DynamicCloudSim are based on empiri-
cal analyses on the performance of Amazon ec2, which constitutes the largest and most
well-studied commercial cloud. As a validation of DynamicCloudSim’s functionality, we
simulate the impact of instability on scientific workflow scheduling by assessing and com-
paring the performance of four workflow schedulers in the course of several experiments
both in simulation and on real cloud infrastructure. Results indicate that our model is
able to adequately capture the most important aspects of cloud performance variability.
Chapter 4 presents era, a novel policy for the adaptive scheduling of scientific work-
flows on large distributed infrastructures subject to instability. era employs heuristics
to exploit heterogeneity, adapt to performance changes, and cope with bottlenecks dur-
ing workflow execution. To identify favorable assignments of tasks to machines, era
obtains task runtime estimates from historical runtime measurements. To this end, it
models a task’s performance on a given machine as a stochastic Wiener process. We
determine suitable parameters for era and perform an evaluation in DynamicCloudSim
simulating different workflows and infrastructures with varying degrees of heterogeneity
and instability.
In Chapter 5, we present the scientific workflow execution engine Hi-WAY, which en-
ables the scalable execution of adaptively scheduled scientific workflows written in var-
ious languages on top of Hadoop yarn. We describe the architecture of Hi-WAY and
highlight its most important features: performance gains through adaptive scheduling,
scalability, support for multi-language and iterative workflows, and reproducibility of
experiments. Subsequently, we report on several experiments, in which workflows from
different scientific domains were repeatedly executed on local clusters as well as on vir-
tual clusters in Amazon ec2 comprising up to 128 worker nodes. We also evaluate the
benefits of adaptive scheduling and the performance of the era scheduler on real cloud
infrastructure.
Finally, we give a summary of this thesis along with an outlook on arising research
questions in Chapter 6.
1.3 Own Prior Work
Some contents of this thesis have been published previously.
Wandelt et al. (2012) outlined current developments in the storage and processing of
next-generation sequencing data. In this publication, Rheinländer and Thalheim gave
an overview of standalone and cloud-based read mapping tools. Wandelt reviewed how
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traditional compression algorithms could be applied to sequencing data and outlined the
benefits to be gained from applying referential compression schemes instead. Bux gave
a general characterization of analysis pipelines in next-generation sequencing, excerpts
of which can be found in Section 2.1.1 of this thesis. Leser structured and directed the
joint work, wrote both the introduction as well as the conclusion, and, together with
Haldemann, reviewed the manuscript.
Bux and Leser (2013b) gave an in-depth review on parallelism in scientific workflows
and their implementation in current workflow management systems. Bux conducted the
literature research, devised the presented taxonomy, characterized scientific workflow
management systems available at the time according to this taxonomy, and wrote the
manuscript, parts of which can be found in Chapters 1 and 2. Leser supervised the work
and reviewed the document.
Bux and Leser (2013a) presented DynamicCloudSim, an extension to the cloud simu-
lation toolkit CloudSim, that introduces models for different aspects of variability. Bux
programmed DynamicCloudSim, conducted the simulation experiments, and wrote the
manuscript. Bux and Leser (2014) later published an extended version of the article,
in which additional validation experiments on real hardware were described. Bux con-
ducted these experiments and wrote the extended manuscript, parts of which can be
found in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Leser supervised the work and reviewed the text.
Bux et al. (2017) published Hi-WAY, an execution engine enabling the scalable exe-
cution of scientific workflows written in various languages on the distributed processing
framework Hadoop. Bux programmed Hi-WAY, conducted a range of experiments in
which different properties of Hi-WAY were evaluated, and wrote the manuscript. Parts
of this manuscript can be found in Chapter 5. Leser and Dowling supervised the work
on Hi-WAY. Leser, Brandt, and Witt reviewed the document.
Bux et al. (2015) provided a description and demonstration of the scientific workflow
management system saasfee, bundling the workflow language Cuneiform, the Hi-WAY
execution engine, and the distributed processing framework Hadoop. Brandt wrote the
text passage on Cuneiform, whereas Bux wrote the text on Hi-WAY. The section on
demonstration workflows as well as the introduction and conclusion were written jointly
and in equal parts by Bux and Brandt. The experiment in which a workflow was executed
using both Hi-WAY and Apache Tez was conducted by Lipka and Bux. A description
of saasfee as well as the results of the aforementioned experiment can be found in
Figure 5.1 and Section 5.2.1, respectively. Leser supervised the work and reviewed the
article.
Bessani et al. (2015) gave an overview of the BiobankCloud platform-as-a-Service
for the secure storage and processing of next-generation sequencing data. Marking the
conclusion of an eu project that had been running for three years, a total of 17 people
worked on the document. Bux and Brandt wrote the section on saasfee. Leser and
Dowling supervised the work and reviewed the document.
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2 Data-Intensive Scientific Workflows
Scientific workflows have recently emerged as a flexible programming model for process-
ing scientific data (Deelman et al., 2009). However, increasing amounts of scientific data
have eventuated in ever-growing requirements of computational power and an elevated
demand for parallelization and distributed execution of scientific workflows. This chap-
ter outlines the formalisms behind, requirements for, and existing approaches towards
realizing the scalable execution of scientific workflows on distributed computational in-
frastructures.
In Section 2.1, we formally introduce the programming model of scientific workflows.
In Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, we present three distinct data-intensive scientific workflows
from the fields of computational genomics and astronomy. These workflows are used
as a reference and evaluation baseline throughout this thesis. They were selected since
they are well-studied examples from different scientific domains. Also, they have been
repeatedly utilized for evaluating aspects of scientific workflow execution and, most
notably, scheduling in the past (Juve et al., 2012). They can be scaled to nearly any
desired size and degree of parallelism by adjusting the amount of to-be-processed input
data.
Subsequently, we outline fundamental requirements for the scalable execution of sci-
entific workflows in Section 2.2. This encompasses parallelization techniques available
for scientific workflows, distributed computational infrastructures and processing frame-
works, as well as adaptivity in workflow scheduling. All of these requirements build on
top of one another and we shall argue that adaptive scheduling heuristics are key to
unlock the scalability provided by today’s distributed architectures.
In Section 2.3, we review established scientific workflow management systems. We
showcase how some systems neglect scalable workflow execution altogether, focusing on
other aspects of workflow management instead, while others attempt to meet at least
some of the aforementioned requirements.
We continue in Section 2.4 by outlining how, in the field of computational genomics,
the neglect of scientific workflow management systems to fully embrace scalability and
parallelization, has prompted the development of various makeshift solutions. These
solutions include both re-implementations of domain-specific tools and libraries, as well
as the outsourcing of computationally demanding tasks within a workflow.
We then conclude by summarizing the state of data-intensive scientific workflow man-
agement in Section 2.5.
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Figure 2.1: An exemplary scientific workflow. Input data is transformed into output
data by invoking a number of sequential and concurrent tasks. Usually, all
involved data are materialized as files. Tasks as well as the data they process
and produce are treated as black boxes.
2.1 Scientific Workflows
The programming model of scientific workflows enables the modeling and automated exe-
cution of data analysis pipelines typically encountered in today’s scientific research (Deel-
man et al., 2017). A scientific workflow is composed of sequential and concurrent data
processing tasks, whose order is determined by data dependencies (Taylor et al., 2007).
See Figure 2.1 for a visualization of a scientific workflow.
Definition 1 (Scientific Workflow) A scientific workflow is a bipartite, directed, and
acyclic graph S = (D,T,E) comprising a set of data and task vertices D, respectively
T , and a set of edges E ⊆ (D × T ) ∪ (T ×D).
Note that definitions of scientific workflows exist in which data is modeled only im-
plicitly in the form of precedence constraints represented as edges between tasks in a
graph or multigraph. However, this definition does not allow a one-to-one mapping be-
tween data and edges, since data is produced by at most one task, yet can be consumed
by several upstream tasks (consider, for instance, the scientific workflow displayed in
Figure 2.1).
A scientific workflow’s data d ∈ D are usually materialized as files on a local or remote
hard disk. These data are treated as black boxes and can be structured or unstructured,
binary or text-based, etc. Any data that has to be present for the workflow to be run,
since it is not produced by any task, is called input data. Similarly, data that is produced
by a task is called intermediate or output data, depending on whether it is processed by
another task or not.
Similar to the data they process and produce, tasks t ∈ T are are also treated as black
boxes: They can be written in any programming language, may perform computations
locally, interface with external databases, invoke remote web services, etc.
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Figure 2.2: The life cycle of a task during scientific workflow execution. A task is blocked
until all of its data dependencies are resolved. It is then ready for execution
and, upon assignment to a machine, will be running until it is completed.
Definition 2 (Task) A task is the smallest divisible unit of work in a scientific work-
flow. It invokes a non-interactive, executable computer program and, as a result of
computation, generates output data. It may also read input data which influences the
results of computation.
A task can undergo several stages during workflow execution, as displayed in Fig-
ure 2.2. Until all of its input data are available it is blocked and awaiting the completion
of all of its preceding tasks. As soon as these parent tasks have completed, the task
is ready for execution. During some point of workflow execution, it is running on a
machine until it is completed.
Two tasks are called to belong to the same bag if they invoke the same program,
possibly for different input data. A bag of tasks within a given scientific workflow is
a set of tasks belonging to the same bag (Cai et al., 2017). Data-intensive scientific
workflows can easily comprise several bags of thousands of tasks each (see, for instance,
the workflows in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2).
Definition 3 (Bag-of-Tasks Workflow) A bag-of-tasks workflow is a pair (S,B),
where S = (D,T,E) is a scientific workflow and B = {B0, B1, ..., Bp} is a set of bags of
tasks that partitions T .
To facilitate the modeling and generate succinct graphical representations of such bag-
of-tasks workflows, abstraction is a commonly used strategy. An abstract workflow is a
graphical representation of a bag-of-tasks workflow or group of bag-of-tasks workflows,
in which bags of tasks are merged into composite vertices representing conceptual pro-
cessing steps. In such abstract workflows, data vertices are either merged into composite
vertices as well, or omitted altogether. Scientific workflows discussed in the remaining
parts of this section are displayed as abstract workflows (see Figures 2.4 to 2.6).
2.1.1 Scientific Workflows for High-Throughput Genomics
Genomic sequencing denotes the process that determines the sequence of nucleotides
within a given dna molecule. For long molecules such as chromosomes, this can so far
only be achieved by splitting the dna into many short, overlapping fragments, which are
called reads (Shendure and Ji, 2008). High-throughput sequencing (also known as second
generation or next-generation sequencing) technology has given biologists and clinicians
insights into masses of individual genomes at reasonable speed and affordable cost (Van
Dijk et al., 2014). Due to the diversity of emerging research questions, hundreds of tools
have been developed and are employed for the analysis of next-generation sequencing
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Figure 2.3: A selection of typical analysis pipelines for processing high-throughput se-
quencing data. Depending on the type of input data, i. e., whole genome
sequencing, ChIP-seq, or rna-seq data, different analysis methods are avail-
able to obtain output data for answering various research questions.
data (Pabinger et al., 2014). These tools are usually used in combination with one
another, forming complex and intertwined analysis pipelines, which can be implemented
as scientific workflows. The composition of such analysis pipelines depends on the type
(i. e., cellular origin) of sequencing data along with the nature of the research question
at hand (see Figure 2.3). In this section, we dissect the typical structure of analysis
pipelines processing high-throughput sequencing data.
The primary output generated by high-throughput sequencing machines is usually
available in textual fastq format. fastq files comprise sets of dna reads, each with
their respective identifier, base sequence and quality scores for each base call. Quality
scores are mostly utilized to assess and filter low-quality reads prior to further analysis.
Reconstructing the underlying genome from the remaining short reads constitutes
the first major step of most analysis pipelines. The way this genome reassembly is
approached largely depends on whether a closely related genome of the same species
is available as reference. If a reference genome is present, reads can be mapped to this
reference. Otherwise, the genome has to be assembled without exterior knowledge. Both
techniques – a de novo assembly even more so than a reference mapping – are prone to
error and computationally demanding. A plethora of tools has been developed for both
approaches, yet no standards have been established.
Further steps in the analysis pipeline mostly depend on the research question at hand.
Subsequent to reference mapping, the detection of genetic variants is a common goal. A
variant denotes a base that is different between the reference and the newly sequenced
read, hinting towards a mutation with potential consequences for the organism (Pabinger
et al., 2014). Besides these single nucleotide variants, smaller insertions, deletions, or
10
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Figure 2.4: An abstract snv calling workflow. First, reads obtained via high-throughput
sequencing of pathogenic tissue are mapped to a reference genome. Secondly,
the mapped reads are compared against the reference to detect variants,
which serve as indicators for mutations. Finally, determined variants are
filtered and functionally characterized. Mutations specific to the sequenced
sample might be functionally associated to the investigated disease.
larger structural variants are also important. Identified variants undergo quality as-
sessment, filtering and characterization of functionality and specificity. This aggregated
information can, for instance, be utilized to determine associations between a disease
and mutations (Li and Leal, 2008). In Section 2.1.1.1 we present a scientific workflow
that comprises a reference mapping, variant calling, and gene-disease association.
Other common research questions include (i) the discovery of differential expressions or
splice variants in transcriptome sequences (rna-seq), (ii) the determination of bindings
of proteins to dna to elucidate regulatory relationships between genes and transcription
factors, or (iii) the study of evolutionary relationships between species or individuals. All
these problems boil down to a series of computationally demanding algorithms operating
on genomic sequences or derived information. Section 2.1.1.2 outlines a workflow that
determines the differential expression of transcriptomes based on rna-seq data.
Independent of the research question at hand, ever-growing volumes of data gener-
ated by high-throughput sequencing machines increasingly necessitate the distribution
of storage and computation and, in particular, the employment of cloud computing tech-
nology (Pennisi, 2011). This ongoing development constitutes a driving motive behind
core topics of this thesis, i. e., the implementation of data-intensive analysis pipelines as
parallelizable scientific workflows as well as the scalable and robust execution of these
workflows on shared distributed infrastructures.
2.1.1.1 Single Nucleotide Variant Calling
Among the research questions outlined in Section 2.1.1, single nucleotide variant (snv)
calling is one of the most well-studied and oft-encountered. Consequently, different
implementations of snv calling workflows are employed for illustration and evaluation
purposes several times within this thesis (see Sections 2.2.1, 3.6, 4.3.5, 4.3.6, and 5.2.1).
These workflows process genomic reads, usually obtained from sequencing the genome
or exome of pathogenic (disease) tissue, and can be utilized to gain insights or ascer-
tain hypotheses regarding the association of mutations on genes with known diseases.
Figure 2.4 provides an abstract illustration of this group of workflows.
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In the first step of a snv calling workflow, which is referred to as reference mapping,
genomic reads are mapped against an established (and different) reference to determine
their original position in the genome. The landscape of available reference mapping
tools is vast; a comprehensive survey on mapping tools was given by Li and Homer
(2010). Tools used in experiments discussed in this thesis include Bowtie (Langmead
et al., 2009b), Bowtie 2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012), bwa (Li and Durbin, 2009),
PerM (Chen et al., 2009), and SHRiMP (David et al., 2011). Different mapping tools
produce different results. Therefore, a common technique to increase overall mapping
quality involves running several tools either in parallel, combining the results in a sub-
sequent step, or in sequence, re-mapping reads that failed to map using a different tool.
Subsequent to reference mapping, the mapped reads are piled up and each position
is compared to the reference genome to detect variants, i. e., mismatching nucleic acids,
which might be indicative of mutations. Again, the amount of available tools is consider-
able; a comprehensive survey of tools for variant calling and analysis has been presented
by Pabinger et al. (2014). Finally, characteristics of detected variants such as rarity or
functional importance are obtained from external databases like dbSNP (Sherry et al.,
2001) or others (Childs et al., 2016). In experiments described in this thesis, variants
are determined from mapped reads using SAMtools (Li et al., 2009), VarScan (Koboldt
et al., 2009), and MuTect (Cibulskis et al., 2013); variant characterization is performed
using the tool annovar (Wang et al., 2010).
Characterized variants can be investigated closer or compared to variants determined
from processing other genomic samples using the same workflow. Mutations specific to
the pathogenic genotype might be related to the disease. The associated gene could
therefore qualify as a drug target (Li and Leal, 2008).
Numerous implementations of snv calling workflows as well as extensions and parts
thereof have been developed and compared against one another (Cornish and Guda,
2015). Implementations of such workflows have also been provided as components of
genome analysis frameworks such as gatk (McKenna et al., 2010) or adam (Nothaft
et al., 2015).
2.1.1.2 RNA Sequencing
rna sequencing (rna-seq) technology makes use of high-throughput sequencing to en-
able researchers to determine and quantify the transcription level of genes in a given tis-
sue sample. Trapnell et al. (2012) have developed a workflow that has been established
as the de facto standard for processing and comparing rna-seq data. It can be employed
to identify new genes and splice variants and to determine differential transcription of
genes between samples, which, in turn, can help to understand the misregulation of gene
expression in disease. In the context of this thesis, this workflow has been employed for
evaluation in Section 5.2.2. See Figure 2.5 for a visualization of this workflow.
The input to this workflow are genomic reads obtained by sequencing the transcrip-
tome, i. e., the set of transcribed genes. In the first step of the workflow, these reads are
mapped against a reference genome using the two mapping tools Bowtie 2 (Langmead
and Salzberg, 2012) and TopHat 2 (Kim et al., 2013). Similar to the mapping step of
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Figure 2.5: An abstract rna sequencing workflow for determining differential transcrip-
tion. Genomic reads, the output of whole transcriptome sequencing (rna-
seq), are mapped against a reference genome. Transcribed genes are then
determined and quantified based on these mappings. Finally, transcription
is compared between samples.
the snv calling workflow presented in Section 2.1.1.1, this step serves the purpose of
identifying the reads’ genomic positions, which have been lost during the sequencing
process.
In the second step, the Cufflinks (Trapnell et al., 2012) package is utilized to assemble
and quantify transcripts of genes from mapped reads. Quantified transcripts are then
compared between different input samples, for instance between pathogenic and healthy
or between pathogenic and medicated samples. The resulting output of the workflow
– differential transcription of genes between samples – can shed light into alterations
of gene transcription as a consequence of disease or treatment, and thus reveal new
treatment options.
2.1.2 Montage: Astronomical Mosaics of the Sky
As outlined in Section 2.1, the tasks composing a scientific workflows and the data they
process and produce are viewed as black boxes. The techniques described in this thesis
are therefore not confined to the field of high-throughput genomics, but can be applied to
any scientific domain. Here, we outline the group of Montage workflows from the field of
astronomy, which have often been used for evaluating scientific workflow scheduling and
execution (Deelman et al., 2008; Hoffa et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009; Chen and Deelman,
2012).
The Montage toolkit comprises a set of applications enabling the assembly of high-
resolution mosaics of regions of the sky (Berriman et al., 2004). Montage is able to
automatically generate workflows in dax format (see Section 2.3.1.1) for building mosaics
of configurable size. The size of a region of the sky is typically measured in square degree
units, with one square degree approximately covering the area of five full moons. When
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Figure 2.6: An abstract Montage workflow, in which three input images are processed
to generate a mosaic. In the workflow, images are first projected to a com-
mon scale (project). Overlapping regions in these images are then deter-
mined and removed (diff). Subsequently, images are fit on a common plane
(fit) and concatenated (concat). Finally, background radiation is corrected
(modelBackground, background) and the final mosaic is assembled (add).
generating a Montage workflow, the size as well as the locus of the sky region, for which
an image is to be created, can be specified via separate command-line arguments. In
addition to generating the workflow file, Montage also downloads any input data required
to run this workflows to local storage. See Figure 2.6 for an abstract visualization of
workflows generated using the Montage toolkit.
In the first step of a Montage workflow, input images in fits (Flexible Image Transport
System) format – the most commonly used image format in astronomy – are projected
to a common spatial scale. To rectify images to a common background level and reduce
background noise, background radiation present in the images has to be captured and
modeled. To this end, pairs of overlapping images are subtracted from one another. The
resulting difference images are then fit on a plane and concatenated before undergoing
a modeling of common background radiation. Using this model, background radiation
is removed from the input images. Finally, the projected, background-corrected images
are merged into the output mosaic in jpeg format.
Montage workflows utilized in evaluations throughout this thesis (see Sections 3.5, 3.6,
and 5.2.3) assemble mosaics of the Omega Nebula (i. e., the m17 region of the sky) with
varying degree parameters and thus varying volumes of input data.
2.2 Scalable Execution of Scientific Workflows
Scaling scientific workflow execution to increasing amounts of input data necessitates
parallelization and distribution of workload. In this section, we outline and contrast
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Figure 2.7: A taxonomy on the most fundamental aspects of parallelization and scalable
execution of scientific workflows.
fundamental concepts for this purpose, focusing primarily on concepts providing the
highest levels of scalability. We differentiate between parallelization techniques, sup-
ported computational infrastructures, distributed processing frameworks, and adaptivity
in workflow scheduling. We shall adopt these categories to compare different realizations
of scalable workflow execution in concrete workflow management systems in Section 2.3.
A graphical overview of our taxonomy is given in Figure 2.7.
2.2.1 Parallelization Techniques
Parallelization addresses the question of how to divide the workload incurred by a given
scientific workflow for simultaneous computation on multiple processors. A relevant
metric in this context is the degree of parallelism.
Definition 4 (Degree of Parallelism) At any time during the execution of a scien-
tific workflow, the degree of parallelism is defined as the number of tasks that can be run
simultaneously, given an unlimited amount of computational resources.
Since a scientific workflow’s tasks and data are treated as black boxes, the degree of
parallelism cannot be raised automatically at execution time. Parallelization therefore
has to be considered during workflow design.
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In general, there are two discernible techniques for the parallelization of data process-
ing: task and data parallelism. In task parallelism, processing is partitioned into inde-
pendent tasks, which can be executed simultaneously. Conversely, in data parallelism,
data is partitioned into independent fragments, which can be processed simultaneously.
These two approaches are not mutually exclusive and are, in practice, often combined
with one another.
2.2.1.1 Task Parallelism
By explicitly modeling computation as a graph of tasks (and data), scientific workflows
inherently facilitate task-parallel implementations. When executing a given scientific
workflow, any number of ready tasks (i. e., tasks whose input data are fully available)
can unhesitatingly be executed in parallel. Note that only tasks on parallel branches of
the workflow graph can ever have all of their input data available at the same time.
However, in some cases even tasks with data dependencies in between can be executed
in parallel by means of pipelining. In pipelining, intermediate data is not materialized
in the form of files, but is passed directly from task to task, similar to pipelines in Unix-
based operating systems or the programming model of stream processing (Gordon et al.,
2006). Depending on the scientific workflow as well as the underlying system, pipelining
can enable tasks to commence execution without their input data being fully available.
The degree of parallelism that can be achieved through task parallelism is thus limited
by (i) how fine-grained computation can be expressed in the form of distinct tasks, (ii)
whether pipelining is supported by the workflow’s tasks as well as the system executing
the workflow, and (iii) whether tasks are arranged sequentially or concurrently.
2.2.1.2 Data Parallelism
The most common approach for achieving data parallelism in scientific workflows is to
exploit embarrassingly parallel tasks by implementing the workflow as a bag-of-tasks
workflow (see Definition 3 on page 9). An embarrassingly parallel task is a task whose
input data can be split into fragments to be processed by a bag of tasks, and whose
output data can be merged with little to no effort and without influencing the results
of computation. Parallelization of such tasks is usually accomplished in one out of
two ways, both of which require manually splitting any input data into fragments and
manually merging the partial results. The first approach involves feeding the fragments
of input data to several explicitly listed tasks of the same bag. The second technique
involves specifying the scientific workflows in a data-parallel workflow language such as
Cuneiform (Brandt et al., 2015) or Swift (Zhao et al., 2007). The advantage of the
latter technique is that tasks belonging to the same bag need not be listed repeatedly
and redundantly.
Depending on the granularity of data (i. e., how many parts the data can be feasibly
split into), very high degrees of parallelism are achievable. In fact, of the two avail-
able techniques for parallelization, data parallelism is the only one able to scale with
increasing amounts of input data.
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Figure 2.8: An implementation of two-dimensional data parallelism in the workflow in-
troduced in Section 2.1.1.1 and Figure 2.4. All of the workflow’s tasks are
embarrassingly parallel and can be parallelized by splitting the reference,
against which the reads are mapped, into parts. Ideally, these parts corre-
spond to biological entities (e. g., chromosomes). To increase the degree of
parallelism further, split sites can also be chosen arbitrarily. In this case,
splits have to overlap at their ends, since the split site itself might be part
of a valid mapping. While these overlapping ends translate into additional
computational effort (due to redundant read mappings), the achievable de-
gree of parallelism is nearly unlimited. As an alternative or in addition to
splitting the genomic reference, the input read files can also be split into
subsets. However, this latter means of achieving data parallelism is only
valid for the reference mapping step, since the subsequent variant calling
step requires all mapping data to be present prior to commencing execution.
Note that implementing data parallelism for tasks with multiple incoming (data) edges
can lead to substantial amounts of I/O overhead. As an example, consider the abstract
snv calling workflow introduced in Section 2.1.1.1. In a data-parallel implementation
of this workflow, which is displayed in Figure 2.8, the reference mapping task expects
input in the form of genomic reads and a reference genome. If the reference genome
is split into several parts, the complete set of reads has to be parsed and considered
for mapping by each of the data-parallel mapping tasks. Depending on whether data
is stored locally or over the network, this may translate into a considerable amount of
additional disk or network load.
2.2.2 Computational Infrastructures
In this section, we outline the computational infrastructures available for the scalable
execution of scientific workflows. Generally, one can differentiate between standalone
and distributed architectures. A standalone architecture is a system consisting of a
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single compute node with its own locally available computational resources in the form
of processing cores, volatile primary storage (memory), and persistent secondary storage
(hard disks, solid state drives).
Distributed architectures comprise multiple compute nodes connected over a network.
While each of these nodes has its own processor, primary or secondary storage are,
for some architectures, shared between nodes. Depending on which types of storage
(primary, secondary, both, or none) are shared, this type of architecture can be further
subdivided into distributed shared-memory, shared-disk, shared-everything, and shared-
nothing architectures.
A distributed shared-nothing architecture is composed of multiple self-sufficient com-
pute nodes, each with their own processor, primary, and secondary storage. Since this
type of architecture does not have a single point of contention and failure, it is able
to achieve the highest levels of scalability and shall be discussed in more detail in the
remaining parts of this section. For distributed shared-nothing architectures, we differ-
entiate further between computational clusters, grids, and clouds.
Executing a workflow on such clusters, grids, and clouds necessitates (i) supervising
the remote execution of a workflow’s tasks, (ii) distributing the data read and written
by these tasks, (iii) managing (possibly non-uniform) resources fragmented across nodes,
and (iv) coping with failures during execution, the likelihood of which increases with the
number of compute nodes.
2.2.2.1 Shared-Nothing Cluster Computing
We define a computational cluster as a set of tightly coupled, physically co-located
compute nodes of usually identical hardware configuration (Bux and Leser, 2013b). Each
node has its own operating system, which manages the node’s local resources. Nodes
are connected to each other over local area networks characterized by low latency and
high bandwidth. While such a computational cluster is usually more cost-effective than
a standalone system of comparable performance, it entails the increased administrative
effort inherent to distributed shared-nothing architectures outlined above.
2.2.2.2 Grid Computing
In scientific research, the need for a large-scale distributed architecture often arises rather
sporadically whenever new data is available or new hypotheses ought to be tested. For
instance, the single-nucleotide variant workflow outlined in Section 2.1.1.1 processes
genomic data, which is typically generated infrequently yet requires substantial com-
putational effort to process. This observation makes investing into costly distributed
hardware infeasible for many research groups and has resulted in increased efforts of
computational resource sharing by the scientific communities.
Consequently, in the early 1990s, grid computing was promoted as a new paradigm
of distributed computing in which compute resources of different proprietors were con-
nected in order to solve computationally demanding problems without the need for a
supercomputer (Foster et al., 2008). In grid computing (as opposed to cluster com-
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puting), compute resources can be heterogeneous and geographically far away from the
client. However, similar to the electrical power grid, which the term “grid computing”
borrows from, most of this architectural complexity is hidden from the user.
2.2.2.3 Infrastructure-as-a-Service Cloud Computing
Infrastructure-as-a-service cloud computing describes a more recently established form
of distributed computing (Mell and Grance, 2009). It provides computational resources
(e. g., in the form of virtual machines or storage repositories), which can be allocated
and accessed over the internet and, in the case of commercial clouds such as Amazon’s
Elastic Compute Cloud (ec2) or Microsoft Azure, are billed by the minute. Elasticity,
which denotes the possibility to adjust the amount of provisioned resources at runtime,
constitutes a key benefit of cloud computing. It is particularly promising for the exe-
cution of scientific workflows, which, due to their often complex graph structure, can
strongly fluctuate in their current computational effort as execution progresses.
Unfortunately, despite commercial cloud vendors providing guarantees with regards
to processor clock speed and memory capacity, the actual performance of rented virtual
machines varies greatly depending on the configuration of underlying hardware and
utilization of shared resources by other users. In Amazon ec2, Dejun et al. (2009)
observed response times of cpu- and I/O-intensive web applications to vary by a factor of
four and two, respectively. Jackson et al. (2010) found network communication between
virtual machines to vary by a factor of up to 1.7 due to sharing of network resources.
Zaharia et al. (2008) reported I/O performance to vary by a factor of up to 2.7, depending
on how many virtual machines performed I/O operations on the same physical hardware.
For scientific workflow management, this finding translates into an elevated importance
of adaptivity in scheduling, as outlined in Section 2.2.4. Note that similar (or even more
notable) observations of instability can be made for clusters and grids shared between
multiple users and organizations (Wolski et al., 2000), though they are much harder to
systematically quantify.
Clearly, the execution of scientific workflows presents different challenges depending
on the underlying infrastructure. Since resources in computational clusters are tightly
coupled, the cost associated with distributing data is less of an issue compared to ar-
chitectures like grids and clouds. Compute clusters also provide a more homogeneous
environment in terms of cpu performance and latency / bandwidth between compute
nodes. However, their scalability is more limited and they lack the elasticity provided
by computational clouds.
2.2.3 Distributed Processing Frameworks
As outlined in the last section, the resources provided by distributed shared-nothing
infrastructures are often heterogeneous and subject to instability. In addition, due to
the acquisition and maintenance costs of such infrastructures, they are usually employed
for a variety of computational jobs submitted by different users and organizations.
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Definition 5 (Job) A job is a computational workload comprising a collection of tasks,
intended for parallel execution by multiple distributed machines.
Distributed processing frameworks provide the means to manage the execution of such
jobs and, in some cases, also the data they process and produce. Essentially, these
systems serve as a middleware and layer of abstraction between distributed hardware
and heterogeneous jobs. For such distributed processing frameworks, we differentiate
between batch scheduling systems and distributed resource managers.
2.2.3.1 Batch Scheduling Systems
With the advent of grid computing (see Section 2.2.2.2) in the early nineties, a number
of systems have been developed for the automated, non-interactive execution of series
(“batches”) of jobs. Examples for such systems, which are still maintained and employed
in practice today, include HTCondor (Litzkow et al., 1988; see also Section 2.3.1.1), Oracle
Grid Engine (Gentzsch, 2001), Torque (Staples, 2006), and Slurm (Yoo et al., 2003).
The jobs intended to be dispatched to these systems are typically computationally
demanding, yet stable in the amount of resources they consume. Furthermore, the
computational infrastructure underlying an installation of these grid-centric systems is
often owned by different organizations. For these reasons, scheduling in HTCondor is, for
instance, subject to the motto “leave the owner in control, regardless of the cost” (Thain
et al., 2005). Consequently, applications running on these systems have only little to no
involvement in scheduling decisions.
2.2.3.2 Distributed Resource Managers
In the late 2000s, the introduction of Amazon’s commercial cloud service, Elastic Com-
pute Cloud (ec2), as well as the publication and wide-spread adoption of the MapRe-
duce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) programming model has altered the landscape of
distributed processing frameworks.
A MapReduce program implements a map and a reduce function, which operate on
key-value pairs and can each be executed concurrently for different fragments of input
data, i. e., data-parallel (see Section 2.2.1.2). More specifically, each map task reads
its block of input data from a distributed file system and applies its map function
to the data. Subsequently, each reduce task applies its reduce function to the key-
grouped results of the map tasks, storing its output on the distributed file system again.
Since both the amount as well as the workload of map and reduce tasks vary and since
these tasks are preferably placed on nodes which have their input data available locally,
efficiently running MapReduce jobs necessitates a different take on scheduling than the
one provided by traditional batch scheduling systems.
These requirements eventuated in the emergence and widespread adoption of a new
class of distributed resource management systems, such as Hadoop yarn (White, 2012;
Vavilapalli et al., 2013), Mesos (Hindman et al., 2011), and Quasar (Delimitrou and
Kozyrakis, 2014). In contrast to batch scheduling systems, these distributed resource
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Figure 2.9: The Hadoop software stack, displayed in green colors, comprises hdfs for
distributed storage, yarn for resource management, and an application mas-
ter for running MapReduce jobs. In addition, yarn can be interfaced by a
number of external application masters implementing various different pro-
gramming models.
managers allow for (i) a more fine-grained allocation of resources on the task level
as opposed to on the job level (see Definitions 2 and 5 on pages 9 and 19, respec-
tively), (ii) application-controlled scheduling, which enables concepts like data locality
and adaptive scheduling (see next section), and (iii) virtualization and containerization
of computational resources, which encapsulate resources and give more control to the
application (Reuther et al., 2016).
Hadoop In the late 2000s, Hadoop (White, 2012) was developed as an open-source,
Java-based implementation of the MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) program-
ming model and distributed file system gfs (Ghemawat et al., 2003). Originally, the
management of distributed resources as well as the scheduling and execution of MapRe-
duce jobs were both governed by a singular component called the job tracker, whereas
the distributed storage was realized by Hadoop’s Distributed File System (hdfs). To
increase scalability to levels of tens of thousands of nodes and beyond as well as to enable
programming models other than MapReduce to be executed on top of Hadoop, the job
tracker was later subdivided into two separate parts. Since version 2.0 and as displayed
in Figure 2.9, Hadoop now comprises three built-in components: hdfs, Yet Another
Resource Negotiator (yarn), and a MapReduce-specific application master (Vavilapalli
et al., 2013).
Chapter 5 of this thesis presents Hi-WAY, an application master for executing scientific
workflows on Hadoop. Hi-WAY interfaces with both hdfs and yarn. Concepts relevant
for this interaction are therefore introduced here.
hdfs implements a master/slave architecture, in which a single name node (nn) man-
ages the file index and supervises data access, interfacing with multiple data nodes (dns),
which are slave processes running on the distributed storage nodes. Files stored in hdfs
are split into distinct blocks of even size (128mb by default), such that data-parallel ap-
plications like MapReduce jobs can access their to-be-processed data in chunks. These
blocks are replicated across multiple data nodes. Three replicas are stored by default,
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of which two are placed on the same rack (co-located collection of nodes), whereas the
third replica is put on a node of a different rack. This way, data movement is minimized,
yet data can be restored in case a node or a whole rack becomes inaccessible.
Similar to hdfs, yarn also employs a master/slave model, in which a single resource
manager (rm) administers the memory and processing cores provided by multiple node
managers (nms) running across the distributed processing nodes. Containers are yarn’s
basic unit of computation, encapsulating a fixed amount of virtual processor cores and
memory. Applications running on top of Hadoop can request containers of different
configuration from the rm, which, in turn, will determine suitable nms to host the
requested containers. Besides managing distributed resources, yarn introduces the con-
cept of paradigm-specific application masters (ams). An am for MapReduce jobs is
provided by default. Furthermore, Hadoop can be extended with additional ams.
Every job submitted to Hadoop results in a new am launched in its own, separate
container. This way, scalability is not limited by a single process having to manage all
jobs running at the same time, as was the case for the job tracker in Hadoop 1.x. For
a visualization of ams of different programming models interfacing with Hadoop, see
Figure 5.3 on page 93.
The flexibility of the system along with its proven scalability has lead to a widespread
adoption of Hadoop both in academia and in the industry (see Figure 2.10).
Distributed Dataflow Systems The availability of distributed resource management
systems like Hadoop or Mesos has fostered the development of distributed dataflow sys-
tems and languages, which emerged from the related field of database research. These
systems were designed to efficiently run queries written in sql-like syntaxes over ex-
tremely large data in parallel. In contrast to scientific workflows, they employ white-box
(e. g., key-value) data and operator models. These white-box models have the advan-
tage of enabling the automated inference of data parallelism and, potentially, structural
graph reordering, as frequently made use of in the field of database query optimiza-
tion (Rheinländer et al., 2017). However, they come at the cost of reduced flexibility
and often require the tools underlying scientific analysis pipelines to be re-implemented.
They are therefore ineligible to run arbitrary scientific workflows and will therefore only
be briefly outlined here. Besides MapReduce, the following systems and languages have
found widespread adoption both in academia and the industry:
• Pig (Olston et al., 2008) provides a workflow-like scripting language that is, at
runtime, translated into a series of map and reduce functions.
• Hive (Thusoo et al., 2009) facilitates scalable data aggregation, query, and analysis
by means of an sql-like syntax.
• Spark (Zaharia et al., 2010) and Flink (Alexandrov et al., 2014) support the iter-
ative analysis of in-memory data and the processing of data streams.
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Figure 2.10: Worldwide interest for the topics of HTCondor, Slurm, and Hadoop in
Google’s web search. Scores are aggregated per year, normalized, and dis-
played on a logarithmic scale. Notably, the interest in Hadoop has become
several orders of magnitude larger than the interest in distributed batch
scheduling systems from the last millennium. Numbers provided by Google
Trends (www.google.com/trends).
• Tez (Saha et al., 2015) is an extension to MapReduce able to run dags of map
and reduce tasks without having to stage intermediate data to the distributed file
system. It has been primarily developed to accelerate Pig and Hive jobs.
Notably, all of these distributed dataflow systems support execution on top of Hadoop.
2.2.4 Scientific Workflow Scheduling
Scheduling a scientific workflow denotes the process of mapping the workflow’s tasks
onto the available compute nodes (Mandal et al., 2005). One can generally differentiate
between quality-of-service-constrained scheduling and best-effort scheduling (Yu et al.,
2008). While the former is driven by completing execution within a given time frame
or budget limit, the latter strives to optimize a certain metric or number of metrics
without having to meet any hard constraints. The usual goal in best-effort scheduling
is to minimize the overall makespan, i. e., wall-clock execution time, of a workflow.
However, in certain scenarios it might be preferable to optimize monetary cost investment
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or maximize data security. Here, we focus on best-effort scheduling with the goal of
minimizing the makespan of a single workflow.
To minimize the makespan of a given workflow, most best-effort schedulers utilize
knowledge about the to-be-executed workflow, the underlying computational infrastruc-
ture, or both. Usually, this knowledge encompasses estimates for the duration of running
any task on any machine. The problem of determining an optimal schedule based on
such runtime estimates, formally introduced in Definition 7 on page 59, is np-complete
and is therefore typically approached heuristically (Garey and Johnson, 1979).
As outlined in Section 2.2.2, distributed shared-nothing infrastructures are often het-
erogeneous and subject to unpredictable performance changes. In such a setting, the
performance of a scheduling heuristic (i. e., the reduction in makespan it is able to
achieve) largely depends on (i) the currency and accuracy of task runtime estimates as
well as (ii) the ability of the heuristic to consider these estimates during scheduling and,
therefore, adapt to the computational infrastructure. While the former is addressed
in Section 4.4.1, where an overview of methods towards time-series-based task runtime
estimation is given, the latter is discussed in this section.
We differentiate between several classes of scientific workflow scheduling: knowledge-
free, static, and adaptive scheduling. Here, we shall introduce the mechanisms behind
these classes, describe their advantages and disadvantages, and present some typical
representatives, which will be referenced at different points in this thesis. A compre-
hensive overview of available workflow scheduling heuristics has recently been published
by Alkhanak et al. (2016).
2.2.4.1 Knowledge-Free Scheduling
A knowledge-free scheduling algorithm is oblivious to both the performance character-
istics of the computational infrastructure as well as the computational requirements of
individual workflow tasks. For this reason, knowledge-free schedulers are easy to imple-
ment and often employed in practice. Furthermore, they often serve as a baseline for
more elaborate schedulers to evaluate against (Blythe et al., 2005). However, heterogene-
ity and instability in the underlying computational infrastructure quickly deteriorate the
performance of knowledge-free scheduling algorithms.
First-Come-First-Served and Round-Robin The most straightforward approach to
knowledge-free scheduling implements a first-come, first-served (fcfs) policy. Here,
tasks are placed at the tail of a queue as soon as they’re ready to execute. Whenever
a resource has an available task slot, it fetches a task from the head of this queue and
commences execution.
In round-robin scheduling, another prevalent variant of knowledge-free scheduling, the
workflow is traversed from the beginning to the end, assigning tasks to computational
resources in turn. This way, each resource will end up with roughly the same amount of
tasks, independent of its computational capabilities or the tasks’ workload.
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2.2.4.2 Static Scheduling
In static scheduling, decisions are based on static knowledge such as, especially, task
runtime estimates, which are not updated during workflow execution (Yu and Buyya,
2005). Static schedulers assemble a complete, static schedule prior to workflow execution,
which is then strictly abided by at runtime. They are able to exploit heterogeneity by
determining favorable assignments of tasks to compute nodes. Static scheduling meth-
ods can yield good results in controllable and stable compute environments. However,
variations in resource performance can strongly impair overall execution time (Rahman
et al., 2013).
Min-Min, Max-Min, and Sufferage The Min-Min, Max-Min, and Sufferage heuris-
tics are three polynomial-time, static scheduling heuristics, which have been repeatedly
employed in the context of scientific workflow scheduling (Mandal et al., 2005). All of
these heuristics iteratively select a task for scheduling that (i) has not been scheduled
yet and (ii) has no unscheduled parent tasks. This (greedy) means of static schedule
assembly is repeated until all tasks have been scheduled.
In both Min-Min and Max-Min scheduling tasks are selected based on their earliest
(minimum) completion time (ect) across all available machines. Note that a task’s
completion time on a machine (and, thus, a task’s ect across all machines) depends not
only on its (estimated) execution duration on that machine, but also (i) on the ects of
all of its parent tasks, which have to be executed first and (ii) on the completion time
of the last task scheduled on that machine.
Once the ect values have been determined for all currently unscheduled tasks with
no unscheduled parent tasks, the Min-Min (Max-Min) heuristic select the task with the
overall minimum (maximum) ect for scheduling. The selected task is then assigned to
the machine on which its completion time was found to be minimal (i. e., on the ma-
chine responsible for the determined ect value). This task-machine-assignment entails
possible changes in the ect values of all remaining unscheduled tasks.
The rationale behind Min-Min scheduling is to keep the overall execution time low by
adding workload in minimal increments. On the other hand, the intuition behind Max-
Min scheduling is to schedule the most computationally demanding tasks first on their
most suitable machines, since smaller tasks contribute less to the workflow’s makespan
and can likely be executed concurrently with larger tasks.
In Sufferage scheduling, a task’s Sufferage value is computed as the difference between
its ect and second-earliest completion time. Hence, a task has a high Sufferage value if
it performs really well on one and only one particular machine. Similar to the Max-Min
heuristic, the Sufferage heuristic then selects the unscheduled task with the maximum
Sufferage value for scheduling. The fundamental idea behind Sufferage scheduling is
to favor assigning a machine to a task, which would “suffer” a large degradation in its
completion time if another machine were assigned to it.
Heterogeneous Earliest Finishing Time The Heterogeneous Earliest Finishing Time
(heft) scheduler developed by Topcuoglu et al. (2002) is one of the most established
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static scheduling heuristics. heft traverses the workflow from the end to the beginning,
computing the upward rank of each task as the estimated time to overall workflow
completion at the onset of this task. The computation of a given task’s upward rank
incorporates estimates for both the runtimes and data transfer times of the given task
as well as the upward ranks of all successor tasks. The static schedule is then assembled
by assigning each task in decreasing order of upward ranks a time slot on a compute
node. Hence, heft optimizes workflow makespan by mapping tasks with the highest
expected time to overall workflow completion onto more suitable (i. e., faster) resources
first.
2.2.4.3 Adaptive Scheduling
Performance instability and changes in the availability of computational resources can
be problematic if schedules are generated in advance (Rahman et al., 2013). Adaptive
scheduling denotes the ability to adjust scientific workflow execution to a dynamically
changing computational infrastructure at runtime (Casavant and Kuhl, 1988). In con-
trast to static scheduling heuristics, an adaptive scheduler is therefore able to appro-
priately cope with instability and volatility and fully unlock the scalability potential of
modern distributed architectures, as described in Section 2.2.2. However, this necessi-
tates having available and being able to utilize continuously updated knowledge about
the computational infrastructure as well as the tasks composing the scientific workflow.
The downsides of adaptive scheduling therefore are that this knowledge (i) can be diffi-
cult or computationally intrusive to obtain and (ii) becomes outdated quickly.
Chapter 4 provides an in-depth analysis of the requirements for and benefits to be
gained from adaptive scheduling. While we present one particular adaptive scheduling
scheme here, Section 4.4.2 provides a comprehensive examination of existing adaptive
workflow scheduling heuristics.
Longest Approximate Time to End An example of adaptive scheduling is the late
(Longest Approximate Time to End) scheduler developed by Zaharia et al. (2008). late
is a scheduler for MapReduce jobs. It has been developed to provide high levels of
robustness to the effects of straggler resources and failed task execution. To this end,
late keeps track of the elapsed execution times as well as the progress rates of all running
tasks. Based on these values, it computes (i) estimates for the remaining execution
durations of each task and (ii) estimates for the overall performance of each compute
node. late then speculatively replicates tasks with the longest approximate time to
end on resources performing above a given threshold. By default, late reserves 10% of
the computational resources for speculative replication of tasks.
Intuitively, this approach maximizes the likeliness for a speculative copy of a task to
overtake its original. late exploits heterogeneity in similar fashion as heft, since both
scheduling heuristics prioritize the assignment of tasks with longest times to finish to
well-performing computational resources. late has been shown to achieve good results
for scheduling MapReduce jobs. However, obtaining reliable progress rates for each task,
as required and employed by late, is typically not feasible when executing a scientific
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workflow, in which tasks are black boxes. Consequently, late cannot be employed for
scientific workflow scheduling in practice. However, the idea of speculatively replicating
tasks during execution is worth exploring for scientific workflows and will be discussed
in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis.
2.3 Scientific Workflow Management Systems
Due to the complexity of today’s typical data analysis pipelines, easy ways of assembling
and altering scientific workflows are of major importance (Cohen-Boulakia and Leser,
2011). Moreover, to ensure reproducibility of scientific experiments, workflows should
be easily sharable and execution traces should be accessible (Davidson and Freire, 2008).
Beginning in the mid 2000s, a number of scientific workflow management systems have
been developed to meet these requirements. Examples for established scientific workflow
management systems that have undergone continued development include Taverna (Wol-
stencroft et al., 2013), Pegasus (Deelman et al., 2015), and Galaxy (Goecks et al., 2010).
Definition 6 (Scientific Workflow Management System) A scientific workflow
management system is an application that provides tools for modeling, executing, moni-
toring, maintaining, and storing scientific workflows.
While most workflow management systems provide a general-purpose framework for
workflow enactment, systems such as Taverna or Galaxy exhibit a certain affinity for
a confined field of science and inherently provide domain-specific components. Clearly,
there are trade-offs to consider between domain-specific and general-purpose approaches:
While confinement to a particular field facilitates use for domain scientists and may help
to promote design standards, it necessitates built-in components be kept up to date and
limits versatility and interoperability of workflow design.
With scientific workflow management systems reaching maturity, researchers have be-
gun to adopt scientific workflows as a means of specifying and executing complex analysis
pipelines. This development is reflected by the growth of public workflow repositories
and platforms like myExperiment (Goble and de Roure, 2007). At the same time,
ever-increasing quantities of data generated in scientific experiments have elevated the
demand for parallel execution of scientific workflows. The growing numbers of cores on
servers along with novel computational infrastructures implementing sharing and leas-
ing of compute resources can provide the computational backbone for massively parallel
computation.
Adaptive scheduling schemes are necessary to fully leverage the potentials gained from
employing distributed infrastructures of large scale. Unfortunately, we shall observe that
while there are at least several systems that support execution on distributed computa-
tional infrastructures (e. g., Pegasus), only very few systems actually provide a certain
degree of adaptivity in workflow scheduling. Altogether, while the scientific workflow
community has acknowledged the importance of providing robust systems for highly
scalable, possibly heterogeneous infrastructures (Deelman et al., 2017), current systems
do not adequately support the necessary functionalities (Liew et al., 2017).
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Table 2.1: A categorization of scientific workflow management systems with regard to
their supported types of parallelism, distributed processing frameworks (if
distribution is supported), and scheduling techniques. Only systems that
are actively maintained and used are reported. *Swift supports adaptive
load balancing. †Snakemake supports distribution only for shared-storage
infrastructures.
system parallelism distribution scheduling reference
Pegasus task batch scheduler static Deelman et al. (2015)
Swift data batch scheduler knowledge-free* Wilde et al. (2011)
Snakemake data batch scheduler† knowledge-free Köster and Rahmann (2012)
Taverna data standalone knowledge-free Wolstencroft et al. (2013)
knime data standalone knowledge-free Berthold et al. (2006)
Galaxy task batch scheduler knowledge-free Goecks et al. (2010)
In this section, we give an overview of support for parallelism and distribution in six
established scientific workflow management systems. We illustrate how these systems
implement (or fail to implement) the requirements for scalable executions of scientific
workflows outlined in Section 2.2, namely whether they (i) facilitate the design of data-
parallel workflows, (ii) support any processing frameworks for the distributed execution
of workflows, and (iii) employ adaptivity in workflow scheduling. Table 2.1 gives a
summary of our findings.
Since we intend to review the current state in scientific workflow management, we focus
on open-source systems that were actively maintained at the time of writing and that
have been embraced by the scientific community. As a consequence of the latter criterion,
we limit the scope of our analysis to systems for which we were able to discover at least a
few scientific applications that were published in form of a peer-reviewed article, in which
the first author is from a different institution than the workflow system developers (see
Table 2.2). Further, due to the vast number of domain-specific solutions, we limit our
examination of workflow systems to general-purpose systems (e. g., Pegasus) or systems
specific to the life science (e. g., Galaxy). The life sciences serve as a suitable domain
to base our analysis on, since many workflow systems have been tailored specifically to
the life sciences and a considerable number of computational tasks in the life sciences
qualify for parallel execution. For an exhaustive analysis of large-scale scientific workflow
management, readers are referred to a recent survey conducted by da Silva et al. (2017).
We distinguish two classes of scientific workflow management systems, which we will
outline in separate sections: textual workflow languages and graphical workflow systems.
2.3.1 Textual Workflow Languages
This category consists of low-level textual languages designed for computer-savvy users
adept at using batch scripts and programming languages. Workflows are specified in the
form of configuration files, which are interpreted and executed by the workflow man-
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Table 2.2: Scientific applications implemented in scientific workflow management sys-
tems discussed in this section. Only publications of first authors not involved
in the development of the workflow system in question are reported.
system domain application reference
Pegasus astronomy mosaics of the sky Berriman et al. (2004)
genomics rna sequencing Wang et al. (2011)
geosciences climate models Mayer et al. (2015)
Swift bioinformatics protein structure prediction Adhikari et al. (2012)
geosciences climate models Woitaszek et al. (2011)
Snakemake life sciences microscopy data processing Schmied et al. (2016)
genomics rna sequencing Wang (2017)
Taverna genomics gene regulation analysis Maleki-Dizaji et al. (2009)
life sciences medical image processing Zhou et al. (2009)
knime chemistry molecular structure analysis Saubern et al. (2011)
Galaxy genomics rna sequencing Wolfien et al. (2016)
agement system. As they were mostly designed to run on heterogeneous, geographically
distributed compute resources, considerable administration effort is required for instal-
lation and utilization. Hence, the focus of these systems lies less on ease of use and more
on efficient computing of heavy workloads.
2.3.1.1 DAGMan and Pegasus
HTCondor (Litzkow et al., 1988; Thain et al., 2005) is a batch job scheduler for high-
throughput computing on distributed resources. It puts a strong emphasis on reliability
of execution in the form of job checkpointing, recovery, and migration. HTCondor’s
Directed Acyclic Graph Manager (DAGMan) (Couvares et al., 2007) provides the means
to textually specify a workflow as a graph describing a set of tasks along with their data
interdependencies. DAGMan then supervises workflow execution, submitting tasks which
are ready for execution to HTCondor one at a time. Pipelining or data parallelism are not
natively supported since a task is not submitted for execution until all of its input data
are available. In case of failure, DAGMan compiles a rescue graph from which execution
can be resumed.
DAGMan does not provide the means to automatically set up auxiliary tasks, such
as data movement, cleanup, or workflow optimization. To remedy these shortcomings,
Deelman et al. (2005, 2015) developed the scientific workflow management system Pega-
sus on top of DAGMan. Pegasus workflows are specified in a custom xml-based language
called dax, in which any of a workflow’s tasks and data are explicitly listed. At run-
time, Pegasus transforms a dax workflow into an executable DAGMan job by adding the
aforementioned auxiliary tasks. To this end, Pegasus queries and maintains catalogs of
available computational resources, data storage sites, and software libraries. In addition,
Pegasus provides capabilities for provenance tracking and execution monitoring, and is
able to cluster short-running tasks into joint tasks.
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Tasks in the DAGMan input file generated by Pegasus are location-specific, i. e., Pegasus
computes a static schedule prior to workflow execution onset. By default, Pegasus
provides four different scheduling strategies:
• Random: Tasks are randomly assigned to compute resources able to execute them.
• Round-Robin: Tasks are evenly distributed among resources, independent of the
associated computational cost.
• Group: Tasks can be put into user-defined groups. Each group of tasks is scheduled
to run on the same compute resource.
• heft: Pegasus employs the Heterogeneous Earliest Finishing Time scheduling
heuristic described in Section 2.2.4. Runtime estimates for tasks have to be pro-
vided by the user.
While Pegasus was originally designed to distribute computationally intensive work-
flows across grid infrastructures, the growing interest in cloud computing has led to
efforts to run Pegasus on cloud infrastructure (Hoffa et al., 2008; Juve et al., 2009; Juve
and Deelman, 2011).
In summary, Pegasus supports task-parallel execution of scientific workflows on dis-
tributed infrastructures using static scheduling schemes (see Table 2.1). Several compu-
tationally intensive workflows from different scientific domains have been implemented
and executed in Pegasus (see Table 2.2).
2.3.1.2 Swift
Among the pioneers of parallel workflow execution is the Swift parallel scripting lan-
guage (Zhao et al., 2007). Swift provides a functional language in which workflows are
modeled as a set of program invocations with their associated command-line arguments
as well as input and output files. Advanced language constructs such as iteration over
lists of data facilitate the design of data-parallel workflows. Swift implements capabil-
ities for failure recovery (retry, restart, and replication) as well as provenance tracking
and can be installed both locally and in a distributed setting.
Scheduling in Swift is knowledge-free, i. e., Swift does not differentiate between differ-
ent tasks when dispatching them for execution. However, Swift does employ an adaptive
load balancing scheme, which, via trial and error, determines how many tasks can safely
be assigned to a given resource: For each known compute resource, the Swift execu-
tion engine maintains a score which increases with each successful task execution and
decreases with each failure due to overload (Wilde et al., 2011). Tasks are assigned to
compute resources at runtime and the higher the score of a resource the more tasks will
be assigned to it.
In summary, Swift implements data-parallel workflow execution on distributed ar-
chitectures, as shown in Table 2.1. It has been utilized for computationally intensive
applications from various fields of science, including physics and the life sciences (see
Table 2.2).
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2.3.1.3 Snakemake
Köster and Rahmann (2012) developed Snakemake as a light-weight and flexible text-
based workflow management system for bioinformatics workflows. It provides its own
workflow specification language, which is inspired by Python as well as gnu make,
enabling a goal-driven assembly of workflow scripts. Tasks within a Snakemake workflow
contain either native Python code or arbitrary shell commands.
Snakemake supports regular expressions for specifying valid names for the files pro-
cessed and produced by a given task. These regular expressions are then employed to
automatically determine data dependencies between tasks, i. e., for matching a task’s
output files to another task’s input files. This functionality enables the flexible and lean
design of data-parallel scientific workflows.
Snakemake does not provide its own distributed execution environment. However, it
can interface with distributed batch schedulers that are able to execute shell scripts and
have access to a common file system. This encompasses batch schedulers running on top
of a shared-storage or shared-everything cluster, as defined in Section 2.2.2. In doing
so, Snakemake leaves task placement decisions to the underlying distributed processing
engine, providing no means of distributed scheduling by itself.
As shown in Table 2.1, Snakemake supports the execution of data-parallel workflows
on distributed shared-storage infrastructures. To this end, it is able to interface with
batch schedulers, to which it leaves any scheduling decisions.
2.3.2 Graphical Workflow Systems
The class of graphical scientific workflow management systems comprises systems with a
strong emphasis on ease of use and graphical representation of workflows. They provide
a graphical user interface for workflow design and execution monitoring as well as a range
of general-purpose and often domain-specific task libraries. Some systems (e. g., Galaxy)
even provide a web portal and public servers, where scientists can design, execute, and
share workflows. Since graphical representation becomes problematic for large workflows
consisting of hundreds or thousands of tasks (Deelman et al., 2009), most graphical
systems support the hierarchical nesting of subworkflows. Graphical systems sometimes
support multithreading, but most of them are not able to utilize external compute
resources by default, save via invoking tasks that interface with resources outside of the
workflow management system’s control (e. g., web services).
2.3.2.1 Taverna
Taverna workbench is a graphical workflow management system primarily developed
for the enactment of bioinformatics workflows comprising (usually short-running) local
tasks and web service invocations (Oinn et al., 2004; Missier et al., 2010; Wolstencroft
et al., 2013). It focuses on usability, providing a graphical user interface for workflow
design and monitoring as well as a comprehensive collection of pre-defined tools and
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remote services. Recently, Taverna workbench has been superseded by Apache Taverna,
a command-line-based workflow system based on the same internals.
Taverna emphasizes reproducibility of experiments and workflow sharing by integrat-
ing the public myExperiment workflow repository (Goble and de Roure, 2007), in which
over a thousand workflows have been made available. Taverna can utilize only a sin-
gle (local) machine or a remote server; computation on distributed architectures is not
supported. Scheduling in Taverna is approached greedily by means of a fcfs policy.
Taverna parts from the black-box data model inherent to most scientific workflow
systems by operating on structured data in the form of lists. If a task receives a list
of data items on an input port where a single item is expected, each element of the
list is processed by a replicate of the task in a separate thread (Missier et al., 2010).
Each processed data item is passed to follow-up tasks for immediate consumption in a
new thread. Taverna’s execution model therefore not only supports task parallelism in
the form of pipelining, but even implements data parallelism, since it allows multiple
replicate data processing pipelines to run concurrently.
In summary, while Taverna supports data-parallel execution of workflows, it is devoid
of sophisticated scheduling techniques and can currently only utilize cores on a single
local resource (see Table 2.1). Several computationally intensive problems from the field
of bioinformatics have been implemented in Taverna, as shown in Table 2.2.
2.3.2.2 KNIME
The Konstanz Information Miner (knime) shares many characteristics with Taverna,
albeit with a stronger focus on user interaction and visualization of results and less em-
phasis on web service invocation (Berthold et al., 2006; Sieb et al., 2007). Furthermore,
in contrast to all other systems described here, knime provides commercial licenses and
proprietary extensions for business customers. knime focuses on workflows from the
fields of data mining, machine learning, and chemistry, for which it provides a range of
libraries and pre-built components. A graphical user interface facilitates design and exe-
cution monitoring of workflows. knime can either be installed locally or on a standalone
server, accessible via multiple clients.
To achieve data parallelism, knime requires the designer of a task node to explicitly
specify whether it qualifies for data parallel execution. If implemented accordingly,
knime automatically splits the entire input data into four times as many chunks as the
size of the thread pool, which is restricted via user-defined constraints. Each chunk is
then processed by a replicate task and aggregate results are merged as soon as all threads
have finished execution (Sieb et al., 2007). Similar to Taverna, scheduling is conducted
knowledge-free by means of a fcfs policy.
As shown in Table 2.1, knime implements knowledge-free scheduling as well as data
parallelism in the form of multiple threads on a local machine or on a remote server.
Distributed architectures like a compute grid or cloud are not supported directly. How-
ever, connectors for invoking external Spark jobs or Hive queries, potentially running on
a distributed infrastructure, have recently been open-sourced.
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2.3.2.3 Galaxy
With the advent of next-generation sequencing and the general growth of data in the
life sciences, Galaxy (Goecks et al., 2010) has been established as one of the major
frameworks for genomic research in the life sciences. Galaxy comes with a web-based
graphical user interface as well as assorted pre-built components for common tasks in
sequence analysis. Workflows can be assembled from task and data repositories, shared
with other users and executed on a public or on a private server. See Figure 5.9 on
page 104 for a Galaxy workflow developed by Wolfien et al. (2016).
Afgan et al. (2010) developed CloudMan as an extension to Galaxy, which enables
the deployment of Galaxy installations on distributed cloud resources. While CloudMan
instances can be set up on Amazon ec2 through an easy-to-use web interface, scalability
is limited to a maximum of 20 compute nodes. CloudMan can also be employed for
cloud bursting, i. e., a provisioning of additional cloud resources on-demand when the
workload of a local Galaxy installation exceeds local resource capabilities (Afgan et al.,
2015).
Galaxy implements a white-box data model, which facilitates workflow design and
visualization of results. However, despite the prevalence of embarrassingly parallel prob-
lems in computational biology, for many of which Galaxy provides pre-built tools, Galaxy
is not able to automatically infer potentials for data-parallel workflow execution. See
Table 2.1 for on overview of Galaxy’s capabilities regarding scalable workflow execution.
2.4 Bridging the Scalability Gap
As outlined in Section 2.2, scaling the execution of scientific workflows to ever-growing
volumes of input data necessitates the utilization of data parallelism and distributed
shared-nothing infrastructures. Distributed resource management and adaptive work-
flow scheduling are crucial to cope with the instability and exploit the heterogeneity
typically encountered on such infrastructures. Unfortunately, as observed in Section 2.3,
established scientific workflow management systems provide only very limited support
for these concepts. Consequently, we observe a widening gap between the prevalence of
data-intensive scientific workflows and the systems available for their execution.
In the exemplary case of bioinformatics, this gap finds expression in (i) increasingly
voiced demands for bioinformaticians to discontinue using traditional programming lan-
guages and shift to programming models and languages implementing a white-box data
model instead (Nekrutenko and Taylor, 2012; Prins et al., 2015), and (ii) the emergence
of various makeshift solutions, which often trade the flexibility of the scientific workflow
programming model for increased levels of scalability, e. g., by only supporting execution
of a limited number of pre-built workflows.
The remaining parts of this section give an overview of these two commonly proposed
approaches. Conversely, closing the aforementioned gap without compromising the sci-
entific workflow programming model serves as the key motivation for this thesis and
solutions will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
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2.4.1 Re-Implementations in White-Box Data Systems
Several computationally intensive analysis methods in bioinformatics have recently been
implemented using the MapReduce programming model. Examples include MapReduce-
based re-implementations of individual sequence mapping and variant calling tools, such
as CloudBurst (Schatz, 2009), BigBWA (Abuín et al., 2015), Seal (Pireddu et al., 2011),
or Crossbow (Langmead et al., 2009a). Also, implementations of whole workflows as
sequences of MapReduce jobs have been proposed, such as Halvade (Decap et al., 2015).
A survey of bioinformatics toolkits using the MapReduce programming model has been
conducted by Zou et al. (2013).
A number of software libraries have been developed as extensions of the distributed
dataflow languages presented in Section 2.2.3. For instance, SeqPig (Schumacher et al.,
2014) and BioPig (Nordberg et al., 2013) provide re-implementations of bioinformatics
tools as an extension of Pig. Similarly, Adam (Massie et al., 2013; Nothaft et al., 2015)
and SparkSeq (Wiewiórka et al., 2014) build on top of Spark.
Since installing and utilizing MapReduce-based applications on a distributed compu-
tational infrastructure might be difficult for domain scientists, Schoenherr et al. (2012)
developed Cloudgene as an extensible execution environment for MapReduce programs
in bioinformatics. Cloudgene features a graphical user interface and a selection of built-
in components. It allows the graphical design and distributed execution of analysis
pipelines on local clusters or public clouds, such as Amazon ec2.
2.4.2 Workarounds and Makeshift Solutions
The scientific workflow middleware SciCumulus allows the outsourcing of the most com-
putationally demanding tasks of a workflow to external resources (de Oliveira et al.,
2010). To this end, scientists can wrap computationally intensive tasks of their exist-
ing workflows into SciCumulus cloud activities. SciCumulus provides components for
upload, dispatch, download, and provenance capture. These components can be inter-
faced from within a workflow management system like Taverna or Pegasus. By using
predefined or custom cartridges, users can specify how data be fragmented before and
merged after processing for data-parallel computation. Notably, SciCumulus also pro-
vides an adaptive scheduling mechanism that evaluates the performance of compute
nodes in a possibly heterogeneous setting by (i) running small evaluation routines and
(ii) slowly increasing the input data of workflow tasks, observing for performance degra-
dation (de Oliveira et al., 2012).
In the light of overwhelming assortments of bioinformatics applications and libraries,
users might prefer to employ pre-built workflows instead of assembling their own data
processing pipelines. Following this rationale, Angiuoli et al. (2011) developed the Cloud
Virtual Resource (CloVR), a life science gateway featuring a selection of several hard-
coded workflows covering some of the major tasks in next-generation sequence analysis.
These workflows are encased by a virtual machine image and are therefore easy to set up
and execute. Computationally intensive reference mapping steps occurring in three of
the workflows are split and distributed among dynamically extendable cloud resources.
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2.5 Summary
Scientific workflows provide a flexible means of processing scientific data. However, a
growing interest of the scientific community in data-driven research has eventuated in
increasingly high requirements of computational power and an elevated need for workload
distribution.
In this chapter, we introduced the concept of bag-of-tasks workflows and presented
three well-established data-intensive bag-of-tasks workflows from the fields of computa-
tional genomics and astronomy. We then discussed several design choices for parallelizing
scientific workflows, i. e., parallelization techniques, computational infrastructures, dis-
tributed processing frameworks, and (adaptivity in) workflow scheduling. Subsequently,
we outlined the shortcomings of established scientific workflow management systems
with regard to these concepts.
We argue that scientific workflow management systems have to adapt to stay competi-
tive: (i) data-parallel workflow design must be facilitated, (ii) highly scalable distributed
infrastructures, such as infrastructure-as-a-service clouds, should be natively supported,
(iii) well-established distributed resource managers like Hadoop yarn have to be sup-
ported, and (iv) adaptive scheduling policies have to be developed and employed in
practice.
As a first step in the development of novel adaptive scheduling policies, a simulation
framework would be valuable, since simulation is an often employed first step in evalu-
ating resource provisioning and scheduling algorithms. In the next chapter, we therefore
present DynamicCloudSim, a simulation toolkit that mimics the instability and per-
formance variability inherent to computational clouds and similar shared distributed
infrastructures.
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Over the last decade, cloud computing emerged as a form of distributed computing, in
which computational resources are provisioned on-demand over the Internet (see Sec-
tion 2.2.2.3). In the commercial infrastructure-as-a-service model of cloud computing,
computational resources in the form of virtual machines of any scale can be rented on
demand from cloud providers like Amazon or Microsoft (Foster et al., 2008). The con-
venience of its pay-as-you-go billing model, in which computational resources are paid
by the minute, has led to a substantial growth in the usage of cloud computing over the
last years (see Figure 3.1).
Tailoring resource-demanding applications to make efficient use of cloud resources re-
quires developers to be aware of both the performance of the used cloud infrastructure
as well as the requirements of the to-be-deployed application. These characteristics are
hard to quantify and vary depending on the application and cloud provider. Bench-
marking a given application on any given infrastructure of large scale repeatedly under
various configurations is both tedious and expensive. Simulation therefore constitutes a
convenient and affordable way of evaluation prior to deployment on real hardware (Be-
loglazov and Buyya, 2012; Wu et al., 2011; Sadhasivam et al., 2009). It has also been
repeatedly made use of for evaluating scientific workflow schedulers (Braun et al., 2001;
Blythe et al., 2005).
Unfortunately, available cloud simulation toolkits like CloudSim (Calheiros et al.,
2011) or GroudSim (Ostermann et al., 2010) do not adequately capture inhomogeneity
and dynamic performance changes inherent to non-uniform and shared infrastructures
like computational clouds. The effect of these factors of variability and instability is
not negligible and has been repeatedly observed to strongly influence the runtime of
applications (Zaharia et al., 2008; Ostermann et al., 2008; Palankar et al., 2008; Dejun
et al., 2009; Jackson et al., 2010; Schad et al., 2010; Iosup et al., 2011; Novaković et al.,
2013; Maji et al., 2014; Lloyd et al., 2017).
In this chapter, we present DynamicCloudSim1, an extension to CloudSim which mod-
els the variability and instability inherent to computational clouds and other distributed
shared-nothing infrastructures. Section 3.1 gives an overview of the different aspects of
performance variability encountered in such infrastructures as a consequence of heteroge-
neous hardware and virtual machine interference. These aspects of variability comprise
(i) heterogeneity between virtual machines of similar configurations, (ii) dynamic changes
of performance at runtime, and (iii) straggler machines and failures during execution.
1The code of DynamicCloudSim is available at https://github.com/marcbux/dynamiccloudsim
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Figure 3.1: Reported quarterly revenue of Amazon’s commercial cloud Amazon Web
Services (aws).
We give a description of the architecture and feature set of the CloudSim frame-
work in Section 3.2. Subsequently, Section 3.3 outlines the extensions provided by
DynamicCloudSim, which include models for all of the aforementioned aspects of vari-
ability. We describe how to simulate the execution of scientific workflows on a datacenter
resembling Amazon ec2 in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, we evaluate the applicability of
DynamicCloudSim in a series of experiments involving the execution of two computa-
tionally intensive scientific workflows both in simulation and on real cloud infrastructure.
A number of algorithms for scheduling scientific workflows on distributed infras-
tructures have been developed (see Section 2.2.4). As an application example for
DynamicCloudSim, we compare the performance of several established scientific work-
flow schedulers at different levels of instability in Section 3.6. Since some of the in-
vestigated schedulers have been developed to handle resource heterogeneity, dynamic
performance changes, and failure, we expect our experiments to replicate the adver-
tised strengths of the different workflow schedulers. Results from an extensive num-
ber of simulation runs confirm these expectations, underlining the importance of elab-
orate scheduling mechanisms when executing workflows on distributed infrastructure
which are subject to resource contention and performance variation. Related work to
DynamicCloudSim is discussed in Section 3.7 and a summary of DynamicCloudSim is
presented in Section 3.8.
3.1 Performance Variations in Commercial Clouds
In a performance analysis spanning multiple Amazon ec2 datacenters, Dejun et al.
(2009) observed occasional severe performance drops in virtual machines, which would
greatly increase the response time of running tasks. Furthermore, they reported the
response time of cpu- and I/O-intensive application to vary by a factor of up to four on
virtual machines of equal configuration. Notably, they detected no significant correlation
between cpu and I/O performance of virtual machines. Zaharia et al. (2008) found the
I/O throughput of “small”-sized virtual machine instances in ec2 to vary between roughly
25 and 60 mb per second, depending on the amount of co-located virtual machines
running I/O-heavy tasks.
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Figure 3.2: cpu, sequential read disk, and network performance of Amazon ec2 large
instances, measured over the course of several weeks. Each dot represents the
performance of a single virtual machine at a certain point in time. Images
taken from (Schad et al., 2010) with friendly permission.
In a similar evaluation of Amazon ec2, Jackson et al. (2010) detected different physical
cpus underlying similar virtual machines: Intel Xeon E5430 2.66 GHz, amd Opteron
270 2 GHz, and amd Opteron 2218 he 2.6 GHz. They also observed network bandwidth
and latency to depend on the physical hardware of the provisioned virtual machines.
When executing a communication-intensive task on 50 virtual machines, the overall
communication time varied between three and five hours over seven runs, depending on
the (unknown) network architecture underlying the provisioned virtual machines. In the
course of their experiments, they also had to restart about one out of ten runs due to
failures. Similar observations have been made in other studies on the performance of
cloud infrastructure (Ostermann et al., 2008; Palankar et al., 2008).
Another comprehensive analysis of the performance variability in Amazon ec2 was
conducted by Schad et al. (2010). Once per hour over a time period of two months
they benchmarked the cpu, I/O, and network performance of newly provisioned virtual
machines in Amazon ec2. Performance was found to vary considerably and generally
fall into two bands, depending on whether the virtual machine would run on Intel Xeon
or amd Opteron infrastructure (see Figure 3.2). The variance in performance of indi-
vidual virtual machines was also shown to strongly influence the runtime of a real-world
MapReduce application on a virtual cluster consisting of 50 ec2 virtual machines. A
further interesting observation of this study was that the performance of a virtual ma-
chine depends on the hour of the day and day of the week. Iosup et al. (2011) made
similar observations when analyzing more than 250,000 real-world performance traces
of commercial clouds.
Evidently, the performance of computational cloud infrastructure is subject to different
aspects of performance variability:
1. Heterogeneous physical hardware underlying provisioned virtual machines (het)
2. Dynamic changes of performance at runtime (dcr)
3. Straggler virtual machines and failed task executions (saf)
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Figure 3.3: The architecture of the CloudSim framework. A datacenter comprises several
storage nodes along with hosts providing computational resources. Hosts can
spawn virtual machines, which can be assigned tasks for execution.
3.2 CloudSim
CloudSim is an extension of the GridSim (Buyya and Murshed, 2002) framework for
simulation of resource provisioning and scheduling algorithms on cloud computing in-
frastructure. It was developed by Calheiros et al. (2011) at the University of Melbourne’s
clouds Laboratory. It provides capabilities to perform simulations of assigning and ex-
ecuting a given workload on a stable cloud computing infrastructure under different
experimental conditions. CloudSim, for instance, has been used (i) to measure the
effects of a power-aware virtual machine provisioning and migration algorithm on dat-
acenter operating costs for real-time cloud applications (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2012),
(ii) to evaluate a cost-minimizing algorithm of virtual machine allocation for cloud ser-
vice providers that takes into account a fluctuating user base and heterogeneity of cloud
virtual machines (Wu et al., 2011), and (iii) to develop and showcase a scheduling mech-
anism for assigning tasks of different categories – yet without data dependencies – to
the available virtual machines (Sadhasivam et al., 2009).
CloudSim operates event-based, i. e., all components of the simulation maintain a mes-
sage queue and generate messages, which they pass along to other entities. A CloudSim
simulation can instantiate several datacenters, each of which comprises storage servers
and physical host machines, which in turn host multiple virtual machines executing sev-
eral tasks (named cloudlets in CloudSim). For a detailed overview, refer to Figure 3.3.
A datacenter is characterized by its policy of assigning requested virtual machines to
host machines (the default strategy being to always choose the host with the least cores
in use). Each datacenter can be configured to charge different costs for storage, virtual
machine usage, and data transfer.
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The computational requirements and capabilities of hosts, virtual machines, and tasks
are captured in four performance measures: mips (million instructions per second) per
core, bandwidth, memory, and local file storage. Furthermore, each host has its own
policy which defines how its computational resources are distributed among allocated
virtual machines, i. e., whether virtual machines operate on shared or distinctly separated
resources and whether over-subscription of resources is allowed. Similarly, each virtual
machine comes with a scheduling policy specifying how its resources are distributed
between tasks. On top of this architecture, an application-specific datacenter broker
supervises the simulation, requesting the (de-)allocation of virtual machines from the
datacenter and assigning tasks to virtual machines.
One of the key aspects of CloudSim is that it is easily extensible. Several exten-
sions have been presented, including (i) NetworkCloudSim (Garg and Buyya, 2011),
which introduces sophisticated network modeling and inter-task communication, (ii)
emusim (Calheiros et al., 2013), which uses emulation to determine the performance
requirements and runtime characteristics of an application and feeds this information to
CloudSim for more accurate simulation, or (iii) CloudMIG (Frey and Hasselbring, 2011),
which facilitates the migration of software systems to the cloud by contrasting different
cloud deployment options based on simulations in CloudSim.
3.3 DynamicCloudSim
CloudSim assumes provisioned virtual machines to be predictable and stable in their
performance: Hosts and virtual machines are configured with a fixed amount of mips
and bandwidth and virtual machines are assigned to the host with the most available
mips. On actual cloud infrastructure like Amazon ec2, these assumptions do not hold
(see Section 3.1).
Most infrastructure-as-a-service cloud vendors guarantee a certain processor clock
speed, memory capacity, and local storage for each provisioned virtual machine. How-
ever, the actual performance of a given virtual machine is subject to the underlying
physical hardware as well as the usage of shared resources by other virtual machines
assigned to the same host machine. In this section, we outline the extensions we have
made to the CloudSim core framework as well as the rationale behind them.
3.3.1 Fine-Grained Resource Modeling
In CloudSim, the amount of time required to execute a given task on a virtual machine
depends solely on the task’s length (in mi) and the virtual machine’s processing power
(in mips). Additionally, the network throughput (in kb/s) of virtual machines and
of their host machines can be specified, but neither have an impact on the runtime
of a task. However, many data-intensive tasks are not cpu-bound, but primarily I/O-
or network-bound. Especially in database applications, a substantial amount of tasks
involves reading or writing large amounts of data to local or network storage (Dejun
et al., 2009).
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DynamicCloudSim therefore provides a more fine-grained representation of computa-
tional resources to allow for the simulation of executing I/O- or network-bound tasks.
To this end, it implements network and disk data transfer (both in kb) as additional
resource requirements of tasks besides cpu operations (in mi). Furthermore, it intro-
duces disk I/O throughput (in kb/s) as a further resource provided by virtual machines
and hosts besides cpu performance (in mips) and network throughput (in kb/s). Con-
sequently, in contrast to CloudSim, DynamicCloudSim enables simulation experiments,
in which virtual machines provide and tasks require varying amounts of cpu, disk, and
network resources. During a simulation run, DynamicCloudSim takes into account all
performance requirements of a task when determining how long it takes to execute the
task on a given virtual machine.
3.3.2 Heterogeneity
Similar to Amazon ec2, the provisioning of computational resources to virtual machines
in DynamicCloudSim is based on the abstract notion of compute units instead of concrete
performance metrics such as GHz or mips. A virtual machine is characterized by a
number of compute units and an amount of memory. Conversely, a host provides a
number of compute units, an amount of processing power per compute unit (in mips),
an amount of memory (in mb), and a total I/O and network throughput (in kb/s).
DynamicCloudSim assigns new virtual machines to random hosts within the datacenter
that are able to provide the requested amount of compute units and memory. A virtual
machine running on a host therefore has its own allotted number of compute units and,
thus, mips. However, it shares the host’s I/O and network throughput with other virtual
machines. Furthermore, two virtual machines with the same number of designated
compute units might be provided with different amounts of actual mips depending on
what host machine they are placed on.
In addition to this heterogeneity (het) introduced through the concept of compute
units, DynamicCloudSim also provides the functionality to randomize the performance
characteristics of a virtual machine (i. e., its share of the host’s cpu, I/O, and network
resources). Schad et al. (2010) found several of the performance measurements of vir-
tual machines in Amazon ec2 – particularly random disk I/O throughput and network
bandwidth – to be normally distributed. DynamicCloudSim therefore allows for the
performance characteristics of a virtual machine to be sampled from a normal distribu-
tion instead of using the default values defined by the virtual machine’s host machine.
The mean of this normal distribution is set to the host’s default value of the respective
performance characteristic and the relative standard deviation (rsd) can be defined by
the user, depending on the desired level of heterogeneity.
Dejun et al. (2009) reported average runtimes between 200 and 900 ms – with a
mean of roughly 500 and a standard deviation of about 200 – for executing a cpu-
intensive task on 30 virtual machines across six Amazon ec2 datacenters. Based on
these measurements, we set the default value for the rsd parameter responsible for cpu
performance heterogeneity to 0.4. In the same way, we determined a default value for I/O
heterogeneity of 0.15 based on findings by Dejun et al. (2009). Based on measurements
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Table 3.1: An excerpt of parameters provided by DynamicCloudSim for configuring a
simulation experiment. *Parameter is configurable separately for each type of
resource, i. e., for cpu performance, I/O throughput, and network throughput.
†Available distributions are exponential, gamma, log-normal, Lomax, normal,
Pareto, uniform, Weibull, and Zipf. ‡Parameters depend on the selected dis-
tribution, e. g., relative standard deviation (rsd) for normal distribution.
parameter group parameter default value(s)
het parameters performance baseline distribution*† normal
performance baseline rsd*‡ 0.4, 0.15, 0.2
dcr parameters average persistent performance changes per hour* 0.5
persistent performance changes distribution*† normal
persistent performance changes rsd*‡ 0.054, 0.033, 0.04
short-term performance fluctuations distribution*† normal
short-term performance fluctuations rsd*‡ 0.028, 0.007, 0.01
saf parameters likelihood of straggler vm 0.015
performance factor for straggler vm 0.5
likelihood of failed task execution 0.002
task runtime factor in case of failure 20
taken by Jackson et al. (2010) for communication-intensive tasks on Amazon ec2, we set
the default value for network bandwidth heterogeneity to 0.2. These values are backed
up by the performance measurements of Schad et al. (2010), who observed an rsd of
0.35 between processor types in ec2 as well as rsd values of 0.2 and 0.19 for disk I/O
and network performance.
See Table 3.1 for an overview of the configurable parameters in DynamicCloudSim.
3.3.3 Dynamic Changes at Runtime
So far we have only modeled heterogeneity between virtual machines, which represents
permanent variability in performance of virtual machines due to differences in underly-
ing hardware. Another important property of cloud infrastructures are dynamic changes
of performance characteristics at runtime (dcr) as a consequence of virtual machine co-
location and interference (Dejun et al., 2009). DynamicCloudSim models such dynamic
changes in two ways: (i) persistent (long-term) changes in a virtual machine’s perfor-
mance due to a certain event, e. g., the co-allocation of a different virtual machine with
high resource utilization on the same host and (ii) noise and short-term fluctuations in
a virtual machine’s performance. DynamicCloudSim does not explicitly model exter-
nal factors affecting virtual machine performance, but implicitly models their effects on
performance.
To simulate the effects of long-term changes, DynamicCloudSim samples from an ex-
ponential distribution with a given rate parameter to determine the time of the next
performance change. The exponential distribution is frequently used to model the time
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between state changes in continuous processes. In DynamicCloudSim, the rate parame-
ter is defined by the user and corresponds to the average number of performance changes
per hour. In light of the observations made by Schad et al. (2010) and Iosup et al. (2011),
who found that the performance of a virtual machine can change on an hourly basis (but
does not necessarily do so), we assume the performance of a virtual machine to change
about once every other hour by default. Since this parameter is highly dependent on
the particular computational infrastructure, we encourage users to adjust it to their
respective environment.
Whenever a change of a performance characteristics has been induced on a virtual
machine, the new value for the given characteristic is, by default, sampled from a normal
distribution, though DynamicCloudSim also supports the use of other distributions. The
mean of this normal distribution is set to the baseline value of the given characteristic
for this virtual machine, i. e., the value that has been assigned to the virtual machine
at allocation time. The rsd of the distribution can be adjusted through a parameter.
Higher values in both the rate parameter of the exponential distribution and the standard
deviation of the normal distribution correspond to higher levels of dynamics.
Noise and short-term fluctuations are another, albeit less impactful, source of dynamic
performance changes in DynamicCloudSim. These fluctuations are modeled by introduc-
ing slight aberrations to a virtual machine’s performance whenever a task is assigned to
it. As with heterogeneity and long-term performance changes, this is by default achieved
by sampling from a normal distribution with user-defined rsd parameter.
On Amazon ec2, Dejun et al. (2009) observed relative standard deviations in perfor-
mance between 0.019 and 0.068 for cpu-intensive tasks and between 0.001 and 0.711
for I/O-intensive tasks. We set the default values for the rsd parameter of long-term
performance changes to the third quartile of these distributions, i. e., to 0.054 for cpu
performance and 0.033 for I/O performance. Similarly, we set the default rsd value for
the noise parameter to the first quartile, i. e., to 0.028 for cpu and 0.007 for I/O (see
Table 3.1).
3.3.4 Stragglers and Failures
In massively distributed computational infrastructure, fault-tolerant design becomes
increasingly important (Schroeder and Gibson, 2006). For the purpose of simulating
fault-tolerant approaches to scheduling, DynamicCloudSim introduces straggler virtual
machines and failures (saf) during task execution. Stragglers are virtual machines ex-
hibiting constantly poor performance (Zaharia et al., 2008). In DynamicCloudSim, the
probability of a virtual machine being a straggler can be specified by the user along with
the coefficient that determines how much the performance of a straggler is diminished.
We propose default values of 0.015 and 0.5, respectively, for the straggler likelihood and
performance coefficient parameters. These values are based on the findings of Zaharia
et al. (2008), who encountered three stragglers with performance diminished by 50% or
more among 200 provisioned virtual machines in their experiments. The numbers are
backed up by the observations of Zhang et al. (2014), who encountered an amount of
stragglers below 5% in an experiment in which virtual machines were allocated on a 160
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Figure 3.4: Simulated cpu performance of eight virtual machines (including one strag-
gler) running for 12 hours with default parameters in DynamicCloudSim.
The black line represents how the virtual machines’ performance would have
looked like in basic CloudSim.
node cluster. The effect of these parameters is exemplarily shown in Figure 3.4, which
illustrates all of the introduced aspects of variability (het, dcr, saf) in combination for
the cpu performance of eight virtual machines, including one straggler, in a simulation
of 12 hours in DynamicCloudSim.
Failures during task execution are another factor of instability commonly encountered
in distributed computing. DynamicCloudSim employs a basic method of failure gen-
eration: Whenever a task is assigned to a virtual machine and its execution time is
computed, DynamicCloudSim determines whether the task is bound to succeed or fail.
This decision is based on the average rate of failure specified by the user. The default
value for the rate of failed task executions is set to 0.002, based on the observations
of Jackson et al. (2010), who, in a series of experiments running on 50 virtual machines,
had to restart every tenth run on average due to the occurrence of a failure on at least
one virtual machine. This parameter setting is reinforced by the sla of Amazon2, which
guarantees a machine uptime of 99.95%.
We argue that a default task success rate of four times lower than the machine uptime
guaranteed by Amazon is reasonable, since a failure during task execution can occur
for different reasons. Such reasons include failure to retrieve data over the network,
failure during machine start-up, or failure due to intermittent machine hang. Usually,
such perturbations are not immediately recognized, hence resulting in severely increased
runtimes. Consequently, in DynamicCloudSim the runtime of a failed task execution
is determined by multiplying the task’s execution time with a user-defined coefficient,
which, by default, is set to 20 (see Table 3.1).
2http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/sla/
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3.4 Simulating the Execution of Scientific Workflows
To simulate the execution of a scientific workflow in DynamicCloudSim, we require (i)
values for the resource requirements (cpu, I/O, and network) of the workflow’s tasks,
(ii) a scheduling policy that determines how these tasks are placed on virtual machines
during simulation, and (iii) baseline values for the resources provided by the physical
machines (hosts) of the cloud datacenter. In Section 3.4.1, we cover the first two of these
requirements by describing workflow input formats and scheduling policies supported by
DynamicCloudSim. We address the third requirement in Section 3.4.2, where we de-
scribe how we set up a simulation environment resembling the inhomogeneous hardware
configuration of Amazon ec2.
3.4.1 Input Formats and Workflow Scheduling Policies
DynamicCloudSim is able to interpret Hi-WAY trace files (see Sections 5.1 and 5.1.5 for a
description of Hi-WAY and its trace files, respectively) as well as synthetic dax workflow
files (see Section 2.3.1.1) generated by the Pegasus Workflow Generator3. Both file
formats contain information regarding the file sizes of any file-based data processed and
produced by all of the workflow’s tasks. In addition, synthetic dax workflow provide each
task’s wall-clock runtime. Conversely, Hi-WAY can be configured to also store each task’s
runtime in user mode in its trace files, i. e., the actual cpu time used when executing
the task.
When parsing a Hi-WAY trace file or synthetic dax workflow, DynamicCloudSim de-
termines the resource requirements of the workflow’s tasks as follows: It interprets a
task’s cpu load as the task’s wall-clock runtime or, when available, user-mode runtime
in milliseconds. Assuming that the workflow’s input and output data have to be read
and written from remote sources, it sets a task’s network load to the sum of file sizes
of any input and output data processed and produced by the task. Similarly, it sets
a task’s disk I/O load to the sum of file sizes of any intermediate data processed and
produced by the task (see Section 2.1 on page 8 for definitions of input, output, and
intermediate data).
Since user-mode runtime provides a more reliable indicator of a task’s cpu load than
wall-clock runtime, we utilize Hi-WAY trace files for the experiments outlined in the next
sections. To generate these traces, we ran workflows using Hi-WAY and Apache Hadoop
2.2.0 (see Section 2.2.3.2) as workflow execution engine. Workflows were executed on
a single core of a Dell PowerEdge R910 with four Intel Xeon E7-4870 processors (2.4
GHz, 10 cores) and 1 tb of main memory, which served as the reference machine for
performance measurements.
DynamicCloudSim supports the following workflow schedulers for simulations of work-
flow execution: (i) a knowledge-free round-robin scheduler, (ii) the static heft schedul-
ing heuristic (Topcuoglu et al., 2002), (iii) a knowledge-free first-come-first-served (fcfs)
3https://confluence.pegasus.isi.edu/display/pegasus/WorkflowGenerator
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Table 3.2: SPEC CFP R⃝ 2006 benchmark results for the processors of machines found in
Amazon ec2 and on our reference machine.
machine cores SPEC CFP R⃝ fraction of url
base score reference
Intel Xeon E7-4870 2.4 GHz 10 51.0 100% http://tinyurl.com/d3oghak
Intel Xeon E5430 2.66 GHz 8 18.1 35.5% http://tinyurl.com/bckaqow
amd Opteron 2218 2.6 GHz 4 12.6 24.7% http://tinyurl.com/ajqj3n3
amd Opteron 270 2.0 GHz 4 8.89 17.4% http://tinyurl.com/aug9xcq
scheduler, and (iv) the adaptive late algorithm (Zaharia et al., 2008). All of these
schedulers are described in detail in Section 2.2.4.
3.4.2 Setting up a Datacenter
In the experiments outlined in the next sections, we attempt to mirror the computational
environment of Amazon ec2. Jackson et al. (2010) determined Intel Xeon E5430 2.66
GHz, amd Opteron 270 2.0 GHz, and amd Opteron 2218 he 2.6 GHz as the underlying
hardware of ec2 datacenters. To compare cpu performance between these machines
and our reference machine (Intel Xeon E7-4870), on which we measured the tasks’ cpu
time, we consulted SPEC CFP R⃝ 2006 benchmark results for these machines. SPEC CFP R⃝
2006 is the floating point component of the SPEC CPU R⃝ 2006 benchmark suite. It
provides a measure of how fast a single-threaded task with many floating point operations
is completed on one cpu core. An overview of the benchmark results for the four
aforementioned types of processors is displayed in Table 3.2.
For all of the experiments outlined in the next sections, a DynamicCloudSim data-
center was initialized with 500 simulated host machines: 100 Xeon E5430, 200 Opteron
2218, and 200 Opteron 270. Since the Xeon E5430 has twice as many cores as the amd
machines, each type of machine contributes to the datacenter with an equal amount of
cores and thus compute units. The simulated cpu performance of each core of these
machines was set to the ratio of the machine’s SPEC CFP R⃝ 2006 score to the reference
machine’s score. For instance, the cpu performance of Xeon E5430 machines was set to
355, yielding a runtime of 28,169 milliseconds for a task that took 10,000 milliseconds
on the Xeon E7-4870 reference machine.
We assume input and output data of workflows to be stored remotely and interme-
diate data of workflows to be placed on shared storage such as hdfs or Amazon S3.
Different measurements of network throughput within Amazon ec2 and S3 ranging from
10 to 60 mb/s have been reported (Garfinkel, 2007; Jackson et al., 2010; Pelletingeas,
2010). We therefore set the default I/O throughput of host machines to 20 mb/s. The
network throughput of host machines was set to 0.25 mb/s, based on the remote access
performance of S3 reported by Palankar et al. (2008) and Pelletingeas (2010).
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3.5 Validation on Amazon EC2
To validate DynamicCloudSim’s ability to simulate a real cloud infrastructure, we com-
pared the simulated execution of a scientific workflow in DynamicCloudSim against
actual runs on Amazon ec2. We outline the setup of the evaluation experiment in
Section 3.5.1 and present results in Section 3.5.2.
3.5.1 Methods
In this evaluation experiment, we employed a Montage workflow that builds a one square
degree mosaic of the Omega nebula (see Section 2.1.2). This workflow consisted of 387
tasks reading and writing 7.3 gb of data of which 128 mb are input and output files.
To conduct simulations of this workflow in DynamicCloudSim, we first generated a
Hi-WAY execution trace of this workflow as described in Section 3.4.1. We then simulated
the execution of the workflow 20 times for each of the schedulers listed in Section 3.4.1.
Every simulation run was performed on a set of eight virtual machines with one compute
unit and 1.7 gb of main memory each. We used the datacenter configuration described in
Section 3.4.2 as well as DynamicCloudSim’s default variability and instability parameters
as determined and presented in Sections 3.3.2–3.3.4.
Similar to the simulations in DynamicCloudSim, we also executed the Montage work-
flow 20 times for each scheduler using Hi-WAY and Hadoop 2.2.0 on clusters of virtual
machines in Amazon ec2. These clusters were spread evenly across the ec2 datacenters
of us East (Virginia), us West (California), and Europe (Ireland). Cluster allocations
and workflow executions were also spread across different times of day. The clusters
consisted of virtual machines of type m1.small with one ec2 compute unit, 1.7 gb ram,
and 8 gb elastic block storage each. The operating system on the virtual machines was
a 64-bit Ubuntu Server 12.04.3 lts.
There were four noteworthy differences between the simulations in DynamicCloudSim
and the actual executions on ec2:
1. The heft scheduler requires runtime estimates for each task on each machine.
To provide Hi-WAY with these estimates, we executed each task once on each ma-
chine prior to workflow execution, measuring wall-clock runtime in the process.
Figure 3.5 shows these measured execution times, indicating substantial hetero-
geneity across compute nodes.
2. The late scheduler requires progress estimates for each running task. Due to the
black-box property of scientific workflow tasks, progress estimation is infeasible for
scientific workflows in practice. To account for the lack of progress estimates in a
real-world scenario, we distorted late’s progress estimates in DynamicCloudSim
by sampling from a normal distribution.
To compare against late scheduling with distorted progress estimates, we imple-
mented a more naive task replication strategy in Hi-WAY, which is related to late,
yet does not require progress estimates. In this naive replication strategy, tasks
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Figure 3.5: Runtimes (in log scale) of every Montage task occurring in the evaluation
workflow, executed once per provisioned ec2 compute node.
are selected for speculative replication at random whenever there are idle virtual
machines during workflow execution.
3. The clusters on Amazon ec2 comprised nine virtual machines. Similar to the
simulation experiments in DynamicCloudSim, eight instances served as worker
machines. However, an additional ninth instance served as the central master for
Hi-WAY’s and Hadoop’s master processes (rm, nn, and am).
4. To be able to compare workflow runtime between Hi-WAY and DynamicCloudSim,
the overhead introduced by Hi-WAY (initialization of a workflow run, initialization
of worker containers, etc.) was deducted from runtime measurements.
We expect the observed behavior of the four workflow schedulers to be similar in
simulation and on real cloud infrastructure. Furthermore, we expect the workflow ex-
ecution times on ec2 to be comparable to the execution times of simulated runs in
DynamicCloudSim with default parameters.
3.5.2 Results and Discussion
Table 3.3 contrasts measured workflow execution times between DynamicCloudSim and
Amazon ec2. Specifically, it lists the mean and standard deviation values for the different
workflow schedulers in both settings. See also Figure 3.6 for box plots of the measured
runtimes.
Slightly different mean workflow execution runtimes across all four schedulers were
observed overall between DynamicCloudSim and ec2. However, using a two-tailed t-
test, this difference was not found to be significant (p-value: 0.187). When compared
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Table 3.3: Mean values and standard deviations of Montage workflow execution runtimes
in DynamicCloudSim as opposed to on Amazon ec2.
DynamicCloudSim Amazon ec2
configuration mean std mean std
round-robin 16.166 min 16.674 8.194 min 1.166
heft 7.899 min 2.493 7.23 min 1.585
fcfs 8.754 min 2.423 6.905 min 0.489
late 7.485 min 1.080
distorted late / random replication 7.721 min 0.898 6.592 min 0.517
to the workflow executions on Amazon ec2, a substantially higher variance in workflow
runtime was observed in DynamicCloudSim for round-robin and fcfs scheduling. We
attribute this finding to the appearance of stragglers and failures in DynamicCloudSim,
which we did not encounter to a similar extent during our experiments on Amazon ec2.
The lack of observed stragglers and failures on ec2 also contributes to the higher average
runtime of the workflow in DynamicCloudSim when using round-robin scheduling, since
this scheduler is particularly bad at handling stragglers and failures.
In DynamicCloudSim, both the heft scheduling heuristic and fcfs scheduling per-
formed significantly better than the baseline round-robin scheduler (p-values: 0.017
and 0.028). Furthermore, the late scheduler not only significantly outperformed fcfs
scheduling (p-value: 0.019), but also exhibited less variance in workflow runtimes. No-
tably, heavy distortion of the progress estimates utilized by the late scheduler did not
have a major impact on the scheduler’s performance. Apparently, the selection strategy
for speculative task replication is not essential for increasing robustness against insta-
bility.
Very similar observations were made when executing the workflow on Amazon ec2:
Both heft and fcfs scheduling provided significant improvements on workflow execu-
tion times when compared to knowledge-free round-robin scheduling (p-values: 0.017
and 2.6 · 10−5 respectively). Furthermore, the random replication strategy provided
significant runtime improvements over fcfs scheduling (p-value: 0.045).
Over the course of the experiment, we observed that both the simulation runs and the
actual workflow executions on ec2 provide similar answers regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of the four investigated workflow schedulers as well as recommendations of
which scheduler to utilize on a computational cloud. While the differences in observed
variance might warrant a slight re-weighting of DynamicCloudSim’s default parame-
ters, we find that DynamicCloudSim provides an adequate model of the variability and
instability encountered in computational clouds like Amazon ec2.
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Figure 3.6: Montage execution runtimes in DynamicCloudSim versus on Amazon ec2.
Round-robin, heft, and fcfs schedulers were present both in simulation and
on Amazon ec2 and can thus be compared against one another. We also
compared late with heavily distorted progress estimates, in which tasks
are selected for speculative execution nearly arbitrarily, against a random
replication strategy on ec2.
3.6 Variability and Workflow Scheduling
As an application example for DynamicCloudSim, we analyzed the effects of instability
and variability in the computational infrastructure on scientific workflow scheduling.
To this end, we simulated the execution of two workflows: a Montage workflow (see
Section 2.1.2) and a snv calling workflow (see Section 2.1.1.1). We then examined how
different mechanisms of scheduling – knowledge-free, static, and adaptive – perform when
having to deal with increasing levels of instability in the computational infrastructure.
We expect the schedulers to differ in their robustness to instability, which should be
reflected in diverging workflow execution times.
3.6.1 Methods
First, we used an instance of the Montage workflow which, in contrast to the Montage
workflow presented in Section 3.5.1, builds a much larger (twelve square degree) mosaic
of the Omega nebula. This workflow consists of 43,318 tasks reading and writing 534
gb of data in total, of which 10 gb are input and output files which have to be uploaded
to and downloaded from the computational infrastructure.
As a second evaluation workflow, we employed a snv calling workflow that was imple-
mented using the functional workflow language Cuneiform (Brandt et al., 2015). This
workflow reads two colorectal cancer cell lines, Caco-2 and geo, to find genomic vari-
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ants specific to one or the other. Genomic reads were split into distinct files of 5 mb
to employ data parallelism and achieve a high degree of parallelism (see Definition 4 on
page 15). Reads were mapped against the human chromosome 22 using three different
mapping tools – Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009b), SHRiMP (David et al., 2011), and
PerM (Chen et al., 2009). Other chromosomes were excluded from this analysis, since
chromosomes vary substantially in size and we intended to keep the variance in runtime
for tasks belonging to the same bag (see Definition 3 on page 9) low. The resulting
mappings were merged using SAMtools (Li et al., 2009) and variants were detected using
VarScan (Koboldt et al., 2009). This resulted in a scientific workflow comprising 4,266
tasks reading and writing 436 gb of data in total.
We generated workflow traces of these two workflows and used the workflow schedulers
as described in Section 3.4.1. We then generated the datacenter in DynamicCloudSim
as described in Section 3.4.2. In the course of the experiments, we incrementally raised
the level of variability in the simulated computational infrastructures. We conducted
four experiment runs, in which we measured the effect of heterogeneity (het), dynamic
performance changes at runtime (dcr), and straggler virtual machines and faulty task
executions (saf):
1. het: We measured the effect of heterogeneous computational infrastructure on
different approaches to workflow scheduling. To this end, the performance baseline
rsd parameters responsible for inhomogeneity were incrementally set to 0, 0.125,
0.25, 0.375, and 0.5 (for cpu, I/O, and network performance). The simulation
of dynamic performance changes at runtime (dcr) as well as straggler virtual
machines and failed tasks (saf) was omitted.
2. dcr: We examined how persistent changes in the computational infrastructure
affect workflow scheduling. Therefore, the persistent performance change rsd
parameters, which is responsible for long-term changes in the performance of a
virtual machine, was varied between 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, and 0.5. The average
rate of performance changes was fixed at 0.5 and the rsd parameters for short-
term performance fluctuations and noise were set to 0.025 across all runs. het
and saf parameters were set to 0 in this setting.
3. saf: We determined the effect of straggler resources and failures during task exe-
cution. For this reason, the likelihoods of a virtual machine being a straggler and
of a task to fail were set to 0, 0.00625, 0.0125, 0.01875, and 0.025. The perfor-
mance coefficient of straggler resources was set to 0.1 and the factor by which the
runtime of a task increases in the case of a failure was set to 20. To measure the
effects of stragglers and failures in isolation, het and dcr parameters were set to
0.
4. Extreme parameters: In this setting, we determined the effect of combining all
introduced aspects of variability at a very high level. To this end, we utilized 1.5
times the maximum values for heterogeneity, dynamics and stragglers / failures
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from the former three experiments. This translates to rsd parameters of 0.75 for
het and dcr along with straggler and failure likelihoods of 0.0375 for saf.
For each of these configurations, we simulated 100 executions of both the 43,318 task
Montage workflow and the 4,266 task genomic sequencing workflow on eight virtual
machines. Virtual machines were configured to have two compute units and 3.75 gb
main memory each, resembling ec2 instances of type m1.medium.
We expect the round-robin scheduler to perform well in homogeneous and stable com-
putational infrastructures. Adding heterogeneity (het), dynamic changes at runtime
(dcr) or stragglers and failures (saf) to the experiment should heavily diminish its per-
formance. In our simulation experiments in DynamicCloudSim, heft is provided with
accurate runtime estimates based on the execution time of each task on each CloudSim
virtual machine at the time of its allocation. Hence, we expect the static heft sched-
uler to perform well in both homogeneous and heterogeneous infrastructures. However,
we expect poor performance if dynamic changes (dcr) or failures in the computational
infrastructure (saf) are introduced and runtime estimates become inaccurate. Due to
heft being a static scheduler, we expect a knowledge-free fcfs scheduler to outper-
form heft when dynamic changes (dcr, saf) in the computational infrastructure are
introduced. Finally, we expect an adaptive scheduler like late to outperform fcfs
scheduling when stragglers and failures (saf) are prevalent, since speculative replication
of tasks should heavily increase robustness.
3.6.2 Results and Discussion
The results of the experiments are displayed in Figures 3.7 to 3.10. Over the course of
the entire experiments, we observed average runtimes between 296 and 13,195 minutes
for Montage and between 143 and 1,990 minutes for genomic sequencing. Evidently,
the variability and instability simulated by DynamicCloudSim, particularly the het
and saf parameters, have a considerable impact on execution time, especially for static
schedulers.
3.6.2.1 Heterogeneity
In the experiment simulating the effect of heterogeneous resources (het), all sched-
ulers except round-robin exhibited robustness to even the highest levels of variance (see
Figure 3.7). heft has been designed specifically with inhomogeneous computational re-
sources in mind. Online schedulers like fcfs and late automatically assign more tasks
to faster resources. Conversely, the knowledge-free round-robin scheduler is oblivious to
the computational infrastructure and simply assigns an equal amount of tasks to each
resource. This results in faster resources being idle while waiting for slower resources to
finish.
Since late always reserves 10% of the available resources for speculative replication,
we would expect runtimes slightly below a greedy fcfs-based policy. However, we ob-
served late to be comparable in performance to the fcfs scheduler. Also, we found
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Figure 3.7: Effects of heterogeneity (het) on workflow runtime using different schedulers
in DynamicCloudSim.
heft to even have a slight edge over all other scheduling policies. We mainly attribute
these findings to the presence of computationally intensive tasks blocking the execution
of all successor tasks (so-called pipeline blockers). One such pipeline blocker is present in
Montage (model background) and multiple such tasks can be found in the snv workflow.
In contrast to fcfs, heft and late are able to assign such tasks to well-suited com-
putational resources, instead of simply assigning it to the first available resource. heft
does this by consulting the accurate runtime estimates of all task-resource-assignments
it has been provided with. late starts a speculative copy of the task on a compute node
performing above average.
Notably, finding only the round-robin scheduler to perform subpar in this experimental
setting confirmed our expectations outlined in the last section.
3.6.2.2 Dynamic Changes at Runtime
In the second part of the experiment, we examined how dynamic changes in the perfor-
mance of virtual machines (dcr) affect the runtime of the evaluation workflows achieved
by the four scheduling mechanisms (see Figure 3.8). The results confirm our expecta-
tions of schedulers like knowledge-free round-robin and static heft not being able to
handle dynamic changes. The major shortcoming of these schedulers lies in the fact
that they perform a fixed assignment of tasks to resources, which is strictly abided by
during workflow execution. Therefore, changes in the runtime environment make even
elaborate static schedules like heft suboptimal.
3.6.2.3 Stragglers and Failures
In the third part of the experiment, we measured how the appearance of straggler virtual
machines and failed task executions (saf) influence the performance of the four examined
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Figure 3.8: Effects of changes of performance at runtime (dcr) on workflow execution
time using different schedulers in DynamicCloudSim.
workflow schedulers. Figure 3.9 confirms the robustness of the late scheduler even for
high amounts of failures and stragglers. Evidently, speculative replication of tasks with
a low progress rate alleviates the problems introduced by stragglers and failures.
In contrast, the performance of all other schedulers diminished quickly in the face
of failure: As mentioned previously, both evaluation workflows contain pipeline block-
ers, i. e., computationally intensive tasks that block the execution of other upstream
tasks and severely limit the degree of parallelism during workflow execution. Such tasks
are particularly problematic if their execution fails or if they are assigned to a strag-
gler virtual machine. Knowledge-free schedulers like round-robin or fcfs cannot detect
stragglers and will occasionally assign these critical tasks to straggler vms, resulting in
severely increased workflow execution times. Conversely, heft is able to exploit hetero-
geneity and detect straggler machines by means of the runtime estimates it is provided
with. However, heft is unable to cope with failures during workflow execution.
Notably, the genomic sequencing workflow exhibits more pipeline blockers than the
Montage workflow. For this reason, the performance degradation for high saf values
is more apparent in the genomic sequencing workflow than in the Montage workflow.
For very high dcr values, virtual machine performance baseline changes can occasion-
ally reach the extent of the virtual machine temporarily behaving like a straggler. For
workflows with frequent pipeline blockers, this can lead to reduced performance of sched-
ulers that can usually cope with dcr, as seen when executing the genomic sequencing
workflow with the fcfs scheduler at dcr=0.5 (see Figure 3.8).
3.6.2.4 Extreme Variability
In the fourth part of the experiment, we examined how all three of the introduced
aspects of variability combined and taken to extremely high levels (rsd parameters of
0.75 for het and dcr; likelihood parameters of 0.0375 for saf) influence the workflow
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Figure 3.9: Effects of straggler virtual machines and failed tasks (saf) on workflow run-
time using different schedulers in DynamicCloudSim.
execution time. The results of this experiment for Montage are shown in Figure 3.10.
Once again, late is the only scheduler to exhibit robustness to these extreme parameter
configurations. Furthermore and in contrast to the findings in the third experiment, the
heft scheduler substantially outperforms fcfs in such settings.
The combination of all factors, i. e., dynamic changes at runtime to inhomogeneous
compute resources which can also be stragglers or subject to failed task execution, can
lead to cases in which the execution of the pipeline blocker in Montage (model back-
ground) can take an extremely long time. This is more problematic for a knowledge-free
scheduler such as fcfs, which assigns a task to the first available computational resource,
which might be a straggler. In contrast, heft is at least able to handle heterogeneous
and straggler resources by means of its accurate runtime estimates.
3.6.2.5 Implications for Scientific Workflow Scheduling
The last two experiments illustrated the severe effect of straggler virtual machines and
failed tasks executions (saf) on (simulated) workflow runtime, confirming previous re-
ports on the importance of fault-tolerant design in computationally intensive applica-
tions (Schroeder and Gibson, 2006; Chen and Deelman, 2012). While the simulation was
able to replicate the advertised strengths of late, we acknowledge that more sophisti-
cated failure models would be a desirable enhancement over their current implementation
in DynamicCloudSim.
All in all, the experiments clearly confirmed the expectations described in Section 3.6.
The simulations underline the importance of adaptive scheduling of scientific workflows
in shared and distributed computational infrastructures like public clouds. In particu-
lar, the experiments showcased the benefits to be gained from exploiting heterogeneous
resources and speculatively replicating tasks. These insights strongly motivated the
heuristics underlying the adaptive scheduler era, presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.10: Execution time (in log scale) of the Montage workflow in DynamicCloudSim
in extreme cases of instability.
Table 3.4: Features of CloudSim, WorkflowSim, and DynamicCloudSim.
Feature CloudSim WorkflowSim DynamicCloudSim
performance characteristics mips, bandwidth, memory ✓ ✓ ✓
performance characteristic file I/O ✓
runtime of a task depending on values other than mips ✓
modeling of data dependencies ✓ ✓ ✓
workflow parsing ✓ ✓
implementation of workflow schedulers ✓ ✓
modeling of delays at different layers of a workflow system ✓
support for task clustering ✓
different virtual machines on different hosts ✓ ✓ ✓
resource allocation based on compute units ✓
dynamic changes of virtual machine performance at runtime ✓
modeling of failures during task execution ✓ (✓)
introduction of straggler virtual machines ✓
3.7 Related Work
Merdan et al. (2008) and Hirales-Carbajal et al. (2010) developed simulation environ-
ments specifically for comparing different approaches to workflow scheduling on com-
putational grids. They also provide examples of possible experimental setups, yet
omit the execution of these experiments. Our work differs from these publications
in three ways: Firstly, by extending a universal simulation framework like CloudSim,
DynamicCloudSim is not limited to the field of scientific workflows, but can be utilized
for simulation of any cloud application. Secondly, our work puts a strong emphasis on
instabilities in the computational infrastructure, which is important to achieve realistic
results. Thirdly, we conduct an experimental validation of the changes added to the
simulation toolkit.
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Chen and Deelman (2012) presented WorkflowSim as another extension to CloudSim.
WorkflowSim is tightly coupled to the workflow management system Pegasus (see Sec-
tion 2.3.1.1) and adds to CloudSim (i) a model of delays occurring in the various lev-
els of the Pegasus stack (e. g., queue delays, pre/post-processing delays, data trans-
fer delays), (ii) an elaborate model of node failures, and (iii) the implementations of
several workflow schedulers, including fcfs, heft, Min-Min, and Max-Min (see Sec-
tion 2.2.4). Parameters are directly learned from traces of real executions. WorkflowSim
has no notion of heterogeneous hardware or variance in available resources. In contrast,
DynamicCloudSim directly models instability and heterogeneity in the environment in
which a workflow, or any other collection of computationally intensive tasks, is exe-
cuted. DynamicCloudSim is thus independent of the computational paradigm (e. g.,
scientific workflows) and the concrete system of execution (e. g., the workflow manage-
ment system Pegasus). See Table 3.4 for a comparison of features available in CloudSim,
WorkflowSim, and DynamicCloudSim.
3.8 Summary
In this chapter, we presented DynamicCloudSim as an extension to CloudSim, a popular
simulator for evaluating resource allocation and scheduling strategies on distributed
computational architectures. We enhanced CloudSim’s model of infrastructure-as-a-
service cloud computing infrastructure by introducing models for (i) inhomogeneity in
the performance of computational resources, (ii) uncertainty in and dynamic changes
to the performance of virtual machines, and (iii) straggler machines and failures during
task execution.
We validated the models of instability introduced in DynamicCloudSim by compar-
ing the simulated execution of a workflow in DynamicCloudSim against actual runs
on Amazon ec2. Finally, we showed that introducing performance variability to scien-
tific workflow execution using four established scheduling algorithms and two evaluation
workflows replicated the known strengths and shortcomings of these schedulers. These
findings underline the importance of adaptivity in scheduling of scientific workflows on
shared and distributed computational infrastructures.
In the next chapter, DynamicCloudSim is employed to evaluate an adaptive workflow
scheduler, which is partly inspired by the scheduling heuristics evaluated in Section 3.6.
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Data-intensive scientific workflows usually comprise a number of heterogeneous (bags
of) tasks (see Section 2.1). Similarly, the computational infrastructures required to
execute such workflows in a reasonable time frame are usually composed of multiple,
oftentimes heterogeneous compute nodes (see Section 2.2.2). In this section, we consider
the scientific workflow scheduling problem, which we define as follows.
Definition 7 (Scientific Workflow Scheduling) Let m be the number of available
unrelated machines and S = (D,T,E) a scientific workflow comprising |T | = n tasks.
Let ei,jt be the amount of time required for the processing of task i on machine j starting
at time t. The objective of the scientific workflow scheduling problem is to assign tasks
to machines such that precedence constraints between tasks are satisfied and the overall
workflow execution time (makespan) is minimized.
The scientific workflow scheduling problem is np-complete in the general case (Garey
and Johnson, 1979). It is also np-complete for several restricted cases, e. g., for the
case where m = 1 and ei,jt ∈ {1, 2} (Ullman, 1975). Therefore, unless p=np, polynomial
algorithms can only find approximate solutions to the problem. For this reason, scientific
workflow scheduling is typically approached heuristically in practice.
Lenstra et al. (1990) showed that, even in the absence of precedence constraints, no
polynomial algorithm can consistently construct schedules with makespans less than
3
2 of the optimum. However, they presented a polynomial algorithm that assembles
schedules guaranteeing makespans within two times the optimum. Other algorithms
with comparable guarantees have been published that take into account precedence
constraints such as those observed in scientific workflows (Kumar et al., 2009; Benoit
et al., 2013).
The scientific workflow community has published a number of scheduling policies that
do not provide any formal guarantees, but have been shown to work well in practice (Yu
et al., 2008; Alkhanak et al., 2016). Most of these scheduling algorithms have in common
that (i) they exploit the heterogeneity in both the tasks comprising the scientific workflow
as well as in the underlying computational infrastructure (Iverson et al., 1999) and (ii)
they rely on the existence of accurate estimates eˆi,jt for task runtimes ei,jt . In real-
world scenarios, the latter requirement is problematic, since the tasks comprising a
scientific workflow are black boxes. Therefore, the only means of reliably estimating
task runtime is to infer it from historical runtime measurements (da Silva et al., 2015).
This approach is particularly feasible for bag-of-tasks workflows (see Definition 3 on
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Figure 4.1: Interplay of workflow scheduling and performance estimation, traditionally
viewed and addressed as two different problems.
page 9), in which measured task runtimes can be employed to estimate the runtimes of
tasks belonging to the same bag. Although a considerable number of approaches towards
black-box performance prediction in distributed environments have been proposed, these
approaches usually attack the prediction problem in isolation of the scheduling problem.
The interplay between performance prediction and workflow scheduling is therefore
as follows: The performance prediction component generates the input for the schedul-
ing component, which, in turn, generates the input for the prediction component (see
Figure 4.1). This input for the prediction component is provided in the form of new
runtime measurements, which ideally are a by-product of executing tasks on their as-
signed machines. The caveat here is that the scheduler is likely to only assign tasks to
machines if their runtime is estimated to be favorable. Consequently, no new runtime
measurements will be gathered and, thus, runtime estimates will become outdated for
task-machine-pairs deemed unfavorable by the scheduler.
While this interplay might work well when applied on infrastructures which are stable
in size and performance, it is problematic if performance is subject to variability, which
is the case for modern distributed infrastructure (see Sections 2.2.2 and 3.1). Here, a
best-effort scheduler striving exclusively for short-term reductions in workflow execu-
tion times will fail to re-evaluate task-machine-assignments previously observed to be
unfavorable (e. g., due to isolated heavy load on the machine in question). However, in
a dynamically changing environment, a suboptimal task-machine-assignment might not
stay suboptimal for long. For illustrative purposes, consider the following example.
Example Suppose a best-effort scheduler is utilized to execute a bag-of-tasks workflow
comprising two bags of tasks Bv = {v1, v2, . . . , vp}, Bw = {w1, w2, . . . , wq} with no data
dependencies in between. The computational infrastructure comprises two machines x, y.
At time t0 the scheduler is provided with accurate runtime estimates eˆv,xt0 = e
v,x
t0 = 3,
eˆv,yt0 = e
v,y
t0 = 2, eˆ
w,x
t0 = e
w,x
t0 = 2, eˆ
w,y
t0 = e
w,y
t0 = 2. To minimize the workflow’s makespan,
the scheduler assigns tasks vi ∈ Bv to machine y and tasks wj ∈ Bw to machine x as
long as both bags still contain ready tasks. Now suppose an unforeseeable change in the
performance of machine x occurs at time t10, altering the runtime of tasks vi ∈ Bv on
that machine to ev,xt10 = 1. The performance estimation component is unaware of this
change until another task vi ∈ Bv has been assigned to and executed on machine x.
Therefore, the scheduler is provided with the runtime estimate eˆv,xt10 = 3, based on which
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it continues to assign tasks v ∈ Bv to machine y. It thereby prevents the generation
of new runtime measurements of tasks vi ∈ Bv on machine x. However, such runtime
measurements would be necessary to register the improvement in runtime and update the
runtime estimate eˆv,xt10 .
We argue that an adaptive scheduling mechanism for scientific workflows, i. e., a sched-
uler able to adapt workflow execution to a dynamically changing computational envi-
ronment, not only has to make use of continuously updated runtime estimates, but must
actively participate in the determination and maintenance of up-to-date runtime esti-
mates for any task on any machine. To this end, an adaptive scheduler has to implement
runtime estimation and task scheduling as an integrated component. Furthermore, it
has to balance short-term reductions in a workflow’s expected makespan against the
necessity of capturing and preserving a comprehensive picture of up-to-date runtime
measurements.
In this chapter, we present era, an adaptive scheduler that (i) is able to exploit het-
erogeneity, similar to established approaches like heft (see Section 2.2.4.2), (ii) repli-
cates straggler tasks to increase robustness in the face of instability, similar to methods
like late (see Section 2.2.4.3), and (iii) provides a mechanism to occasionally revisit
task-machine-assignments for which runtime estimates are likely to be outdated. This
latter heuristic ensures that all runtime estimates stay up to date, which, as discussed
previously, is important on infrastructures that are subject to performance variability.
The remainder of this chapter is structured in the following way. Section 4.1 describes
how era models task runtimes using Wiener process models. Subsequently, Section 4.2
outlines how era derives scheduling decisions based on these stochastic models. An
evaluation of the heuristics implemented by era is given in Section 4.3 and performance
is compared against the workflow schedulers discussed in Section 3.6. An exhaustive
analysis of the related work on runtime estimation and adaptive scheduling of scientific
workflows is presented in Section 4.4. Finally, a summary of our findings is given in
Section 4.5.
4.1 Wiener Process Models
In this section, we describe a novel method of task runtime estimation, in which we
model the runtime of a task on a machine as a stochastic process, i. e., a sequential
collection of random variables. The idea of modeling a task’s execution time on a given
machine as a random variable with the aim of enabling adaptive scheduling mechanisms
of DAG-shaped programs on heterogeneous computational infrastructure has, to the
best of our knowledge, first been proposed by Iverson et al. (1999). Based on historical
runtime measurements, the authors propose to build models for estimating the execution
duration of any task on any machine in the distributed infrastructure. Since these models
are assembled by means of regression, neither the actuality nor the temporal sequence
of historical measurements is considered.
However, in the face of instability and dynamic performance changes in the computa-
tional infrastructure, runtime measurements may become outdated. Wolski et al. (2000)
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therefore argue that performance estimation based on historical measurements not only
requires some of these measurements to be up-to-date, but also has to interpret these
measurements as time series to adequately model the temporal sequence and recency of
events. Furthermore, they find that time series of performance measurements are often
autocorrelated, i. e., correlated with a delayed copy of itself, and self-similar, i. e., sim-
ilar to itself at different scales. The latter observation in particular is often indicative
of a chaotic system and is typically encountered in Brownian motions (Embrechts and
Maejima, 2000).
The term Brownian motion refers to the random movement of particles in a fluid,
which was first observed by botanist Robert Brown in 1827. A Brownian motion can be
modeled as a Wiener process, which is a continuous-time stochastic process named after
the mathematician Norbert Wiener.
Definition 8 (Wiener Process) A Wiener processW is is a continuous-time stochas-
tic process, i. e., a collection of random variables (Wt)t∈R+0 . Differences Wt−Ws betweensubsequent random variables Ws, Wt with 0 ≤ s < t are called increments. W is char-
acterized by three key properties:
1. W almost surely starts at zero, i. e., W starts at zero with a probability of one even
though the set of possible exceptions may be non-empty:
W0 = 0
2. Increments Wt − Ws are normally distributed and stationary with mean 0 and
variance t− s:
∀ 0 ≤ s < t : Wt −Ws ∼ N (0, t− s)
3. Increments of W are independent:
∀ 0 ≤ s < t ≤ u < v : Wv −Wu ⊥ Wt −Ws
AWiener process can be shifted by a constant λ along the ordinate axis and generalized
to include a volatility σ. This results in a stochastic process Wˆ with Wˆt = σWt + λ, in
which increments Wˆt− Wˆs are normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ2(t− s).
4.1.1 Modeling Task Runtime as Wiener Process Model
We model the execution duration of any task on any machine using a generalized Wiener
process model Wˆ . We estimate the parameters of Wˆ based on historical runtime mea-
surements. To this end, we make several assumptions:
1. We assume that observed differences (increments) in consecutive runtime mea-
surements follow a normal distribution. To verify this assumption, we performed
a small sample experiment. We executed a sequence mapping task using the tool
Bowtie 2 (see Section 2.1.1.1) 200 times in succession on the same machine. We
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displayed the differences in subsequent execution durations in a normal quantile-
quantile plot as well as in a density plot (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively).
Subsequently, we performed a Shapiro-Wilk normality test, in which we could not
reject the null hypothesis of the increments being normally distributed (p-value of
0.56).
2. We assume that differences in subsequent task runtime measurements are statis-
tically independent, an assumption commonly made in task runtime estimation
(e. g., Tang et al., 2011).
3. We assume that task runtime measurements are accurate.
Let et1 , et2 , . . . , etn be runtime measurements of the to-be-modeled task-machine-pair
taken at time t1, t2, . . . , tn. The values for random variables Wˆti can be directly inferred.
Wˆti = eti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Consecutive increments Wˆti − Wˆti−1 have a variance of σ2(ti − ti−1) and, thus, a
standard deviation of σ√ti − ti−1. Therefore, a first step in estimating the volatility σ
of Wˆ is to normalize observed differences in runtime eti − eti−1 to a uniform time frame.
Since the standard deviation σ√ti − ti−1 has the same unit as the observed differences
in runtime, this is achieved by dividing eti − eti−1 by
√
ti − ti−1.
dti =
eti − eti−1√
ti − ti−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ n
Based on these normalized observed differences in runtime dti , we compute the average
normalized difference d.
d = 1
n− 1
n∑
i=2
dti
Next, we determine the corrected sampling standard deviation s.
s =
√ 1
n− 2
n∑
i=2
(dti − d)2
Since we normalized the measured differences dti to a uniform time frame, the corrected
sampling standard deviation s gives an estimate for the volatility σ of Wˆ .
σ := s
∀ 0 ≤ s < t : Wˆt − Wˆs ∼ N (0, σ2(t− s))
Finally, since increments are assumed to be statistically independent, the expected
value of Wˆ at the current time tc ≥ tn only depends on the latest measurement etn .
Wˆtc ∼ N (etn , σ2(tc − tn))
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Figure 4.2: Q-Q (quantile-quantile) plot for the observed differences in measured run-
times of subsequent Bowtie 2 task invocations. The measured (sample) quan-
tiles are plotted against the theoretical quantiles of a normal distribution.
The points in the plot approximately lying on the line y = x indicate the
differences (increments) being normally distributed.
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Figure 4.3: Density plot for the observed differences in measured runtimes of subsequent
Bowtie 2 task invocations. The density plot (gray area) visualizes the fre-
quency distribution of observed differences over a continuous interval and
bears resemblance to a normal distribution (red line).
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E(Wˆtc) = etn
The random variable Wˆtc may be employed to infer a current runtime estimate (see
next section). Evidently, as the time since the last measurement progresses, i. e., as tc−tn
increases, the expected value of Wˆtc stays constant at etn , whereas its standard deviation
σ
√
(tc − tn) increases. In other words, the Gaussian bell curve describing the random
variable Wˆtc becomes wider as historical runtime measurements become increasingly
outdated. This growth of uncertainty over time is also displayed in Figure 4.4.
4.2 ERA
In this section, we describe era, an adaptive scheduler for scientific workflows that in-
tegrates scheduling heuristics with runtime estimation based on Wiener process models.
While era is able to schedule any scientific workflow in any computational environment,
it is best-suited for scenarios in which the following conditions are met:
1. To-be-scheduled workflows are either bag-of-tasks workflows (see Definition 3 on
page 9) or are executed multiple times (e. g., as a consequence of new data becom-
ing available or an iterative approach to workflow development and refinement).
Furthermore, the runtimes of tasks within the same bag, executed under the same
conditions (e. g., machine, current performance), are comparable to one another.
This entails that all tasks within the same bag have similar-sized input data, which,
for instance, is common for data-parallel workflows comprising numerous similar
tasks processing different equal-sized fragments of input data (see Section 2.2.1.2).
Notably however, this assumption might not hold for all types of tasks. If the
size of input data varies between tasks of the same bag, runtime estimation has to
incorporate the size of input data.
2. The available machines are distributed and heterogeneous (het) in the amount
and type of resources they provide. They are also subject to dynamic changes of
performance of runtime (dcr). Finally, they comprise occasional stragglers and
are subject to failures (saf), for instance as a consequence of being shared between
multiple users (see Section 3.1 for a description of the aspects of variability het,
dcr, and saf).
3. Workflows are composed of (bags of) tasks that are also heterogeneous in the
amount and type of resources they require. For instance, in the case of Montage
(see Section 2.1.2) the model background task is cpu-bound, whereas diff tasks
leave the cpu mostly idle, straining the hard disk instead. Conversely, if the
computational infrastructure is heterogeneous while the to-be-executed tasks are
homogeneous across all bags of tasks, no speed-ups can be gained by determining
suitable task-machine-assignments.
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Figure 4.4: The runtime of a task i on a machine j, modeled as a generalized Wiener
process model (red line). As the time since the last measurement progresses,
the uncertainty, as represented by the standard deviation, increases.
4. The number of available machines is much smaller than the degree of parallelism
of the workflow (see Definition 4 on page 15) throughout most stages of workflow
execution.
5. Any task can be executed on any machine. This entails that sufficient resources
(e. g., memory, local storage) for task execution are available and any potential
software dependencies are resolved.
6. Machines are configured to run a maximum of one task at any given time. era does
not explicitly model task collocation and contention for resources shared between
tasks. Multiple tasks running on the same machine at the same time violates our
earlier assumption of task runtime measurements being statistically independent
and is likely to diminish scheduling performance.
We found these assumptions to hold for many scenarios of executing data-intensive sci-
entific workflows, such as the ones presented in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, on infrastructure-
as-a-service clouds where virtual machines can be tailored to the application’s needs.
Based on these assumptions and in order to flexibly adapt to instability in the com-
putational infrastructure, era employs the following mode of operation: Whenever a
machine is able to accept a new task, usually after concluding execution of a previous
task, era chooses a new task to be executed on that machine. This new task is selected
from the set of ready tasks (see page 9 for definitions of blocked, ready, running, and
completed tasks). Hence, era is a delay-based just-in-time scheduler, as it delays task
scheduling until resources are actually available (similar to, e. g., Cai et al., 2017).
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The strategy for selecting a task is based on three key heuristics, which era balances
against one another:
1. Adaptation: To notice and, consequently, adapt to improvement and degradation
in the performance of the available distributed machines (dcr), era establishes
and sustains a comprehensive picture of up-to-date runtime measurements for all
task-machine-pairs (see Section 4.2.1).
2. Replication: To provide robustness to straggler machines and failures during task
execution (saf), era speculatively replicates the execution of critical tasks (see
Section 4.2.2).
3. Exploitation: To determine suitable task-machine-assignments, era exploits the
heterogeneity present both in the tasks comprising a scientific workflow as well as
the underlying distributed computational infrastructure (het) (see Section 4.2.3).
In the remaining parts of this chapter, we assume scientific workflows scheduled by
era to be bag-of-tasks workflows (see Definition 3 on page 9). Note that any scientific
workflow S = (D,T,E) can be interpreted as a bag-of-tasks workflow by introducing a
separate bag Bi for each task ti ∈ T .
eramaintains separate generalized Wiener process models for the task runtimes of any
combination of bag of tasks and machines. The model Wˆ i,j specific to tasks belonging
to bag Bi executed on machine j is updated whenever a new runtime measurement
has been obtained for this bag-of-tasks-machine-pair. To improve the estimation of
volatility parameters σi,j, era can also incorporate task runtime measurements from
earlier executions of the same or similar workflows (i. e., workflows comprising tasks
that invoke the same programs and can thus be interpreted as belonging to the same
bags of tasks). In subsequent sections, we outline how era realizes the aforementioned
concepts of adaptation, replication, and exploitation using these Wiener process models
Wˆ i,j. See also Algorithm 1 for a pseudocode description of the era scheduler.
4.2.1 Adaptation
Adaptation, i. e., the ability to maintain up-to-date runtime estimates in the face of
dynamic changes of performance at runtime (dcr), is implemented twofold in era.
First, to determine the corrected sampling standard deviation si,j for a bag-of-tasks-
machine-pair (Bi, j), at least three measurements of execution duration are required.
era assumes a runtime of 0 for the execution of tasks belonging to bag Bi on machine
j if sufficient measurements are not yet available for this configuration. Since a task
with runtime 0 is highly likely to be selected for execution, era thereby guarantees that
sufficient measurements are collected swiftly.
Secondly, since increments are assumed to be independent, the expected execution
duration of a task of bag Bi on machine j at the current time tc is equal to the latest
runtime measurement ei,jtn taken at time tn. However, era sets the runtime estimate eˆ
i,j
tc
for tasks of bag Bi on machine j not to Wˆ i,jtc ’s expected value, but instead to the value of
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its α-quantile, with 0 < α ≤ 0.5 being an adjustable parameter. Note that the standard
deviation of Wˆ i,jtc increases as time progresses (see last section). Hence, the more time
has passed since the last measurement ei,jtn for a task of bag Bi on machine j was taken
and the lower the value for α is, the lower of an estimate eˆi,jtc is provided by era. In other
words, era becomes increasingly optimistic about the execution duration of tasks of bag
Bi on machine j if such tasks have not been run on j for a long time. Therefore, through
its α-parameter, era allows to balance the need for up-to-date runtime measurements
against the accuracy of runtime estimation.
Note that if α is set to 0.5, the adaptivity heuristic is effectively disabled. For other
settings of α however, a runtime estimate provided by era could theoretically become
negative if (i) volatility is large, (ii) a large amount of time has passed since the last
runtime measurement, and/or (iii) very small values for α are chosen. While we have
never observed such behavior in practical applications, era circumvents this issue by
never providing a runtime estimate below one millisecond. Alternatively, era can be
configured to operate on logarithmized runtime measurements and exponentiate runtime
estimates1.
4.2.2 Replication
Replication of running tasks has been integrated as the central heuristic of the late
scheduler (see Section 2.2.4.3) to deal with stragglers and failures (saf). In our ex-
periments on DynamicCloudSim (in Section 3.6.2), we found this heuristic to provide
promising results especially for workflows with pipeline blockers, i. e., computationally
intensive tasks that block the execution of other upstream tasks.
era implements a replication heuristic similar to late. Specifically, when a workflow
execution reaches a point where a machine is able to execute further tasks, yet there
are no more unassigned ready tasks available, era will instead assign a replicate of an
already running task to that machine. Thus, speculative replication is only enabled
when resources are idle. The maximum number of concurrently running replicate tasks
can be configured via era’s ρ parameter.
The task selection strategy for speculative replication is similar to that of regular task
execution (see next section). However, the adaptation heuristic is disabled here (i. e.,
α is set to 0.5). The rationale behind this is that replicated tasks are often critical to
workflow execution and, thus, should be assigned to the most suitable machines. This
assures that other idle machines can commence execution of blocked upstream tasks as
early as possible.
Similarly to late, when an instance of a task (i. e., its original or one of its replicates)
finishes execution, era terminates all other instances of that task.
1Note that this mode of operation would model task runtime not as a Wiener Process / Brownian
Motion, but as a Geometric Brownian Motion (Ross, 2014).
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4.2.3 Exploitation
Considering the heterogeneity (het) in both the workload and the distributed infrastruc-
ture has repeatedly been proposed for improving static scheduling of scientific workflows
on computational grids (Topcuoglu et al., 2002; Yu and Buyya, 2006). In era, exploita-
tion of heterogeneity is realized as follows.
When, at the current time tc, a machine j is able to execute a new task, era obtains
task runtime estimates eˆi,jtc for all bags of tasks Bi containing at least one ready task.
For all these bags of tasks, it determines the estimated runtime eˆi,mintc if a task of that
bag were to be scheduled on the most well-performing machine other than j. Similar
to the Sufferage heuristic introduced in Section 2.2.4.2, era then computes a sufferage
score for all bags of tasks as the difference between eˆi,jtc and eˆ
i,min
tc . The sufferage score
for a bag of tasks Bi denotes by how much the expected execution duration of a task
of that bag would suffer if that task were assigned to machine j as opposed to its most
suitable machine (other than j). era then selects a ready task from the bag with the
lowest sufferage score for execution on j. In doing so, era assigns tasks to machines
based on suitability, i. e., based on how quickly these tasks are expected to be executed
by their assigned machines as opposed to other machines.
Notably, tasks can vary substantially in their execution duration. Therefore, era
normalizes runtime estimates across all machines by division through their average. If
this normalization were to be omitted, the sufferage scores for bags of computationally
intensive tasks with a generally high execution duration would dominate the sufferage
scores of bags of smaller tasks. Due to their larger absolute sufferage value (on average),
those larger tasks would be selected less frequent in general. Consider the following
example and its illustration in Figure 4.5.
Example Assume that era schedules a workflow comprising two bags of tasks Bv and
Bw on three machines x, y, and z. By modeling tasks of both bags as two separate Wiener
processes, era determines runtime estimates eˆv,xtc = 6, eˆ
v,y
tc = 10, eˆ
v,z
tc = 14, eˆ
w,x
tc = 90,
eˆw,ytc = 95, and eˆ
w,z
tc = 115. Evidently, tasks of bag Bv are more suitable to be assigned to
machine x than tasks of bag Bw. To compare estimates between bags of tasks and derive
scheduling decisions based on sufferage values, these estimates are first normalized to
eˆv,xtc = 0.6, eˆ
v,y
tc = 1, eˆ
v,z
tc = 1.4, eˆ
w,x
tc = 0.9, eˆ
w,y
tc = 0.95, and eˆ
w,z
tc = 1.15. When machine
y is ready to execute a new task, era computes sufferage values sv = eˆv,ytc − eˆv,mintc =
eˆv,ytc − eˆv,xtc = 0.4 and sw = eˆw,ytc − eˆw,mintc = eˆw,ytc − eˆw,xtc = 0.05 for Bv and Bw, respectively.
Due to its lower sufferage value, era selects a task from Bw for execution on y, leaving
tasks from Bv for machine x, which is more suitable for execution of these tasks.
4.2.4 Runtime Complexity
Updating a Wiener Process Model Wˆ i,j upon termination of a task and determination
of its elapsed runtime can be realized in runtime O(1): To update Wˆ i,j, we only adjust
the average increment di,j as well as the sampling standard deviation si,j for the bag-of-
tasks-machine-pair (Bi, j) (Chan and Lewis, 1979). To keep models updated throughout
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Figure 4.5: An example that illustrates how the exploitation heuristic determines a bag
of tasks to select a task from. Runtime estimates eˆi,jtc are provided for bags
of tasks Bi with i ∈ {v, w} and machines j ∈ {x, y, z}. When machine y
is ready to execute a new tasks, all estimates are first normalized. Subse-
quently, sufferage scores are computed for each bag of tasks. Finally, a task
is selected from the bag of tasks with the lowest sufferage score, i. e., the
smallest increase over its minimum normalized runtime estimate across all
machines. In this example, this is bag Bw due to its low sufferage score of
0.05.
execution of the whole workflow, a total runtime in O(n) is required, where n is the
number of tasks composing the workflow.
The runtime complexity of era is in O(b ·m) for a single scheduling decision, where
b is the amount of bags of tasks and m is the number of available machines: To select
a task for execution on machine j, runtime estimates for up to b bags of tasks on
all m machines are considered (see Algorithm 1). Note that the number n of tasks
composing the scientific workflows provides an upper bound for b. To schedule all tasks
of a workflow, the runtime complexity is in O(n · b ·m), since era is invoked n times.
4.3 Evaluation
In this section, we empirically examine the exploitation, replication, and adaptation
heuristics provided by era. In particular, we analyze (i) how these heuristics can be
configured and (ii) how they cope with computational infrastructures subject to vary-
ing levels of variability. In addition, we compare the performance of era against other
workflow schedulers. Experiments throughout this section have been employed using
the DynamicCloudSim simulation toolkit introduced in Chapter 3. An evaluation ex-
periment of era on real cloud infrastructure is presented in Section 5.2.3 on page 106.
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Input: bag-of-tasks workflow (S,B); machine j that is able to execute an
additional task; current time tc; adaptivity parameter 0 < α ≤ 0.5;
replication parameter ρ ≥ 0
Output: task to be executed on j or null, if no tasks are available
1 Bready := {B ∈ B | ∃t ∈ B : t is ready} // bags of ready tasks, (see Section 8)
2 Brun := {B ∈ B | ∃t ∈ B : t is running} // bags of running tasks
3 r := number of currently running task replicates
// check if an already running task is to be replicated
4 Bselect := Bready // bags of tasks to choose from
5 if Bselect = ∅ then // all ready tasks running
6 if r ≥ ρ then // maximum number of allowed replicas reached
7 return null
8 end
9 Bselect := Brun, α := 0.5 // disable adaptivity if task is to be replicated
10 end
// determine bag of tasks with lowest sufferage for machine j
11 M := set of machines in the distributed infrastructure
12 Bmin := null // bag of task with minimum sufferage
13 smin :=∞ // minimum sufferage value
14 foreach Bi ∈ Bselect do
15 eˆi,jtc := α-quantile of distribution of Wˆ
i,j
tc // runtime est. for tasks from Bi on j
16 eˆi,mintc :=∞ // minimum runtime estimate for tasks from Bi on any machine
17 eˆi,sumtc := eˆ
i,j
tc , eˆ
i,num
tc := 1 // variables for normalizing sufferage values
18 foreach k ∈M \ j do
19 eˆi,ktc := α-quantile of the distribution of Wˆ
i,k
tc
20 if eˆi,ktc < eˆ
i,min
tc then
21 eˆi,mintc := eˆ
i,k
tc
22 end
23 eˆi,sumtc := eˆ
i,sum
tc + eˆ
i,k
tc , eˆ
i,num
tc := eˆ
i,num
tc + 1
24 end
25 eˆi,avgtc :=
eˆi,sumtc
eˆi,numtc
, si :=
eˆi,jtc −eˆ
i,min
tc
eˆi,avgtc
// normalized sufferage when scheduling i on j
26 if si < smin then
27 smin := si
28 Bmin := Bi
29 end
30 end
31 return ready task from Bmin
Algorithm 1: The era algorithm for the adaptive scheduling of scientific workflows.
We assume that sufficient runtime measurements have already been gathered such that
Wiener process models for all tasks on all machines are available.
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We introduce a synthetic evaluation workflow that maximizes heterogeneity between
tasks in Section 4.3.1. In Section 4.3.2, we outline how we expect the three heuristics
provided by era to cope with the aspects of variability modeled by DynamicCloudSim
and introduced in Sections 3.3.2 to 3.3.4. In Section 4.3.3, we examine era’s ability to
exploit heterogeneity (het) in the underlying computational infrastructure. We analyze
era’s ability to adapt to dynamic performance changes at runtime (dcr) and discuss
how to determine suitable settings for the α parameter of era’s adaptivity heuristic
in Section 4.3.4. In Section 4.3.5, we analyze how era’s replication heuristic increases
robustness to straggler machines and failures during task execution (saf). Finally, in
Section 4.3.6 we evaluate the performance of era with different configurations against
the workflow schedulers previously evaluated and discussed in Section 3.6.
4.3.1 Synthetic Evaluation Workflow
To examine the interplay of era heuristic in an ideal environment that complies with
items 1 and 3 of the conditions listed in Section 4.2, we designed a synthetic test workflow
that maximizes heterogeneity between tasks. It comprises three bags of tasks, one each
for I/O-, cpu-, and network-intensive tasks. The workflow is based on typical extract,
transform, load (etl) processes, which are common in database and data warehouses ap-
plications. Specifically, it emulates a data-parallel application that first reads substantial
amounts of input data from local storage, then performs cpu-intensive transformations
on this data, and finally loads the results of computation, which are smaller in size than
raw input data, to external storage.
There are data dependencies between I/O- and cpu-bound tasks, as well as between
cpu- and network-bound tasks (see Figure 4.6 for an abstract illustration). Each bag
contains 768 tasks and each task is expected to take five minutes on a machine of type
m1.small (one compute unit, 1.7 gb of main memory) with all of DynamicCloudSim’s
variability parameters het, dcr, and saf set to zero. When executed on a set of eight
such homogeneous and stable virtual machines, we expect simulated workflow execution
to take approximately one day (3 · 768 · 5÷ 8 = 1440 minutes).
4.3.2 Expected Performance of ERA’s Heuristics
The exploitation heuristic presented in Section 4.2.3 is integral to era and, thus, cannot
be altered or omitted. It ensures that tasks are assigned to machines which, compared to
other machines, have performed well when executing such tasks in the past. We expect
a configuration of era limited to this heuristic to outperform knowledge-free schedulers
like fcfs (see Section 2.2.4.1) on heterogeneous infrastructures.
era’s adaptation heuristic, as outlined in Section 4.2.1, assures that the collection of
runtime estimates for all (bags of) tasks on all machines stays up-to-date and complete.
Through its α parameter, it balances the accuracy of runtime estimation against the
necessity to occasionally re-explore task-machine-assignments previously observed to be
unfavorable. We expect the adaptation heuristic to increase robustness to environments
subject to dynamic performance changes at runtime (dcr). However, this increased
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I/O-bound
CPU-bound
network-bound
Figure 4.6: An illustration of the synthetic evaluation workflow. The workflow com-
prises three bags of tasks (I/O-, cpu-, and network-bound). Due to space
constraints, the displayed instance of the workflow only contains 16 (as op-
posed to 768) tasks per bag. Each vertical block represents one task.
robustness should come at the cost of a degradation in observed performance for higher
values of α.
Finally, the replication heuristic introduced in Section 4.2.2 ensures that machines
with a (currently) high performance are not idly waiting for potentially critical tasks to
terminate on slower machines. To this end, it provides a ρ parameter through which
the amount of tasks to be speculatively replicated can be controlled. We anticipate this
replication heuristic to improve performance in the presence of straggler machines and
failures during task execution (saf).
4.3.3 Exploiting Heterogeneity
In this experiment, we evaluated era’s ability to exploit heterogeneity both in the perfor-
mance requirements of a scientific workflow’s tasks and in the resources provided by the
computational infrastructure. To this end, we simulated the execution of the synthetic
evaluation workflow described in Section 4.3.1 for workflow schedulers fcfs, heft, late,
and era with disabled adaptivity and replication heuristics. Similar to the experiments
outlined in Section 3.6.1, we steadily increased the heterogeneity (het) introduced by
DynamicCloudSim through its heterogeneity rsd parameters. Other aspects of vari-
ability introduced by DynamicCloudSim (dcr and saf) were disabled, resulting in an
increasingly heterogeneous, yet stable (simulated) computational infrastructure. For
each combination of scheduler and heterogeneity setting, we simulated workflow execu-
tion 1000 times on eight virtual machines. Observed values for median and standard
deviation are shown in form of a heatmap graphic in Figure 4.7. Mean values are listed
in Table A in the Appendix.
As expected, employing knowledge-free fcfs scheduling resulted in simulated work-
flow execution times close to the expected makespan of one day (1440 minutes). Similar
observations were made for heft, which comes as a surprise considering that heft has
been developed to cope with heterogeneity. heft assigns tasks to machines based on
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Figure 4.7: Increasing levels of heterogeneity in the computational infrastructure (het)
and their effects on workflow runtime using different schedulers. Of the ex-
amined schedulers, only era is able to exploit heterogeneity and improve
median workflow runtime below 1440 minutes. *era with only its exploita-
tion heuristic enabled and replication and adaptation heuristics disabled.
their upwards rank score, which is mostly influenced by the amount and computational
cost of upstream tasks (see Section 2.2.4.2). It therefore exploits heterogeneity in a
workflow’s structure, giving a higher priority to critical tasks blocking the execution of
large numbers of upstream tasks (pipeline blockers). However, the synthetic evaluation
workflow has a simple workflow structure with many similar tasks at identical depths
within the workflow. Tasks belonging to the same bag will therefore have a similar
upwards rank score, which undermines heft’s scheduling strategy.
The absence of pipeline blockers in the evaluation workflows also explains late’s sub-
par performance: If all tasks are comparable in their computational cost, late has little
to gain from replication. By reserving 10% of available resources for replication how-
ever, late effectively wastes resources, which results in simulated workflow makespans
below fcfs. In contrast, era’s exploitation heuristic is able to determine favorable task-
machine-assignments in the face of heterogeneity, improving simulated workflow runtime
well below the baseline of 1440 minutes.
All of the examined schedulers have in common that increasing the heterogeneity
in the computational infrastructure leads to higher variations in simulated workflow
runtime. The reason for this is that a highly heterogeneous infrastructure may comprise
individual compute nodes with outstandingly high or low performance values, resulting
in some outliers among simulated workflow runtimes.
4.3.4 Adapting to Dynamic Changes at Runtime
The α parameter of era’s adaptation heuristic balances the conservatism of assign-
ing tasks to machines that have been tried and tested to work well for similar tasks
(i. e., tasks belonging to the same bag) against the curiosity of occasionally re-evaluating
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assignments to other machines. Lower values for α (with 0 < α ≤ 0.5) should be re-
flected in a faster degradation of runtime estimates over time, since runtime estimates
are based on the α-quantile of random variable Wˆ i,jtc .
4.3.4.1 Adjusting the α parameter
To evaluate the interaction between α and dynamic changes in the infrastructure (dcr),
we simulated the execution of the synthetic test workflow described in Section 4.3.1
on eight virtual machines. Similar to the experiments in Section 3.6 on page 54, we
(i) gradually increased DynamicCloudSim’s persistent performance change rsd param-
eters, while (ii) setting rsd parameters for short-term fluctuations to a fixed value of
0.025 across all runs and (iii) disabling all other models of variability (het and saf)
in DynamicCloudSim. However, there were two differences to the experiments in Sec-
tion 3.6: First, we increased the rsd parameters for dcr all the way up to 1.25 to evalu-
ate era’s adaptivity heuristic for infrastructures subject to very high levels of variability.
Secondly, note that DynamicCloudSim models performance variations by sampling from
a normal distribution. Hence, for rsd parameters beyond 1.0, DynamicCloudSim sam-
ples from distributions with a higher standard deviation than the mean. For such high
rsd values, we observed occasional spikes in virtual machine performance that allow for
the rapid execution of a whole bag of tasks in a few minutes. In this experiment, we
therefore capped the maximum reachable performance coefficient of virtual machines to
2. This way, virtual machine performance heavily fluctuates at rsd parameters 1.25, but
fluctuations are restricted to a window between 0 and 2 times the average performance.
We disabled replication of tasks in era and repeatedly simulated workflow execution
1000 times for different combinations of α and DynamicCloudSim’s dcr parameters.
Figure 4.8 displays the results of the experiment as a heatmap of observed median
values (see Tables B and C in the Appendix for mean and standard deviation values,
respectively). It indicates a setting of α = 0.2 to provide a good tradeoff between
exploitation and adaptation goals. This is especially true for low to moderate levels of
dcr, as observed in Amazon ec2 (consider Table 3.1 on page 43 for rsd values observed
in ec2 and assumed by DynamicCloudSim). It also reveals that decreasing α beyond this
point does not further increase robustness to dynamic performance changes at runtime.
Evidently, setting α to values below 0.05 results in runtime estimates degrading too
quickly for the scheduler to make use of them.
Finally, the figure also showcases that at a certain level of variation in performance
(rsd parameters for dcr beyond 0.75), the effects of adaptivity diminish. Surprisingly,
disabling the adaptivity heuristic altogether (i. e., setting α to 0.5) results in the best
performance for such configurations. Apparently, if performance fluctuations are too
high, the cost of repeatedly re-evaluating task runtime outgrows its potential.
Note that an optimal parameter setting for α depends not only on the variability
of the computational infrastructure, but also on the frequency of task runtime mea-
surements: Frequently executed workflows with large bags of short-running tasks may
warrant lower values for α, while rarely executed, smaller workflows with long-running
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Figure 4.8: Median workflow makespan in minutes at increasing levels of dynamic per-
formance changes at runtime in the computational infrastructure (dcr)
and era’s ability to adapt to these changes by means of its α parameter.
Lower values for α translate into more frequent re-evaluations of bag-of-task-
machine-assignments. α = 0.2 seems to offer a good compromise between
exploitation and adaptation.
tasks may require higher α values. See Figure 4.9 for an exemplary visual assessment of
the adaptation heuristic with α set to 0.2.
4.3.4.2 Performance Gains through Adaptivity
Having determined a suitable setting for the α parameter, we compared the performance
of era’s exploitation and adaptation heuristics in the face of dynamic performance
changes at runtime to the schedulers evaluated in Section 3.6. To this end, similar to
the experiment in Section 3.6.2.2, we steadily increased rsd parameters for dcr from
0 to 0.5. DynamicCloudSim’s other aspects of variability (het and saf) were disabled.
We simulated the execution of the synthetic evaluation workflow 1000 times for each
configuration of scheduler and dcr parameter setting. Observed medians and standard
deviations in workflow runtime are shown in Figure 4.10 in form of a heatmap graphic.
Mean values are listed in Table D in the Appendix.
Similar to the heterogeneity experiments described in Section 4.3.3, employing a
knowledge-free fcfs scheduling policy resulted in workflow makespans around 1440
minutes. Similarly, we observed the performance of late to be worse than fcfs due to
late reserving 10% of available resources for replication. In contrast to the results from
Figure 4.7 however, the performance of heft scheduling quickly diminishes when per-
formance fluctuations at runtime are introduced. This finding confirms the previously
discussed shortcomings of static schedulers like heft. Conversely, the performance of
era’s exploitation and adaptation heuristics actually improved with the amplitude of
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Figure 4.9: Development of measured task runtimes and determined runtime estimates
for cpu-bound tasks on a single virtual machine. Parameters for dcr and
α were set to 0.5 and 0.2, respectively. The plot illustrates the interaction
between era’s exploitation and adaptation heuristics. In intervals of favor-
able cpu performance (i. e., observed runtimes around or below the average
of five minutes), era assigns mostly cpu-bound tasks to the machine. Upon
measuring increased runtimes, era omits further assignments of cpu-bound
tasks in favor of other tasks. However, runtime estimates slowly degrade
such that, eventually, a cpu-bound task is assigned to the machine again.
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Figure 4.10: Increasing levels of dynamic performance changes at runtime in the compu-
tational infrastructure (dcr) and their effects on workflow runtime using
different schedulers. While the performance of fcfs and late are stable,
only era is able to exploit the heterogeneity introduced through perfor-
mance changes. *era with α set to 0.2 and disabled replication heuristic.
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Figure 4.11: Effects of straggler virtual machines and failed tasks (saf) on workflow
runtime using era in DynamicCloudSim. Mean execution times of the
snv calling workflow described in Section 3.6.1 are reported. This plot
extends Figure 3.9b on page 56. It showcases that the introduction of
era’s replication heuristic leads to severely increased robustness to saf.
introduced performance changes at runtime. Despite the computational infrastructure
starting out entirely homogeneous in this experiment, the (unstable) heterogeneity in-
troduced by these performance fluctuations is adapted to and exploited by era.
Observed variance in performance was lowest for late however, which can be ex-
plained as follows: For high levels of dcr, individual virtual machines will occasionally
be subject to heavily degraded performance for a time frame of several hours. This can
prolong workflow makespan by several hours if one of the last remaining tasks is assigned
to such a machine during workflow execution. Through its replication strategy, late
provides unmatched robustness in such scenarios.
4.3.5 Replication of Straggling or Failing Tasks
In this experiment, we examined era’s replication heuristic and its ability to increase
robustness to straggler machines and failed task executions (saf). As outlined previ-
ously and confirmed by late’s subpar performance in Figures 4.7 and 4.10, the simple
structure of the synthetic evaluation workflow is ill-suited for such an evaluation. In-
stead, we therefore extended the experiment outlined in Section 3.6, employing a variant
calling workflow that contains several pipeline blockers.
We simulated the execution of this workflow on eight virtual machines with two com-
pute units and 3.75 gb memory each. Simulations were repeated 100 times for saf
settings between 0 and 0.025 and different configurations of era’s replication heuris-
tic. The results of the experiment in the form of observed mean workflow runtimes
extend Figure 3.9b on page 56 and are shown in Figure 4.11. The medians and standard
deviations of workflow runtime are listed in Tables E and F in the Appendix.
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We observed that era, through introduction of its replication heuristic, provides ro-
bustness to even high occurrences of stragglers and failures well beyond numbers en-
countered in Amazon ec2. While the degradation of measured workflow runtimes for
high saf values was still notably lower for late, note that late implements a sub-
stantially more aggressive replication strategy. In contrast to late, era only replicates
tasks when resources are idle. Replication in era therefore comes at a much lower cost.
Notably, increasing the maximum number of concurrently running task replicates
through era’s ρ parameter did not result in increased robustness to saf. However,
higher numbers of ρ resulted in performance gains when the maximum amount of con-
current tasks accepted by a single machine (i. e., its task slots) was increased beyond one
(results not shown). The reason for this finding is that if ρ is set to one, yet machines
are configured to run two tasks in parallel, a replicate of a pipeline blocker running
on a straggler machine can, in some instances, be assigned to the same straggler ma-
chine. Hence, we recommend setting ρ to the number of task slots per machine in the
computational infrastructure.
4.3.6 Scheduling Performance
In this final experiment, we evaluated the performance of era against other sched-
ulers on a (simulated) computational infrastructure resembling Amazon ec2. To this
end, we simulated the execution of the snv calling workflow on eight virtual machines
corresponding to ec2 instances of type m1.medium (i. e., two compute units and 3.75
gb of memory each). Simulations were repeated 1000 times for each scheduler and
DynamicCloudSim was configured with its default parameters (see Table 3.1 on page
43). The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.12 as well as in Table G in
the Appendix.
We observed comparable mean workflow execution times across schedulers fcfs,
heft, late, and era with disabled replication heuristic (α = 0.2, ρ = 0). Both
late and era with disabled replication significantly outperformed the baseline of fcfs
scheduling (two-tailed t-tests with p-values of 0.009 and 0.032, respectively). Both sched-
ulers, as well as heft, also featured a substantially lower variation in observed runtime.
However, while late achieves these gains in performance and robustness by means of
aggressive task replication, era achieves them by exploiting heterogeneity and adapting
to changes. Enabling era’s less invasive replication strategy (ρ = 1) increases perfor-
mance further, leading to significantly improved workflow runtimes over late (p-values
of 5.86 · 10−30 and 8.43 · 10−37 for er and era, respectively). In addition, era’s repli-
cation heuristic also strongly reduces the variation in observed makespans, in particular
when coupled with the adaptation heuristic (α = 0.2).
In closing, we find that era provides robustness to all aspects of variability typically
encountered on shared and distributed computational infrastructures (het, dcr, and
saf). Reductions in the mean values, medians, and standard deviations of workflow
runtimes below values reached by established schedulers are achieved via three heuristics.
While each of these heuristics contributes to the overall scheduling quality, neither of
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Figure 4.12: Mean values and standard deviations of simulated snv calling workflow
runtimes are shown for different schedulers.
them adds substantial computational overhead. We also observed that all three heuristics
are at their best when employed in combination with one another.
Clearly, simulation can never perfectly model a physical computational environment.
Also note that performance variations of machines in DynamicCloudSim are normally
distributed by default and era assumes differences in runtime measurements to be nor-
mally distributed. Since performance variations over time need not always be normally
distributed in practice (see Section 3.3.2), the evaluation in DynamicCloudSim could
unintendedly favor era. A complementary evaluation of era’s performance on actual
cloud infrastructure is therefore presented in Section 5.2.3.
4.4 Related Work
In this section, we give an overview of the state-of-the art in task runtime estimation
and adaptive scheduling of scientific workflows. While, as outlined in the introduction
of this chapter, we find that these two concepts depend on one another and should
be meshed into an integrated component, they have traditionally been researched sepa-
rately. Consequently, we survey related approaches for both of these concepts separately
in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, respectively.
4.4.1 Task Runtime Estimation
Task runtime estimation has been studied extensively over the last decades. Approaches
can generally be subdivided into three classes. The most straightforward class of ap-
proaches involves determining the distribution of measured task runtimes and obtaining
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a forecast of future task runtimes based on this distribution, e. g., via sampling or con-
fidence intervals (Gibbons, 1997). The second group of approaches incorporate a set of
quantifiable features (e. g., task runtime, size of input data, assigned compute node, task
metadata) and employ machine learning methods such as classification, nearest neighbor
search, artificial neural networks, or multi-dimensional regression analysis to determine
runtime estimates (Iverson et al., 1999).
The third group of approaches consider historical task executions as time series, thus
taking into account the temporal sequence at which observations were taken for inferring
current estimates. A characteristic property shared by most time-series-based methods
is that they acknowledge more recent measurements to likely be more reliable than
older, possibly outdated measurements. This is usually achieved by either discarding
old measurements entirely or by assigning higher weights to more recent measurements.
Consequently, this group of prediction methods is able to detect, model, and adapt
to dynamic performance changes at runtime, which are commonly encountered in dis-
tributed computational infrastructure shared between multiple users (see Sections 2.2.2.3
and 3.1).
Our approach of estimating task runtime by modeling it as a Wiener process is time-
series-based: A Wiener process is most strongly influenced by the most recently observed
runtime, yet also incorporates earlier measurements and the time at which they were
observed. We therefore focus our account of related work on other time-series-based
methods of performance prediction. This includes methods for task runtime estimation
and system load prediction. Both fields are closely related to one another and methods
can usually be applied interchangeably. See Table 4.1 for a comparative overview of
both the commonalities and differences between related methods and era.
4.4.1.1 The Pioneers of Time-series-based Performance Prediction
To the best of our knowledge, Devarakonda and Iyer (1989) were the first to publish
a method of time-series-based performance prediction. Observed tasks are represented
as points in a space comprising the dimensions of runtime, peak memory usage, and
file I/O. Using the k-means algorithm, clusters of tasks are determined, such that, for
instance, one cluster comprises memory-intensive tasks, whereas another is composed
of cpu-intensive tasks. Subsequently, for any given bag of tasks, a Markov model is
assembled which, based on the order of execution and cluster membership of past tasks
belonging to the same bag, models the likelihood for subsequent tasks of that bag to
change cluster membership. This model is used to forecast the characteristics (in the
form of the aforementioned three dimensions) of a to-be-executed task based on the latest
observed task belonging to the same bag along with its cluster transition likelihoods.
In contrast to era, this model is difficult to improve on-the-fly when new runtime
measurements become available during workflow execution. In addition, it also does
not provide any solutions for determining the ideal number of clusters for the k-means
algorithm. Instead, the number of clusters is simply set to seven by default.
Arguably the most influential approach of time-series-based performance prediction
is the Network Weather Service (nws) developed by Wolski et al. (1999) The nws is
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a distributed performance forecasting framework that continuously measures cpu and
network performance, based on which it computes current load forecasts. It employs a
comprehensive collection of different prediction methods (Wolski, 1998), which include:
(i) the sliding window average (sw) based on the last p measurements, (ii) an autore-
gressive estimator (ar), i. e., a weighted average to which more recent measurements
contribute stronger than older measurements; (iii) a predictor based on exponential
smoothing (es) that determines the current runtime estimate based on the latest mea-
surement and the last runtime estimate prior to this measurement; (iv) basic prediction
methods like the last measurement or the arithmetic mean, the median, or any other
quantile of the distribution of measurements.
These methods are employed simultaneously, and, to optimize prediction accuracy,
the method which has exhibited the smallest prediction error (measured as the devia-
tion between previously predicted and observed performance) is reported as the current
forecast. To keep intrusiveness of the prediction system low, the frequency at which new
forecasts are generated is adaptively adjusted based on the accuracy of earlier forecasts.
The nws is able to consistently forecast cpu availability up to five minutes in advance
with an error of around 10% (Wolski et al., 2000). However, Sonmez et al. (2009) found
the estimators included in the nws to perform subpar on shared computational resources
subject to bursts in resource contention.
In contrast to era, the ensemble of methods employed by the nws do not model
the variance between runtime measurements, but only focus on some form of weighted
average.
4.4.1.2 Extensions and Alternatives to the NWS
Many subsequently presented time-series-based approaches are comparable to the nws
in that they employ ensembles and variations of sw, ar, es, and basic estimators.
Gao et al. (2005) proposed to degrade the weight of the latest measurement in es over
time. The determined runtime estimates are employed by a sampling-based scheduler,
which leaves room for (re-)exploring node performance, while also exploiting favorable
task-machine assignments. Dobber et al. (2007) compare different adaptive exponential
smoothing (aes) techniques which continuously adjust weights based on the observed
forecast error. This way, the weight of the latest measurement is increased if, for in-
stance, the last forecast was found to be inaccurate. Tsafrir et al. (2007) proposed the
average of the last two measurements as an additional estimator. Wu et al. (2010) sug-
gested to apply Kalman and Savitzky-Golay filters to measurement data to reduce noise
prior to applying an ar estimator. Herbst et al. (2014) proposed an extensive ensemble
of predictors for forecasting system load, including more computationally intensive pre-
dictors such as the autoregressive integrated moving average (arima) model. Predictors
are categorized according to their computational complexity and selection of feasible
predictors is guided at runtime by a decision tree based on, for instance, the amount
of available measurements as well as the computational cost and observed accuracy of
employed predictors.
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Similar to the nws and as shown in Table 4.1, the disadvantages of all these systems
when compared to era are that they do not have notions of time or uncertainty (see
Table 4.1): While they respect the temporal sequence of measurements, they do not
model or incorporate how much time has passed between measurements and, in particu-
lar, since the last measurement. In addition, they often have been developed in isolation
of the scheduling applications they are intended for or do not ensure that the scheduler
maps tasks to resources such that a wide range of measurements is kept up-to-date.
As outlined earlier, task runtime estimation and system load prediction are closely
related to one another, since approaches proposed for the former can be employed for the
latter, and vice versa. However, it is not straightforward to directly translate predicted
load performance into a task runtime estimate. An approach that attempts to perform
this translation is the Running Time Advisor (rta) proposed by Dinda (2002b). The
rta predicts task runtime in the form of confidence intervals based on (i) a forecast of
system load predicted by an ar estimator and (ii) the nominal task runtime, i.e., task
runtime if the machine were idle. Runtime estimates reported by the rta have been
employed in the real-time scheduling advisor (rtsa) (Dinda, 2002a), which determines
suitable hosts for executing cpu-bound tasks in a distributed system of homogeneous
hosts. In contrast to era, the major disadvantages of this technique are that, in practice,
nominal task runtimes are often not available, tasks are not exclusively cpu-bound (but
may be I/O-bound, network-bound, or memory-bound instead), and the computational
infrastructure is oftentimes heterogeneous.
To obtain reliable estimates of queue waiting times for jobs in batch scheduling sys-
tems, Brevik et al. (2006) proposed the Binomial Method Batch Predictor (bmbp). It
provides a conservative prediction method that estimates an upper bound of the .95
quantile of queue waiting times, disregarding the temporal order of measurements. We
consider bmbp to be a time-series-based predictor, since it detects change points in ob-
served performance. To this end, it tracks so-called “rare events”, i. e., measurements
beyond the .95 quantile (of measurements). Upon detection of a certain determinable
number of successive rare events (e.g., three), the bmbp assumes the occurrence of a
change point. As new measurements become available, the bmbp then phases out mea-
surements taken prior to the suspected change point. Conversely, while era does not
explicitly determine change points, it will, upon occurrence of a change point, notice an
increased variance in runtime measurements. By means of its adaptation heuristic (see
Section 4.2.1), era is then increasingly likely to schedule additional tasks of the same
bag on that machine until measured runtimes are stable and variance decreases again.
Yang et al. (2003a) proposed several prediction strategies that forecast cpu load based
on the current tendency, i. e., the difference between the latest and second-to-latest
measurements etn − etn−1 . Tendency-based strategies forecast an increase of the current
runtime estimate eˆtc over etn if the current tendency is positive (i. e., increasing) and
etn is not already too high above the mean (which might indicate an imminent “turning
point”). The predicted increase of eˆtc can differ from etn either by a fixed amount (static
strategies), by an amount proportional to the current tendency (dynamic strategies),
or by an amount relative to etn (relative strategies). Yang et al. (2003b) extended the
tendency-based, dynamic strategy to provide not only predictions for the load at a future
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point in time, but also for the average of and variation in load for future time intervals.
Based on this technique, they also proposed and evaluated a conservative scheduler that
determines the expected interval length of a task and assigns it to a machine with a low
predicted load average and variation in that interval.
Based on the work of Yang et al., several variations to the means of detecting and uti-
lizing turning points in performance predictions have been proposed: Zhang et al. (2008)
predict turning points in cpu load by comparing the current tendency against patterns
that occurred in the past and that were associated with a turning point. Liu et al.
(2011) predict task runtime by (i) detecting turning points and (ii) matching recent task
runtime measurements against historical patterns found in between such turning points.
All of these approaches assume variations in performance to follow tendencies (until
a turning point occurs). In contrast to these tendency-based approaches, era rejects
the concepts of tendencies and turning points. Instead, by modeling performance as a
Wiener Process, fluctuations are assumed to occur entirely random, following no appar-
ent pattern or tendency. Consequently, at any given time the likelihood of performance
to decrease is just as high as it is to decrease.
4.4.2 Adaptive Scheduling
Mapping scientific workflows (or other jobs comprising heterogeneous tasks) onto dis-
tributed infrastructures is traditionally performed by knowledge-free or static sched-
ulers (Braun et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2008). Some of these static schedulers have in-
corporated the standard deviations of task runtime measurements into scheduling de-
cisions (e. g., Kamthe and Lee, 2011; Tang et al., 2011). To apply established (static)
scheduling heuristics to computational infrastructures that are subject to instability and
variability (as described in Sections 2.2.2.3 and 3.1), an obvious strategy is to (i) update
runtime estimates during workflow execution and (ii) continuously re-evaluate previously
determined scheduling decisions.
Prodan and Fahringer (2005) presented a re-scheduling heuristic that uses a genetic
algorithm to determine a complete schedule of scientific workflow execution whenever a
task finishes execution. In addition, it provides a task migration strategy comparable
to the replication heuristic of era. This task migration component determines tasks
progressing slower than expected based on (i) the current execution duration of that
task or, if available, its progress rate and (ii) the makespans of earlier tasks belonging to
the same bag. It then cancels potential straggler tasks and restarts their execution on
another compute node. In contrast to this task migration strategy, era starts a replicate
of the task on another machine, allowing the original instance of the task to continue
for as long as the replicate does not terminate. This has the benefit of not prematurely
canceling a task potentially close to completion. In addition, era only employs this
strategy if idle resources are available, thereby only adding a very minor overhead.
Yu and Shi (2007) proposed adaptive heft (aheft) as an adaptive re-scheduling
scheme based on the heft heuristic. Here, the heft scheduler (see Section 2.2.4.2) is
employed anew for any remaining (unfinished) tasks as a consequence of any event of
interest. Events of interest can, for instance, include the emergence of updated runtime
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estimates for any task (e. g., due to the recent completion of another task), the discovery
of new resources, or the unavailability of a previously available resource.
Similarly to aheft, Lee et al. (2009) implemented an adaptive scheduling mechanism
for Pegasus. Job queues on execution sites are monitored and observed runtimes are
compared against expectations. In case of sustained discrepancies, Pegasus computes
a new schedule (for instance by employing heft scheduling) for workflow execution
from the current point onwards. If the newly determined schedule promises favorable
(estimated) execution times, it replaces the current schedule.
Both these approaches are comparable to the exploitation heuristic of era, since they
optimize workflow makespan by determining favorable assignments of tasks to machines.
However, era not only optimizes for the exploitation of heterogeneity, but also provides a
replication strategy for stragglers as well as an adaptation strategy for keeping runtime
estimates up-to-date. In contrast to era, approaches based on re-computing static
schedules usually incorporate the workflow structure into their scheduling decisions,
which comes at the cost of an increased runtime complexity: Most established static
schedulers (such as heft) require a runtime in O(n2 ·m) (Prodan and Fahringer, 2005),
where n is the number of tasks and m is the number of machines (see Definition 7
on page 59). This runtime complexity can be problematic if workflows are large and
schedules are re-computed repeatedly (up to n times). Another shortcoming of static
schedulers is their inability to cope with iterative workflows (i. e., workflows containing
recursive or conditional structures; see next chapter), in which new tasks are discovered
only during workflow execution.
Dynamic just-in-time schedulers that limit their scheduling horizon to tasks ready
for immediate execution can circumvent these problems. However, the performance of
just-in-time schedulers, as for instance evaluated by Ramírez-Alcaraz et al. (2011), can
be worse than that of static schedulers, since scheduling a task as soon as it is ready is
often overly greedy and myopic (Malawski et al., 2015). The solution implemented in
era is to (i) alleviate the effects of unfavorable task-machine-assignments by specula-
tively replicating potentially critical tasks when sufficient resources are available and (ii)
delay scheduling decisions until resources are actually available and gather additional
knowledge about tasks becoming ready for execution in the meantime.
Cai et al. (2017) implemented a scheduling strategy following the same rationale of
delaying task scheduling in favor of gathering additional (global) workflow knowledge.
The proposed algorithm has a different optimization goal than era: Here, schedul-
ing is driven by the goal of minimizing virtual machine allocation cost in an elastic
infrastructure-as-a-service cloud while guaranteeing termination within a given dead-
line. The scheduler operates by keeping available virtual machines busy and delaying
execution of overflow tasks until allocation of an additional virtual machine becomes
worthwhile. When a given threshold is reached, it tailors the number and specifications
of additional virtual machines to the delayed tasks currently awaiting execution. To
terminate workflow execution within the deadline constraint, the scheduler pessimisti-
cally estimates the execution duration of scheduled tasks as the sum of their runtime
estimates and standard deviations.
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4.5 Summary
Despite its different optimization goal, the algorithm implemented by Cai et al. is,
to the best of our knowledge, the most closely related scheduler to era. We are not
aware of any other just-in-time workflow scheduler that delays scheduling decisions until
resources become available. Furthermore, we are not aware of even a single scheduling
heuristic (besides era) that concerns itself with determining the accurate, up-to-date,
and complete runtime estimates it requires to operate.
4.5 Summary
We presented era, an adaptive scheduler for running bag-of-tasks workflows on dis-
tributed infrastructures subject to instability, variability, and failure. era models task
runtime as a Brownian motion, i. e., similar to the movement of particles in a fluid.
During scientific workflow scheduling, era balances three heuristics against one an-
other: (i) the exploitation heuristic determines task-machine-assignments that promise
comparably low runtimes, (ii) the replication heuristic replicates bottleneck tasks when
resources are idle, and (iii) the adaptation heuristic keeps runtime estimates up-to-date
by occasionally re-evaluating task-machine-assignments with outdated measurements.
We presented and discussed results of a comprehensive evaluation of era using the
simulation framework DynamicCloudSim. In this evaluation, we determined sensible
parameter settings for era and compared performance against the schedulers previously
discussed (and evaluated) in Section 3.6. era was implemented as part of the scientific
workflow execution engine Hi-WAY, which is presented in the next chapter. An evaluation
of era on real cloud infrastructure is also presented as part of the evaluation of Hi-WAY.
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Hadoop
To deal with the ever-increasing amounts of data prevalent in today’s science, scien-
tific workflow management systems have to provide support for parallel and distributed
storage and computation (Liu et al., 2015). In particular, as outlined in Section 2.2,
they have to facilitate data-parallel workflow design and be able to adaptively sched-
ule workflows on distributed computational infrastructure subject to various aspects of
variability. However, while distributed resource managers like Hadoop yarn (Vavila-
palli et al., 2013) or mesos (Hindman et al., 2011) keep developing rapidly, established
scientific workflow management systems, such as Taverna (Wolstencroft et al., 2013) or
Pegasus (Deelman et al., 2015) are not able to keep pace (see Section 2.3).
A particular problem is that most scientific workflow management systems tightly
couple their own custom workflow language to a specific batch scheduling system (as de-
scribed in Section 2.2.3.1). Evidently, it can be difficult to configure and maintain such
systems alongside other processing frameworks that are already present on the cluster,
such as, potentially, modern distributed resource managers. Moreover, as outlined in
Section 2.2.3, batch scheduling systems systems fail to keep up with the latest devel-
opments in distributed computing, e. g., (i) by omitting support for data parallelism,
(ii) by storing data in a central location, or (iii) by denying workflow schedulers the
control over resources required to implement data locality and exploit heterogeneity of
distributed resources.
Furthermore, despite considerable efforts of the scientific workflow community to fa-
cilitate the sharing of workflows in public repositories (Goble and de Roure, 2007),
true reproducibility of scientific experiments is thwarted since the provisioning of input
data and setup of the execution environment is disregarded in most workflow manage-
ment systems (Gil et al., 2007; Santana-Perez et al., 2014). Finally, most scientific
workflow management systems support only static, acyclic workflow graphs, disallow-
ing data-dependent programmatic concepts like conditionals and recursions, thereby
unnecessarily limiting the flexibility of scientific workflows. While the scientific work-
flow community is becoming increasingly aware of these issues (e. g., Zhao et al., 2015;
Santana-Perez et al., 2014; Brandt et al., 2015), to date only isolated, often domain-
specific solutions addressing only subsets of these problems have been proposed (e. g.,
Amstutz et al., 2016; Di Tommaso et al., 2015, 2017).
Conversely, recently developed distributed dataflow systems, such as Spark (Zaharia
et al., 2010) or Flink (Alexandrov et al., 2014) support distributed resource managers
such as Hadoop yarn and provide highly scalable alternatives for implementing and ex-
ecuting data-intensive analysis pipelines. However, as outlined on page 22, such systems
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Figure 5.1: The saasfee software stack, comprising the Cuneiform workflow language
and the Hi-WAY execution engine.
employ a semi-structured white-box (e. g., key-value-based) data model to be able to au-
tomatically partition and parallelize dataflows. Unfortunately, a structured data model
impedes the flexibility in workflow design when integrating external tools that read and
write file-based data. To circumvent this problem, additional glue code for transforming
to and from the structured data model has to be provided. This introduces unnecessary
overhead in terms of time required for implementing the glue code as well as for data
transformations at runtime (Wu et al., 2016).
In this chapter, we describe the scientific workflow execution engine Hi-WAY1. Hi-WAY
is part of the scientific workflow management system saasfee2 (see Figure 5.1). Tech-
nically, Hi-WAY is an application master for Hadoop yarn that is able to interpret and
execute scientific workflow specifications expressed in different languages. It emphasizes
data center compatibility by being able to run on Hadoop installations of any size and
type of underlying infrastructure. Compared to established scientific workflow manage-
ment systems, Hi-WAY brings the following specific features, many of which were also
recently identified as being critical for the future of scientific workflows (Deelman et al.,
2017).
1. Performance gains through adaptive scheduling. Hi-WAY implements the adaptive
workflow scheduler era presented in Section 4.2. It utilizes statistics of earlier
workflow executions for estimating the runtimes of tasks awaiting execution. Using
these runtime estimates, Hi-WAY is able to exploit heterogeneity in the computa-
tional infrastructure, adapt to variations of performance at runtime, and exhibit
robustness in the face of straggler machines and failed task executions. Further-
more, Hi-WAY supports an array of alternative scheduling policies for different use
cases (see Section 5.1.4).
1The code of Hi-WAY is available at https://github.com/marcbux/Hi-WAY
2http://saasfee.io/
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2. Scalable execution. By employing Hadoop yarn and hdfs for distributed resource
management and data storage, Hi-WAY harnesses its proven scalability and fault
tolerance (see Section 5.1.1).
3. Multi-language support. Hi-WAY employs a generic yet powerful execution model.
It has no own specification language, but instead comes with an extensible lan-
guage interface and built-in support for multiple workflow languages. Supported
languages include Cuneiform (Brandt et al., 2015, 2017), Pegasus DAX (Deelman
et al., 2015), and Galaxy (Goecks et al., 2010) (see Section 5.1.2).
4. Iterative workflows. Hi-WAY’s execution model supports data-dependent control-
flow decisions. This allows for the design of conditional, iterative, and recursive
structures, which are increasingly common in distributed dataflows (e. g., Murray
et al., 2011), and are also beginning to emerge in scientific workflows (Prodan and
Fahringer, 2005) (see Section 5.1.3).
5. Reproducible experiments. Hi-WAY generates comprehensive provenance traces,
which can be directly re-executed as workflows (see Section 5.1.5). Also, Hi-WAY
uses Chef for specifying automated setups of a workflow’s software requirements
and input data, including (if necessary) the installation of Hi-WAY and Hadoop
(see Section 5.1.6).
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1 presents the archi-
tecture of Hi-WAY and gives detailed descriptions of the aforementioned core features.
Section 5.2 describes several experiments showcasing these feature in real-life workflows
on both local clusters and cloud computing infrastructure. Section 5.3 gives an overview
of related work and Section 5.4 provides a summary of this chapter.
5.1 Hiway
Hi-WAY utilizes Hadoop as its underlying system for the management of both distributed
computational resources and storage. It comprises three main components, as shown in
Figure 5.2. First, the Workflow Driver reads a scientific workflow specified in any of the
supported (textual) workflow languages and reports discovered tasks to the Workflow
Scheduler (see Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3). Secondly, the Workflow Scheduler assigns ready
tasks to compute resources provided by Hadoop yarn according to a selected schedul-
ing policy (see Section 5.1.4). Finally, the Provenance Manager gathers comprehensive
statistics obtained during task and workflow execution, handling their long-term stor-
age and providing the Workflow Scheduler with up-to-date statistics on previous task
executions (see Section 5.1.5). Automated installation routines for the setup of Hadoop,
Hi-WAY, and selected workflows are described in Section 5.1.6.
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Figure 5.2: The architecture of the Hi-WAY application master: The Workflow Driver,
described in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, reads a textual workflow file, moni-
tors workflow execution, and notifies the Workflow Scheduler whenever it
discovers new tasks. Tasks that are ready to be executed are assigned to
computational resources by the Workflow Scheduler, which is presented in
Section 5.1.4. Upon termination of a task, the Workflow Scheduler reports
results to the Workflow Driver, which might determine new tasks as a conse-
quence. Provenance and statistics data obtained during workflow execution
are handled by the Provenance Manager (see Section 5.1.5) and can be stored
in a local file as well as in a MySQL or Couchbase database.
5.1.1 Interface with Hadoop YARN
Hadoop version 2.0 introduced the resource management component yarn along with
the concept of job-specific application masters (ams), increasing scalability beyond
thousands of computational nodes and enabling native support for non-MapReduce
ams (Vavilapalli et al., 2013). Hi-WAY seizes this concept by providing its own am
that interfaces with yarn (see Figure 5.3). See Section 2.2.3.2 for a description of
Hadoop and its architectural concepts, namely yarn, its resource manager (rm) and
node managers (nms), as well as hdfs with its name node (nn) and data nodes (dns).
To submit workflows for execution, Hi-WAY provides a light-weight client program.
Each workflow that is launched from a client results in a separate instance of a Hi-WAY
am being spawned in its own container. In the case of multiple workflows running at
the same time, the workload associated with workflow execution management is thereby
distributed across multiple containers (and, possibly, multiple machines), which yields
superior scalability over a centralized approach. The amount of memory and virtual
cores of this container is specified in Hi-WAY’s configuration.
For any of a workflow’s tasks that await execution, the Hi-WAY am responsible for
running this particular workflow requests a worker container from yarn. Once allo-
cated, the lifecycle of these worker containers involves (i) obtaining the task’s input
data from hdfs, (ii) invoking the command(s) associated with the task, and (iii) storing
any generated output data in hdfs for consumption by other containers executing tasks
in the future and possibly running on other compute nodes. Figure 5.4 illustrates this
interaction between Hi-WAY’s client application, am and worker containers, as well as
Hadoop’s hdfs and yarn components.
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Figure 5.3: Architecture of a Hadoop version 2.x installation (comprising yarn and
hdfs) to which both a Hi-WAY and a MapReduce job have been submit-
ted. Processes of Hi-WAY are displayed in blue, whereas processes of yarn
and hdfs are displayed in red and green, respectively. Clients of different
programming models (e. g., scientific workflows or MapReduce) can submit
jobs to yarn’s rm. Upon receiving a new job, the rm negotiates with yarn’s
distributed nms for a container to place an am in. Each job is provided with
its own separate am that schedules and monitors execution. A scientific
workflow job submitted to yarn results in a Hi-WAY am operating from
within its own container. From there, it negotiates with yarn’s rm for addi-
tional resources (in the form of containers) required for workflow execution.
Upon allocation of a new worker container, Hi-WAY selects a workflow task
for execution within that container according to a selected scheduling policy
(e. g., era). Any of the workflow’s file-based data (input, intermediate, and
output) is placed in hdfs. Data in hdfs is partitioned into blocks of equal
size (128 mb by default) and blocks are replicated across distributed dns
(three replicas per block by default). hdfs’s nn maintains the file index and
can be interfaced with if data is to be read from or written to hdfs.
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Figure 5.4: Interaction between the processes of Hi-WAY and Hadoop (white boxes; see
Section 5.1.1) as well as files required for running a workflow (gray boxes; see
Section 5.1.6). Workflow execution is initialized from a client application,
resulting in a textual workflow file placed in hdfs and a new instance of
a Hi-WAY am launched within a container provided by one of yarn’s node
managers (nms). This am reads the workflow file residing in hdfs and
prompts yarn to spawn worker containers for tasks that are ready to run.
During task execution, these worker containers obtain input data from hdfs,
invoke locally available executables reading this data, and generate output
data, which is placed in hdfs for use by other worker containers. Results
are also reported to the am, which might lead to the discovery of new tasks.
A prerequisite for scalable workflow execution on commodity hardware with limited
lifetime guarantees is the ability to recover from failures. To this end, Hi-WAY retries
failed tasks, requesting yarn to allocate additional containers on different compute
nodes. Also, data processed and produced by Hi-WAY persists through the crash of a
storage node, since Hi-WAY uses the redundant file storage hdfs for any input, output,
and intermediate data associated with a workflow.
5.1.2 Workflow Language Interface
Hi-WAY separates the tight coupling of scientific workflow languages and execution en-
gines prevalent in established scientific workflow management systems. For this purpose,
its Workflow Driver (see Section 5.1.3) provides an extensible, multilingual language in-
terface, which is able to interpret scientific workflows written in a number of established
workflow languages. Currently, four scientific workflow languages are supported: (i) the
textual workflow language Cuneiform, (ii) dax, the xml-based workflow language of the
scientific workflow management system Pegasus, (iii) workflows exported from the sci-
entific workflow management system Galaxy, and (iv) Hi-WAY provenance traces, which
can also be interpreted as scientific workflows (see Section 5.1.5).
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Cuneiform (Brandt et al., 2015, 2017) is a minimal workflow language that allows di-
rect integration of code written in a range of external programming languages (e. g., Bash,
Python, R, Perl, Java). It treats tasks as black boxes, allowing the integration of tools
and libraries independent of their internal implementation. In contrast to most other
workflow languages, the complete workflow graph cannot be determined or inferred prior
to execution in Cuneiform. Instead, Cuneiform only allows for the determination of tasks
at runtime when they are ready for immediate execution. While this prevents the use
of static scheduling policies (see Section 2.2.4.2), it enables Cuneiform to support data-
dependent iterative workflows, which may contain unbounded iterations, conditionals,
and recursions. Cuneiform facilitates the assembly of highly parallel data processing
pipelines by providing a range of second-order functions, including map and reduce
operations.
dax is Pegasus’ built-in workflow description language, in which workflows are spec-
ified in an xml file (see Section 2.3.1.1). Contrary to Cuneiform, dax workflows are
static, explicitly specifying every task to be invoked and every file to be processed or
produced by these tasks during workflow execution. Consequently, dax workflows can
become quite large and are not intended to be read or written by workflow developers
directly. apis enabling the generation of very large dax workflows are provided for Java,
Python, and Perl. For instance, in the case of bag-of-tasks workflows (see Definition 3
on page 9) these apis facilitate the specification of tasks within the same bag by means
of iteration (as opposed to having to separately and explicitly specify each task).
Workflows in the web-based scientific workflow management system Galaxy are cre-
ated using a graphical user interface (see Section 2.3.2.3). Tasks comprising the workflow
can be selected from a large range of software libraries that are part of any Galaxy in-
stallation. This process of workflow assembly results in a static workflow graph that
can be exported to a json file, which can then be interpreted by Hi-WAY. In workflows
exported from Galaxy, the workflow’s input files are not explicitly designated. Instead,
input ports serve as placeholders for the input files, which are resolved interactively
when the workflow is committed to Hi-WAY for execution.
In addition to these workflow languages, Hi-WAY can easily be extended to interpret
and execute other non-interactive workflow languages. For non-iterative languages, one
only needs to extend the Workflow Driver class and implement the method that reads
a textual workflow file to determine the tasks and data dependencies composing the
workflow. In addition, for iterative languages one also has to implement the discovery
of potential new tasks upon termination of a previous task.
5.1.3 Iterative Workflow Driver
On execution onset, the Workflow Driver reads the workflow file to determine executable
tasks along with the files they process and produce (see last section for an overview
of supported workflow languages). Any discovered tasks are passed to the Workflow
Scheduler, which then assembles a schedule and creates container requests whenever a
task is ready (see page 9 for definitions of blocked, ready, running, and completed tasks).
Subsequently, the Workflow Driver supervises workflow execution, waiting for container
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Figure 5.5: The iterative Workflow Driver’s execution model. A workflow is read, entail-
ing the discovery of tasks as well as the request for and eventual allocation
of containers for ready tasks. Upon completion of a task executed in an allo-
cated container, previously discovered tasks might become ready (resulting
in new container requests), new tasks might be discovered, or the workflow
might terminate.
requests to be fulfilled or for tasks to terminate. In the former case, the Workflow Driver
requests the Workflow Scheduler to choose a task to be launched in that container. In
the latter case, it registers any newly produced data, checks if new tasks have become
ready, and potentially issues new container requests.
One of Hi-WAY’s core strengths is its ability to interpret iterative workflows, which may
contain data-dependent loops, conditionals, and recursive tasks (Prodan and Fahringer,
2005). In such workflows, the termination of a task may entail the discovery of entirely
new tasks. For this reason, the Workflow Driver dynamically evaluates the results of
completed tasks3, forwarding newly discovered tasks to the Workflow Scheduler. See
Figure 5.5 for an abstract visualization of the Workflow Driver’s execution model.
As an example for an iterative workflow, consider an implementation of the k-means
clustering algorithm commonly encountered in machine learning applications. k-means
provides a heuristic for partitioning a (potentially very large) number of data points
(e. g., intermediate data products of a bag-of-tasks workflow) into k clusters. To this
end, over a sequence of parallelizable steps, an initial random clustering is iteratively
refined until convergence is reached. The implementation of this algorithm requires the
programmatical concepts of conditional task execution and unbounded iteration, which
underlines the importance of such iterative control structures in scientific workflows.
5.1.4 Workflow Scheduler
The Workflow Scheduler is responsible for determining a suitable assignment of tasks
to compute nodes. To this end, it receives tasks discovered by the Workflow Driver
for which it creates container requests. Whenever a container has been allocated on a
compute node, it selects a task for execution. This higher-level view on scheduling is
different to yarn’s internal schedulers, which, at a lower level, determine how to dis-
3In the case of Cuneiform workflows, the only iterative workflows currently supported by Hi-WAY, this
dynamic evaluation is conducted by an imported Cuneiform library.
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tribute resources between multiple users and applications. Hi-WAY provides a selection of
workflow scheduling policies that optimize performance for different workflow structures
and computational architectures.
Similar to all of the workflow management systems outlined in Section 2.3, Hi-WAY
supports knowledge-free round-robin and fcfs scheduling. Furthermore, Hi-WAY can be
configured to employ static heft scheduling like Pegasus. See Sections 2.2.4.1 and 2.2.4.2
for descriptions of these established and oft-encountered scheduling mechanisms.
When configured to employ a static scheduling policy, Hi-WAY’s Workflow Scheduler
assembles this schedule at the beginning of workflow execution and enforces containers to
be placed on specific compute nodes according to this schedule. Since static schedulers
like round-robin and heft require the complete graph structure of a workflow to be
deductible at the onset of computation, static scheduling can not be used in conjunction
with workflow languages that enable iterative workflows. Hence, heft scheduling is not
compatible with Cuneiform workflows (see Section 5.1.3).
In addition to these schedulers, Hi-WAY also provides a data-aware scheduler intended
for I/O-intensive workflows. The data-aware scheduler minimizes data transfer by assign-
ing tasks to compute nodes based on the amount of input data that is already present
locally. To this end, whenever a new container is allocated, the data-aware scheduler
skims through all ready tasks. From these ready tasks, it then selects the task with the
highest fraction of input data available locally (in hdfs) on the compute node hosting
the newly allocated container.
By default, the amount of memory allotted to each task is uniform across all worker
containers and can be configured in form of a parameter. While this allows Hi-WAY
to make just-in-time scheduling decisions, it might lead to considerable overhead for
workflows comprising only a few memory-intensive tasks alongside a large number of
tasks with a small memory footprint. For this reason, Hi-WAY provides a memory-
aware scheduling policy. By means of a configuration file in json format, this policy
allows the specification of separate amounts of memory allotted to each bag of tasks (see
Definition 3 on page 9).
In addition to these scheduling policies, Hi-WAY is also able to employ adaptive schedul-
ing in which the assignment of tasks to compute nodes is based on continually updated
runtime estimates and is therefore adapted to the computational infrastructure. To
this end, Hi-WAY implements the era scheduler presented in Section 4.2 as its default
scheduling policy. Whenever a new container is allocated, era determines a suitable bag
of tasks to select a task from by means of its exploitation heuristic, which is described in
Section 4.2.3. In its implementation in Hi-WAY, era can be configured to not just select
any task from the determined bag of tasks, but, similar to the data-aware scheduling
policy, select the task with the most available input data.
To supply the era and heft schedulers with runtime estimates, the Workflow Sched-
uler assembles separate Wiener process models for each combination of bag of tasks and
compute node as described in Section 4.1. These Wiener process models are assembled
on the basis of runtime measurements for (bags of) tasks across all workflow executions.
Runtime measurements are provided by the Provenance Manager, which is responsible
for gathering, storing, and providing provenance and statistics data (see next section).
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5.1.5 Provenance Manager
The Provenance Manager surveys workflow execution and registers events at different
levels of granularity:
1. It traces events at the workflow level, including the name of the workflow and its
total execution time.
2. It logs events for each task, e. g., the commands invoked to spawn the task, its
makespan, its standard output and error channels and the compute node on which
it ran.
3. It stores events for each file consumed and produced by a task. This includes its
size and the time it took to move the file between hdfs and the local file system.
All of this provenance data is supplemented with timestamps as well as unique identifiers
and stored as json objects in a trace file in hdfs, from where it can be accessed by
other instances of Hi-WAY.
Since this trace file holds information about all of a workflow’s tasks and data depen-
dencies, it can be interpreted as a workflow itself. Hi-WAY promotes reproducibility of
experiments by being able to interpret and execute such workflow traces directly through
its Workflow Driver, albeit not necessarily on the same compute nodes. Hence, workflow
trace files generated by Hi-WAY constitute a fourth supported workflow language.
Evidently, the amount of workflow traces can become difficult to handle for heavily-
used installations of Hi-WAY with thousands of trace files or more. To cope with such
high volumes of data, Hi-WAY provides prototypical implementations for storing and
accessing this provenance data in a MySQL or Couchbase database as an alternative to
storing trace files in hdfs4. The usage of a database for storing this provenance data
brings the added benefit of facilitating manual analysis and exploration (Schuh, 2015).
5.1.6 Reproducible Installation
The properties of the scientific workflow programming model with its black-box data
and operator models as well as the usage of Hadoop for resource management and
data distribution both dictate requirements for workflow designers (for an illustration
of these requirements, see Figure 5.4). First, all of a workflow’s software dependencies
(executables, software libraries, etc.) have to be available on each of the compute nodes
managed by yarn, since any of the tasks composing a workflow could be assigned to
any compute node. Secondly, any input data required to run the workflow has to be
placed in hdfs or made locally available on all nodes.
To set up an installation of Hi-WAY and Hadoop, configuration routines are available
online in the form of Chef installation routines – so-called recipes. Chef is a configu-
ration management software for the automated setup of computational infrastructures.
4Joint work with Hannes Schuh, who implemented the database connectors.
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Hi-WAY’s Chef recipes allow for the setup of standalone or distributed Hi-WAY instal-
lations, either on local machines or in public compute clouds such as Amazon ec2. In
addition, recipes are available for setting up a large variety of execution-ready workflows,
including the workflows described in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. This includes obtaining the
workflows’ input data, placing them in hdfs, and installing any software dependencies
required to run the workflows.
Besides providing a broad array of use cases, these recipes enable reproducibility of
the experiments outlined in Section 5.2. The procedure of running these Chef recipes via
the orchestration engine Karamel5 to set up a distributed Hi-WAY execution environment
along with a selection of workflows is described on http://saasfee.io in the form
of textual descriptions and video tutorials. These Chef recipes allow for reproducible
experiments without having to provide virtual machine images, but merely by means of
configuration routines, as proposed by Santana-Perez et al. (2014).
Note that this means of providing reproducibility exists in addition to the executable
provenance traces described in Section 5.1.5. While the Chef recipes are well-suited
for reproducing experiments across different research groups and compute clusters, the
executable trace files are intended for use on the same cluster. The reason for this is
that running a trace file requires input data to be located and software requirements to
be available just like during the workflow run from which the trace file was derived.
5.2 Evaluation
We conducted a number of experiments in which we evaluated Hi-WAY’s core features of
scalability, performance, and adaptive workflow scheduling. The remaining properties
(support for multilingualism, reproducible experiments, and iterative workflows) are
achieved by design. The workflows used in this section are written in three different
languages and – apart from the experiment in Section 5.2.4 – can be automatically
set up (including input data) and run on Hi-WAY with only a few clicks following the
procedure described in Section 5.1.6.
Across the experiments described here, we executed relevant workflows from different
areas of research on both virtual clusters of Amazon ec2 and on local computational in-
frastructure. Section 5.2.1 outlines two experiments in which we analyze the scalability
and performance behavior of Hi-WAY when increasing the number of available compu-
tational nodes to very large numbers. In Section 5.2.2, we describe an experiment that
contrasts the performance of running a computationally intensive Galaxy workflow on
both Hi-WAY and Galaxy. In Section 5.2.3 we report on an experiment in which the
potential gains in performance achievable through adaptive scheduling are evaluated.
Finally, in Section 5.2.4, we examine diminishing returns of hardware investments by
running a large-scale workflow employed in practice on computational infrastructures
with acquisition costs of different orders of magnitude.
Table 5.1 gives an overview of all experiments described in this section.
5http://www.karamel.io/
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Table 5.1: Overview of conducted experiments, their evaluation goals and the section in
which they are outlined.
workflow language scheduler infrastructure runs evaluation section
snv calling Cuneiform data-aware 24 Xeon E5-2620 3 scalability, perf. 5.2.1
snv calling Cuneiform fcfs 128 ec2 m3.large 3 scalability 5.2.1
rna-seq Galaxy data-aware 6 ec2 c3.2xlarge 5 performance 5.2.2
Montage dax heft, era 8 ec2 m3.large 80 adaptive scheduling 5.2.3
snv calling Cuneiform fcfs 24 Xeon E5-2620 1 scalability 5.2.4
5.2.1 Scalability
For evaluating the scalability of Hi-WAY, we employed a snv calling workflow as described
in Section 2.1.1.1. The input of this workflow were genomic reads obtained from the
1000 Genomes Project (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015). Reads were
mapped against a reference genome using the tool Bowtie 2 (Langmead and Salzberg,
2012), mappings were sorted using SAMtools (Li et al., 2009), and genomic variants
were determined using VarScan (Koboldt et al., 2009). Finally, detected variants were
annotated using the annovar (Wang et al., 2010) toolkit.
In a first experiment we implemented this workflow in both Cuneiform and Apache
Tez (see Section 2.2.3.2 for a description of Tez)6. We ran both Hi-WAY and Tez on
a Hadoop installation on a local cluster comprising 24 compute nodes connected via
a one gigabit switch. Each compute node provided 24 gigabyte of memory as well as
two Intel Xeon E5-2620 processors with 24 virtual cores combined. This resulted in a
maximum of 576 concurrently running containers, of which each one was provided with
its own virtual processor core and one gigabyte of memory. The data-aware scheduler
was selected as Hi-WAY’s scheduling policy7.
The results of this experiment are illustrated in Figure 5.6. Scalability beyond 96
containers was limited by network bandwidth. The results indicate that Hi-WAY performs
comparably to Tez as long as network resources are sufficient, yet, due to its data-
aware scheduling policy, scales favorably when network resources are limited. The data-
aware scheduling policy reduced data transfer by preferring to assign the data-intensive
reference mapping tasks to containers on compute nodes with a locally available replica
of the input data. Finally, another important finding of this experiment was that the
implementation of the workflow in Cuneiform resulted in very little code and was finished
in a few days, whereas it took several weeks and a lot of code in Tez (Lipka, 2014).
The reason for network bandwidth being the scalability bottleneck in this experiment
was that both the genomic reads and the reference, which served as the workflow’s input
data, were split into small data fragments of a few megabytes Consequently, reference
mapping tasks were comparably short-running, which, as described in Section 2.2.1.2,
6Joint work with Carsten Lipka, who implemented and executed the workflow in Apache Tez.
7The data-aware scheduler was Hi-WAY’s default scheduling policy at the time as era was not imple-
mented yet.
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Figure 5.6: Mean runtimes of the snv calling workflow with increasing number of con-
tainers. Note that both axes are in logarithmic scale.
can lead to substantial I/O overhead for tasks with multiple input data. In a second
experiment, in which we evaluated Hi-WAY’s scalability on real cloud infrastructure, we
circumvented these issues by increasing the volume and fragment size of input data while
at the same time reducing network load. Specifically, we (i) used additional genomic
read files from the 1000 Genomes Project, (ii) compressed mappings using cram refer-
ential compression (Li et al., 2009), and (iii) obtained input read data during workflow
execution from the Amazon S3 bucket of the 1000 Genomes Project, which only added a
very minor overhead over having read data available on the cluster in hdfs. To evaluate
Hi-WAY’s scalability in isolation of the selected scheduling policy, we configured Hi-WAY
to employ fcfs scheduling. Other than that, both Hi-WAY and Hadoop were set up with
its default parameters.
In the process of this second experiment, the workflow was first run using a single
worker node, processing a single genomic sample comprising eight files, each about one
gigabyte in size. In subsequent runs, we repeatedly doubled the number of worker nodes
and the volume of input data. In the last run (after seven duplications), the computa-
tional infrastructure consisted of 128 worker nodes, whereas the workflow’s input data
comprised 128 samples of eight roughly gigabyte-sized files each. Hence, this procedure
resulted in a total volume of more than a terabyte of data.
The experiment was run three times on virtual clusters of Amazon ec2. To investigate
potential effects of datacenter locality on workflow runtime (which we did not observe
during the experiment), these clusters were set up in different ec2 regions – once in the
eu West (Ireland) and twice in the us East (North Virginia) region. Since we intended
to analyze the scalability of Hi-WAY, we isolated the Hi-WAY am from the worker threads
and Hadoop’s master threads. To this end, dedicated compute nodes were provided for
(i) the Hi-WAY am, running in its own yarn container, and (ii) the two Hadoop master
threads (rm and nn). All compute nodes – the two master nodes and all of the up to
128 worker nodes – were configured to be of type m3.large, each providing two virtual
processing cores, 7.5 gigabytes of main memory, and 32 gigabytes of local ssd storage.
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Figure 5.7: Mean runtimes for three runs of the snv calling workflow described in Sec-
tion 5.2.1 when repeatedly doubling the number of compute nodes available
to Hi-WAY along with the input data to be processed. The error bars repre-
sent the standard deviation, whereas the line represents the (linear) regres-
sion curve. The standard deviation is higher for cluster sizes of 16, 32, and
64 nodes, which is due to the observed runtime of the cpu-bound variant
calling step being notably higher in one run of the experiment. Since these
three measurements were temporally co-located and we did not observe sim-
ilar distortions at any other point in time, this observation can most likely
be attributed to external factors.
All of the experiment runs were set up automatically using Karamel (see Section 5.1.6).
Over the course of the experiment we determined the runtime of the workflow. Further-
more, the cpu, I/O, and network performance of the master and worker nodes were
monitored using the Linux tools uptime, ifstat, and iostat. Since the workflow’s tasks
required the whole memory available on a single compute node, we configured Hi-WAY to
only allow a single container per worker node at the same time, enabling multithreading
for tasks running within that container whenever possible.
The average of measured runtimes with steadily increasing amounts of both compute
nodes and input data is displayed in Figure 5.7 and Table H in the Appendix. The
regression curve indicates near-linear scalability: Doubling of input data and the asso-
ciated doubling of workload is almost fully offset by a doubling of worker nodes. This
is even true for the maximum investigated cluster size of 128 nodes, in which a terabyte
of genomic reads were mapped and analyzed against the whole human genome. Note
that extrapolating the average runtime for processing eight gigabytes of data on a single
machine reveals that mapping a whole terabyte of genomic read data against the whole
human genome along with further downstream processing would easily take a month on
a single machine.
We identified several potential bottlenecks when scaling out a Hi-WAY installation
beyond 128 nodes. For instance, Hadoop’s master processes (rm and nn) could prove
to limit scalability. Similarly, the Hi-WAY am process that handles the scheduling of
tasks, the assembly of results, and the tracing of provenance, could collapse when further
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Figure 5.8: Resource utilization (cpu load, I/O utilization, and network throughput) of
virtual machines hosting the Hadoop master processes, the Hi-WAY am and a
Hi-WAY worker process. Average values over the time of workflow execution
and across experiment runs are shown along with their exponential regression
curve. We observed the following peak values for worker nodes: 2.0 for cpu
load (due to two virtual processing cores being available per machine), 1.0
for I/O utilization (since 1.0 corresponds to device saturation, i. e., 100% of
cpu time spent for I/O requests), and 109.35 mb per second for network
throughput. Note the different scales for the master nodes on the left and
the worker nodes on the right.
increasing the workload and the number of available compute nodes. To this end, we were
interested in the resource utilization of these potential bottlenecks, which is displayed
in Figure 5.8.
We observe a steady increase in load across all resources for the Hadoop and Hi-WAY
master nodes when repeatedly doubling the workload and number of worker nodes.
However, resource load stays well below maximum utilization at all cluster sizes. In fact,
all resources are still utilized less than 5% even when processing one terabyte of data
across 128 worker nodes. Furthermore, we observe that resource utilization for Hi-WAY’s
master process is of the same order of magnitude as for Hadoop’s master processes,
which have been developed to scale to 10,000 compute nodes and beyond (Vavilapalli
et al., 2013).
While resource utilization on the master nodes increases when growing the workload
and computational infrastructure, we observe that cpu utilization stays close to the
maximum of 2.0 on the worker nodes, whereas the other resources stay under-utilized.
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Figure 5.9: Screenshot of the trapline workflow on the public Galaxy server.
This finding is unsurprising, since both the mapping step and the variant calling step of
the workflow support multithreading and are cpu-bound. Hence, this finding confirms
that the workers are nearly fully utilized for processing the workflow, whereas the master
processes appear to be able to cope with a considerable amount of additional load.
5.2.2 Performance
Wolfien et al. (2016) presented a Galaxy-based implementation of the rna sequencing
workflow described in Section 2.1.1.2. The workflow is available through Galaxy’s public
workflow repository. Their implementation of the workflow, called trapline, compares
two genomic samples. Each of these two samples is expected to be available in tripli-
cates and the majority of data processing tasks composing the workflow are arranged in
sequential order. For these reasons, the workflow natively has a degree of parallelism of
six across most of its parts. See Figure 5.9 for a screenshot of the trapline workflow.
We exported the trapline workflow from Galaxy and ran it on virtual clusters of
Amazon ec2 using both Hi-WAY and Galaxy. Virtual clusters were set up automati-
cally in Amazon’s us East (North Virginia) region using Karamel for Hi-WAY (see Sec-
tion 5.1.6) and CloudMan for Galaxy (see Section 2.3.2.3). All clusters consisted of
compute nodes of type c3.2xlarge, providing eight virtual processing cores, 15 gigabytes
of main memory and 160 gigabytes of local ssd storage each. Due to the workflow’s
degree of parallelism of six, we ran the workflow on clusters of sizes one up to six. For
each cluster size, we executed this Galaxy workflow five times on Hi-WAY, comparing the
average runtime against an execution on Galaxy CloudMan.
As workflow input data, we used rna-seq data of young versus aged mice, obtained
from the Gene Expression Omnibus (geo) repository8. Input data obtained this way
amounted to more than ten gigabytes in total. Since several tasks in trapline require
large amounts of memory, we configured both Hi-WAY as well as CloudMan’s default
underlying batch scheduling system, Slurm, to only allow execution of a single task
per worker node at any time. Omitting this configuration would cause either of the
8series GSE62762, samples GSM15330[14|15|16|45|46|47]
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Figure 5.10: Average runtime of executing the trapline workflow described in Sec-
tion 5.2.2 on Hi-WAY and Galaxy. The number of ec2 compute nodes of
type c3.2xlarge was increased from one up to six. Note that both axes are
in logarithmic scale.
two systems to run out of memory at some point during workflow execution. Other
parameters were left unchanged from their default values9.
The results of executing the trapline workflow on both Hi-WAY and Galaxy Cloud-
Man are displayed in Figure 5.10. Across all of the tested cluster sizes, we observed
that Hi-WAY outperformed Galaxy by at least 25%. These differences were found to be
significant by means of a one sample t-test (p-values of 0.000127 and lower).
The observed difference in performance is most notable in the computationally costly
TopHat 2 step, which makes heavy use of multithreading and generates large amounts
of intermediate files. Therefore, our speedup can be attributed to Hi-WAY utilizing the
worker nodes’ transient local ssd storage, since both Hadoop’s distributed file system
hdfs as well as the storage of yarn containers reside in the local file system. Conversely,
Galaxy stores all of its data on an Amazon Elastic Block Store (ebs) volume, a persistent
drive that is accessed over the network and shared among all compute nodes10.
Apart from the observed gap in performance, it is important to point out that Galaxy
CloudMan only supports the automated setup of virtual clusters of up to 20 nodes.
Compared to Hi-WAY, it therefore only provides very limited scalability. We conclude
9Hi-WAY employed its data-aware scheduling policy, which, due to era not being implemented yet,
was its default scheduling policy at the time.
10While ebs continues to be CloudMan’s default storage option, a recent update has introduced support
for using transient storage instead.
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that Hi-WAY leverages the strengths of Galaxy, which lie in its intuitive means of workflow
design and vast number of supported tools. In particular, Hi-WAY provides a more
performant, flexible, and scalable alternative to Galaxy CloudMan for executing data-
intensive Galaxy workflows with a high degree of parallelism.
5.2.3 Adaptive Scheduling
To showcase the benefits of adaptive scheduling on heterogeneous computational infras-
tructures, an experiment was performed in which we generated a Montage workflow as
described in Section 2.1.2. The implementation of the workflow used in this experiment
assembles a 0.4 degree mosaic image of the Omega Nebula. This resulted in a com-
parably small workflow with a maximum degree of parallelism of 21 during the image
projection and background radiation correction phases. In the experiment, this workflow
was repeatedly executed on a Hi-WAY installation set up on a virtual cluster in the eu
West (Ireland) region of Amazon ec2. The cluster comprised a single master node as
well as eleven worker nodes, which, similar to the scalability experiment in Section 5.2.1,
were of type m3.large, providing two virtual cores and 7.5 gb of main memory. To fully
utilize the virtual cores provided by these machines and match the workflow’s degree of
parallelism, worker nodes were configured to provide two task slots, i. e., to allow for the
concurrent execution of up to two tasks.
To simulate a heterogeneous and potentially shared computational infrastructure, syn-
thetic load was introduced on these machines by means of the Linux tool stress. To this
end, only one worker machine was left unperturbed. Five worker machines were taxed
with increasingly many cpu-bound processes and five other machines were impaired by
launching increasingly many (in both cases 1, 4, 16, 64, and 256) processes writing data
to the local disk.
A single run of the experiment, of which 80 were conducted in total, encompassed (i)
running the Montage workflow once using a fcfs scheduling policy, which served as a
baseline to compare against, (ii) running the workflow 20 times consecutively using the
heft scheduler, and (iii) running the workflow 20 times consecutively using the era
scheduler with ρ set to 2 (to match the number of task slots per virtual machine).
Evidently, both heft and era base their scheduling decisions on runtime estimates
for all bag-of-task-machine-pairs. To this end, era obtained runtime estimates by means
of its adaptation heuristic with α set to 0.2, as described in Section 4.2.1. Conversely,
heft was provided with runtime estimates based on the last measured runtime of the
same bag-of-task-machine-pair. Similar to era, if no such measurement was available,
heft was provided with a runtime estimate of zero.
In the process of the 20 consecutive heft and era runs, larger and larger amounts of
provenance data became available as a consequence of prior workflow executions. Hence,
Hi-WAY’s Workflow Scheduler was provided with increasingly comprehensive runtime es-
timates. However, whenever the scheduling policy was changed (i. e., after 20 iterations),
all gathered task runtime statistics and assembled Wiener process models were discarded.
The results of this experiment are illustrated in Figure 5.11. The performance of
heft scheduling improves with more and more provenance data becoming available.
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Figure 5.11: Median runtime of executing Montage on a heterogeneous infrastructure
when using heft and era scheduling and increasing the number of previous
workflow runs and thus the amount of available provenance data. The error
bars represent the standard deviation.
Employing heft scheduling in the absence of any available provenance data results in
subpar performance compared to fcfs scheduling. This is due to heft being a static
scheduling policy, which entails that task assignments are fixed, even if one worker node
still has many tasks to run while another, possibly more performant worker node is idle.
However, with a single prior workflow execution, heft already outperforms fcfs
significantly (t-test, p-value of 0.033). The next significant performance gain can then
be observed between ten and eleven prior workflow execution (p-value of 6.22 ·10−7). At
this point, any task composing the workflow, even the ones that are only executed once
per workflow run, have been executed on all eleven worker nodes at least once. Hence,
runtime estimates are complete and scheduling is no longer driven by the need to test
additional task-machine-assignments. Note that this also leads to more stable workflow
runtimes, which is reflected in a major reduction of the standard deviation of runtime.
While heft requires eleven prior workflow executions to reach its full potential, era
already significantly outperforms fcfs without any prior runtime measurements (t-test,
p-value of 1.34 ·10−19). In addition, the makespans of workflows executed by era for the
first time are significantly lower than the makespans of workflows scheduled by heft
after 20 prior executions (p-value of 9.13 ·10−29). Also, the variance in observed runtime
is very small for workflows scheduled by era as opposed to the other two scheduling
policies.
These finding can mostly be attributed to (i) era being a just-in-time scheduling
policy that does not rely on static schedules, and, most importantly (ii) era’s repli-
cation heuristic, which remedies the notable performance degradation when assigning
tasks to the most heavily I/O-stressed compute node. era’s exploitation and adapta-
tion heuristics played a less important role in this experiment, since (i) the workflow’s
limited degree of parallelism and linear structure in between bags of tasks leaves lit-
tle room for exploiting heterogeneity and (ii) the computational infrastructure, while
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Figure 5.12: An abstractly visualized Cuneiform implementation of a snv calling work-
flow utilized in practice at the Berlin Institute of Health. This graphi-
cal workflow representation was automatically generated by the Cuneiform
workflow development toolkit.
very heterogeneous, was relatively stable. Note that we observed a slight increase in
makespan variance if era’s ρ parameter was set to 1, since in this setting, the single
allowed replicate could be co-located on the same machine with its original task (results
not shown).
5.2.4 Diminishing Returns on Hardware Investment
In this experiment, we examined the monetary cost of hardware investments and its
returns in performance gained. To this end, we executed a data-intensive scientific
workflow utilized in practice on computational infrastructures with largely varying ac-
quisition costs. We then compared measured workflow runtimes against acquisition costs
to get a rough indicator for the expected performance and data analysis throughput per
invested money.
As evaluation workflow, we employed a snv calling workflow, as outlined in Sec-
tion 2.1.1.1. This implementation of the workflow uses the tools bwa, SAMtools, and
MuTect for reference mapping and variant calling and queries dbSNP for variant charac-
terization. The workflow was assembled using the workflow management system Snake-
make (see Section 2.3.1.3) and re-implemented in the Cuneiform workflow language
by mirroring tasks and data dependencies11. A visualization of this re-implemented
Cuneiform workflow is shown in Figure 5.12.
Both Hi-WAY and Snakemake were configured with their default parameters. However,
to minimize the effects of the selected scheduling policy on measured performance, we
selected fcfs scheduling as Hi-WAY’s scheduling policy. We ran the workflow on three
different computational infrastructures which were acquired in a similar time frame:
11Joint work with the Core Unit Bioinformatics (cubi) of the Berlin Institute of Health, who imple-
mented and ran this workflow in Snakemake and Christopher Schiefer, who implemented and ran this
workflow in Cuneiform.
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1. sonic: The workflow was run using standalone Cuneiform (i. e., a non-distributed
installation without Hi-WAY) on a monolithic server similar to the reference ma-
chine described in Section 3.4.1. Specifically, this machine provided four Intel
Xeon E7-4870 processors, amounting to a total number of 80 virtual cores and 500
gigabytes of main memory. The acquisition costs of this machine were 11,535 e in
the year 2014.
2. dbis: The workflow was executed using saasfee (i. e., Cuneiform, Hi-WAY, and
Hadoop 2.7.1) on the distributed shared-nothing cluster described in Section 5.2.1.
This cluster comprised 24 compute nodes, each providing 24 to 32 gigabyte of
main memory and two Intel Xeon E5-2620 processors with 24 virtual cores. Its
acquisition costs were 94,719 e in the year 2014.
3. rubix : The Snakemake implementation of the workflow was run using a Snakemake
installation on a large-scale shared-nothing cluster providing 111 compute nodes
with a total of 3784 cores. Each of the compute nodes in this cluster provided an
amount of main memory equal to 128, 188, 500, or 1000 gigabytes. The cluster
was acquired in 2014. Acquisition costs were estimated at around two million e.
The results of the experiment as shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.13 indicate that
to achieve a doubling in throughput, one has to invest the quadruple acquisition cost.
Reasons for this non-linear scaling of acquisition cost and data analysis throughput are
manifold, including (i) overhead introduced through distribution and synchronization of
resources and (ii) a smaller market niche and, thus, smaller production batch sizes for
high-end hardware configurations (Geist and Reed, 2017).
Clearly, the reliability and amount of data these conclusions are based on should
be improved, since (i) we only measured workflow execution time once per hardware
configuration (to cut cost and occupancy of rubix, a production cluster), (ii) we merely
had an estimate for the acquisition cost of the rubix infrastructure to work with, and (iii)
we only presented results for a single application. Furthermore, we did not compare the
potential overhead introduced by scientific workflow management systems saasfee and
Snakemake (which, based for instance on the observed utilization of worker machines in
Figure 5.8, we expect to be of minor impact).
5.3 Related Work
Projects with goals similar to Hi-WAY can be separated into two groups. The first group
of systems comprises scientific workflow management systems, which, like Hi-WAY, em-
ploy black-box data and operator models. The second group encompasses distributed
dataflow systems developed to process mostly structured or semi-structured (white-box)
data. For overviews of both groups of systems, readers are referred to Sections 2.3
and 2.2.3, respectively. The remainder of this section concerns itself with (i) the differ-
ences between Hi-WAY and other scientific workflow management systems that support
distributed computation and (ii) related systems and approaches not discussed in Sec-
tions 2.3 or 2.2.3.
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Table 5.2: Workflow execution time of a snv calling workflow employed in practice. The
workflow was executed once on different hardware configurations of varying
acquisition cost. Notably, the data analysis throughput does not increase
linearly with acquisition cost. *Throughput measured in executions per year.
sonic dbis rubix
type monolithic cluster cluster
workflow system Cuneiform saasfee Snakemake
compute nodes 1 24 111
virtual cores 80 576 3784
memory per node 512 gb 24 / 32 gb 124 / 188 / 500 / 1000 gb
acquisition cost 11,535 e 94,719 e 2,000,000 e (estimated)
execution time 24 hours 7.62 hours 1.14 hours
throughput* 365 1149.61 7684.21
throughput per e 0.0316 0.0121 0.0038
Figure 5.13: Workflow execution time on different hardware configurations (sonic, dbis,
rubix) contrasted to hardware acquisition costs. Note that both axes are in
logarithmic scale. Evidently, observed throughput does not scale linearly
with acquisition cost.
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5.3.1 Distributed Scientific Workflow Systems
The scientific workflow management system Pegasus emphasizes scalability, utilizing
HTCondor as its underlying execution engine (see Section 2.3.1.1). Pegasus supports a
number of static scheduling policies, some of which have been employed in an adap-
tive context by repeatedly re-computing static schedules (see Section 4.4.2). Pegasus
does not allow for iterative workflow structures, since every task has to be explicitly
listed in the dax workflow file. In contrast to Hi-WAY, Pegasus does not provide any
means of reproducing scientific experiments across datacenters. Hi-WAY embraces Pe-
gasus by enabling Pegasus workflows to be run on top of Hadoop yarn, as outlined in
Section 5.1.2.
Text-based parallel scripting languages like Swift (see Section 2.3.1.2), Snakemake
(see Section 2.3.1.3), or Makeflow (Albrecht et al., 2012) are light-weight alternatives
to full-fledged workflow management systems. All of these systems provide their own
scripting language for the design of data-parallel and iterative workflows. In addition,
these systems have in common that they support the scalable execution of implemented
workflows on distributed infrastructures. However, they do not implement any means of
adaptive scheduling and disregard other features typically present in scientific workflow
management systems, such as support for reproducibility.
Nextflow is a novel workflow management system with a strong emphasis on scalability
and reproducibility of scientific experiments (Di Tommaso et al., 2017). It brings its own
domain-specific language and utilizes operating-system-level virtualization technology
in the form of Docker containers. More specifically, it allows workflows or individual
tasks to be encapsulated and executed in their own container. Each container has
their own isolated user space and containers can easily be shared, which facilitates
the design of reproducible workflows, as, for instance, proposed by da Veiga Leprevost
et al. (2017). Nextflow enables scalable execution by supporting several general-purpose
batch schedulers. Compared to Hi-WAY, execution traces are less detailed and not re-
executable. Furthermore, Nextflow does not exploit data-aware and adaptive scheduling.
Toil is a recent multi-language workflow system that supports scalable workflow execu-
tion by interfacing with several distributed resource management systems (Vivian et al.,
2017). Its supported languages include the Common Workflow Language (CWL) (Am-
stutz et al., 2016), a yaml-based workflow language that unifies concepts of various other
languages, and a custom Python-based dsl that supports the design of iterative work-
flows. Toil has mostly been developed and used for biomedical analyses, such as for rna
sequencing pipelines (Vivian et al., 2016). Similar to Nextflow, Toil enables sharable and
reproducible workflows by allowing tasks to be wrapped in re-usable Docker containers.
In contrast to Hi-WAY, Toil does not gather comprehensive provenance and statistics
data and, consequently, does not support any means of adaptive workflow scheduling.
The workflow management system Galaxy (see Section 2.3.2.3) neither supports adap-
tive scheduling nor iterative workflow structures. Similar to Pegasus and as described in
Section 5.1.3, Hi-WAY complements Galaxy by allowing exported Galaxy workflows to be
run on Hadoop yarn. For a comparative evaluation of Hi-WAY and Galaxy CloudMan,
refer to Section 5.2.2.
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In contrast to all of the aforementioned workflow management systems, Hi-WAY uses
Hadoop as its underlying distributed processing and storage system. While other work-
flow management systems have provided limited support for outsourcing parts of a
workflow to a Hadoop installation (e. g., by specifying an external MapReduce job as a
workflow task), Hi-WAY is the first system to natively use Hadoop for handling all of a
workflow’s tasks and data. Therefore, Hi-WAY does not require an additional processing
framework to be installed and maintained if Hadoop is already used in a data center,
which, based on the widespread adoption of Hadoop, is not unlikely (see Figure 2.10 on
page 23).
5.3.2 Distributed Dataflow Systems
Distributed dataflow systems like Spark (Zaharia et al., 2010) or Flink (Alexandrov
et al., 2014) have recently achieved strong momentum both in academia and in the
industry. As described in Section 2.2.3.2, these systems operate on semi-structured data
and support different programming models, such as sql-like query languages or real-
time stream processing. Departing from the black-box data model along with natively
supporting concepts like data streaming and in-memory computing allows these systems
to, in many cases, execute sequential processing steps in a data-parallel fashion and
circumvent the materialization of intermediate data on the hard disk. It also enables
the automatic detection and exploitation of potentials for data parallelism. However, the
resulting gains in performance come at the cost of a reduced flexibility and lower level
of abstraction for workflow designers, who either (i) have to re-implement existing tools
from scratch in a language supported by the utilized dataflow system or (ii) tediously
integrate these tools processing unstructured, file-based data, writing a lot of glue code
and undermining the advantages of the dataflow system in the progress.
Tez (Saha et al., 2015) is an application master for yarn that enables the execution
of dags comprising map, reduce, and other tasks. Being a low-level library intended to
be interfaced by higher-level applications, external tools consuming and producing file-
based data need to be wrapped in order to be used in Tez. For a comparative evaluation
between Hi-WAY and Tez, see Section 5.2.1.
Hadoop workflow schedulers like Oozie (Islam et al., 2012) or Azkaban (Sumbaly et al.,
2013) have been developed to schedule dags consisting of multiple Hadoop jobs (e. g.,
MapReduce, Pig, or Hive jobs) on a Hadoop installation. In Oozie, tasks composing
a workflow are transformed into a number of MapReduce jobs at runtime. When used
to run arbitrary scientific workflows, systems like Oozie or Azkaban either (i) introduce
unnecessary overhead by wrapping the command-line tasks into degenerate MapReduce
jobs or (ii) do not dispatch such tasks to Hadoop, but run them locally instead.
An adaptive scheduler for dags of Hadoop jobs has been published by Krish et al.
(2015). This scheduler, called ϕSched, tracks the execution time of jobs submitted to
Hadoop installations spanning multiple heterogeneous clusters. Based on these execution
times and the current load of the underlying clusters, it adaptively determines favorable
job-cluster-assignments. In contrast to Hi-WAY, ϕSched operates on the job level, thereby
disregarding the fine-grained scheduling capabilities provided by yarn.
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Chiron (Ogasawara et al., 2013) is a scalable workflow management system in which
data is represented as relations and workflow tasks implement one out of six higher-order
functions (e. g., map, reduce, and filter). This departure from the black-box view on
data inherent to most scientific workflow management systems enables Chiron to apply
concepts of database query optimization to optimize performance through structural
workflow reordering (Ogasawara et al., 2011). In contrast to Hi-WAY, Chiron is limited
to a single, custom, xml-based workflow language, which does not support iterative
workflow structures. Furthermore, while Chiron, like Hi-WAY, is one of few systems in
which a workflow’s (incomplete) provenance data can be queried during execution of that
same workflow, Chiron does not employ this data to perform any adaptive scheduling.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we presented Hi-WAY, an application master for executing arbitrary
scientific workflows on top of Hadoop yarn. The core features of Hi-WAY are perfor-
mance gains by means of adaptive and/or data-aware scheduling, scalability through the
utilization of Hadoop, a multilingual workflow language interface, support for iterative
workflow structures, and tools to facilitate reproducibility of experiments. We described
the interface between Hi-WAY and yarn as well as the architecture of Hi-WAY, which is
built around the aforementioned concepts. We then outlined a number of experiments,
in which real-life workflows from different domains were executed on different compu-
tational infrastructures comprising up to 128 worker machines. In the context of these
experiments, we also evaluated the era scheduler, as presented in Chapter 4, on real
cloud infrastructure.
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6 Conclusion
We presented solutions for executing data-intensive scientific workflows on shared dis-
tributed infrastructures subject to performance variability. We introduced the concepts
behind and examples for data-intensive scientific workflows from different domains in
Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we then identified four requirements for the scalable execu-
tion of such workflows: (i) a data-parallel and, thus, scalable workflow implementation,
(ii) distributed shared-nothing infrastructure such as infrastructure-as-a-service clouds,
(iii) a distributed resource manager such as Hadoop yarn that is able to leverage such
infrastructure, and (iv) a means of adaptive workflow scheduling that is able to flexibly
adjust workflow execution. We outlined how established workflow management systems
fail to provide solutions for these requirements in Section 2.3.
To be able to evaluate adaptive workflow scheduling strategies, we surveyed various
aspects of performance variability and instability in infrastructure-as-a-service clouds in
Section 3.1. In Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we presented DynamicCloudSim, a simulation
framework that models these aspects of variability. We evaluated DynamicCloudSim’s
adequacy for simulating cloud infrastructure in Section 3.5. In a subsequent simulation-
based comparison of different workflow schedulers in Section 3.6, we noticed substantial
performance gains through exploitation of heterogeneity and, in particular, speculative
replication of critical tasks.
Based on these findings, in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we presented era, a novel means of
integrated task runtime estimation and adaptive workflow scheduling. In Section 4.3, we
determined parameter settings for era’s three heuristics of (i) exploiting heterogeneity
in the computational infrastructure, (ii) adapting to dynamic performance changes at
runtime, and (iii) replicating pipeline blockers during workflow execution, thereby in-
creasing robustness to instability. In an evaluation in DynamicCloudSim, we found era
to outperform other established scheduling policies in both the mean and the variance
of workflow runtimes when all three of the aforementioned heuristics were combined.
Subsequently, in Section 5.1, we presented Hi-WAY, the first scientific workflow exe-
cution engine running on top of the de facto industry standard for distributed resource
management and storage: Hadoop yarn and hdfs. Hi-WAY’s core features are (i) an
implementation of era alongside other scheduling heuristics, (ii) scalability through
utilization of Hadoop, (iii) support for different workflow languages, (iv) the ability to
run iterative workflows, and (v) tools to provide reproducibility of experiments. We
concluded by performing an in-depth evaluation of these features in Section 5.2. In the
context of this evaluation, we found Hi-WAY to scale to cluster sizes of 130 nodes and,
likely, beyond. We also confirmed our simulation-based results of era outperforming
other established scheduling policies, even when historical runtime measurements were
scarce.
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6.1 Limitations and Future Work
In this section, we discuss the practical applicability of the tools and algorithms in-
troduced in this work, namely DynamicCloudSim, era and Hi-WAY. This encompasses
shortcomings and limitations as well as an outlook on current developments and desirable
future work.
6.1.1 DynamicCloudSim
Arguably, DynamicCloudSim’s current models for stragglers and failures during task
execution (saf) are overly simplistic and warrant a revision, as they do not employ
any statistical model, but merely assume task runtime to increase by a fixed factor on
a straggler machine or in case of failure. Furthermore, DynamicCloudSim’s models of
variability and instability in the underlying infrastructure are based on performance
measurements of Amazon ec2 published between 2008 and 2011. Some of these mea-
surements are probably outdated. In fact, in our experiments on Amazon ec2 presented
throughout Sections 3.5, 5.2.1, 5.2.2, and 5.2.3, we did not observe instability or variabil-
ity to the reported degrees. This observation likely warrants a downward correction of
DynamicCloudSim’s het, dcr, and saf parameters if DynamicCloudSim is employed
for simulating the performance of today’s ec2 resources.
Note however that other types of distributed shared-nothing infrastructures exist,
which are subject to even higher (or substantially lower) degrees of variability. An ex-
ample would be a cluster shared between multiple users with unlimited access to the
cluster’s (non-virtualized) resources. Overall, DynamicCloudSim’s parameters should
always be carefully adjusted to the to-be-simulated infrastructure. We find that the
key merit of DynamicCloudSim lies not in its adequacy of mimicking ec2 resources, but
rather in its ability to model and adjust different aspects of variability and determine
their impact on the performance of scientific workflow schedulers and similar applica-
tions.
A difficulty we observed when employing DynamicCloudSim for simulation experi-
ments is that it is not straightforward to quantify and express the resource requirements
and capabilities of tasks and compute nodes in discrete values of mips or disk I/O and
network throughput. Not only do these metrics have to be measured or estimated prior
to simulation, but they can also vary over time – a property currently not modeled by
DynamicCloudSim. Evidently, this issue is not limited to DynamicCloudSim but, to an
even larger degree, is also true for CloudSim, where the performance of a machine can
be adjusted only through its mips parameter.
Finally, another limitation of CloudSim and, by extension, DynamicCloudSim is their
limited scalability, as reported by Depoorter et al. (2008). Since these systems make
heavy use of multithreading, they can reach the upper limit of threads supported by a
typical Linux kernel when simulating very large infrastructures or user numbers beyond
10,000.
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6.1.2 ERA
What truly separates the era scheduler from other established scheduling policies such
as heft or late is its adaptation heuristic, i. e., its involvement in determining and
maintaining up-to-date runtime measurements for all task-machine-pairs. While in Sec-
tion 4.3.6 we found this heuristic (employed in combination with era’s other heuristics)
to reduce the variance in workflow runtimes, we did not observe a similar reduction in the
mean runtime, despite DynamicCloudSim’s arguably high default values for variability
and instability (see last section). Evidently, there is a cost associated with occasionally
re-evaluating task-machine-assignments based on runtime measurements being outdated
rather than favorable. This cost is especially high for workflows comprised mostly of
long-running tasks, executed on heterogeneous, yet stable computational infrastructure.
Hence, one should carefully consider whether era’s adaptation heuristic is suitable for
a given scenario.
Furthermore, era makes a considerable number of assumptions about the to-be-
scheduled workload and underlying computational infrastructure. If any of these as-
sumptions are not true in a given scenario, its performance can diminish. For instance,
if a machine allows for the execution of more than one task at the same time, era might
(i) assign many tasks belonging to the same bag to that machine prior to receiving an
updated runtime measurement and (ii) by assigning these (similar) tasks to the same
machine, unnecessarily impair their performance (and thus deteriorate runtime mea-
surements) as a consequence of co-location and contention for resources. However, we
argue that the simplicity of era’s scheduling heuristics and means of runtime estimation
should allow for straightforward extensions and adjustments, enabling a transfer of era
to other potential use cases.
6.1.3 Hi-WAY
Hi-WAY caters to domain scientists that require a scalable solution for processing large
amounts of data using analysis pipelines composed of established command-line tools.
Processing black-box data using black-box tasks, Hi-WAY is limited in its scalability by
the workflow’s degree of parallelism. Hence, Hi-WAY is primarily intended for scientific
workflows that have a high associated computational cost and degree of parallelism, as
is the case for data-intensive bag-of-tasks workflows.
Emerging from a research project, some of Hi-WAY’s components are prototypical and
have not been maintained for some time. In particular, this concerns the MySQL and
Couchbase adapters of Hi-WAY’s Provenance Manager as well as integration of the Galaxy
workflow language.
By being able to interpret a number of different workflow languages, Hi-WAY addresses
the problem of traditional scientific workflow management systems coupling a custom
workflow language to a specific processing framework. Following this rationale, it would
make sense for Hi-WAY to also support the Common Workflow Language (Amstutz et al.,
2016), which represents a recent effort of the scientific workflow community to establish
a lingua franca between systems.
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A problem we observed was that the reproducibility provided by Hi-WAY in form of
Chef recipes that allow for the automated setup of Hadoop, Hi-WAY, and any of its eval-
uation workflows, can be fragile. The problem here is that this reproducibility depends
on the maintenance of several external tools (Chef, Karamel) as well as the availabil-
ity and constancy of a number of web links (for downloading tools and workflow input
data). We have therefore recently experimented with virtualization and containeriza-
tion support for Hi-WAY by means of Docker containers. Wrapping Hi-WAY installations,
workflows, and software dependencies in such interchangeable containers enables a more
stable means of reproducibility and is currently being worked on. It would also be an-
other step towards incidental reproducibility, i. e., a form of reproducibility that does not
require any additional effort by the workflow designer. In contrast to making a scientific
experiment reproducible by specifying all of a workflow’s (software and data) dependen-
cies via Chef recipes, ideally the whole execution environment could be exportable in a
containerized format that is easy to share and re-enact.
Another recent development of Hi-WAY is an extension of its memory-aware schedul-
ing mechanism. To this end, instead of manually having to assign fixed amounts of
memory provided to different (bags of) tasks, memory requirements of tasks are deter-
mined automatically and container sizes are tailored accordingly. Similar to how era
estimates task runtime based on historical runtime measurements, here task memory re-
quirements are estimated based on historical measurements. Since the tasks comprising
a given workflow can vary substantially in their memory requirements, this approach
should considerably improve memory utilization and, thus, reduce the makespans of
memory-bound workflows. Note however that tailoring containers to a workflow’s tasks
impairs just-in-time scheduling decisions upon container allocation. Hence, just-in-time
schedulers like era will have to be adjusted and, likely, restricted in their scheduling
decisions.
6.2 Outlook
As current technologies mature and evolve across all scientific domains, the amount
of generated data will continue to increase beyond what a single machine can feasibly
process. While data-parallel programming languages and distributed dataflow systems
will find further adoption and dissemination as a consequence of this influx of data, there
will always be a need for the scalable execution of analysis pipelines comprising black-
box tasks processing black-box data. This will inevitably require scientific workflow
management technology to adapt, leading to the following open research topics:
1. The decoupling of conceptual workflow design from underlying execution manage-
ment, e. g., by agreeing on a uniform computational model for scientific workflows,
such as the Common Workflow Language (Amstutz et al., 2016), which can then
be interpreted by various distributed processing frameworks.
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2. The extension of current workflow management systems with an easy to set-up in-
tegration of local, grid, and cloud infrastructures as well as arbitrary compositions
thereof (e. g., by means of virtualization and containerization).
3. The continued investigation of (integrated approaches of) task runtime estimation
and adaptive scheduling for bag-of-tasks applications in heterogeneous, dynami-
cally changing computational environments, such as shared or composite infras-
tructures.
4. The development of technologies that facilitate the design of inherently data-
parallel scientific workflows without adding additional complexity or barriers to
entry for the workflow designer.
5. The provisioning of platforms for sharing workflows alongside their data and exe-
cutables, making computational scientific experiments truly reproducible with the
clicks of a few buttons.
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Appendix
Table A: Increasing levels of heterogeneity in the computational infrastructure (het)
and their effects on mean workflow runtimes in minutes. Supplementary data
to Figure 4.7 on page 74. *era with only its exploitation heuristic enabled
and replication and adaptation heuristics disabled.
rsd parameters for het
scheduler 0 0.125 0.25 0.375 0.5
fcfs 1451.56 1453.19 1463.82 1484.63 1471.55
heft 1447.26 1454.32 1460.45 1470.63 1444.62
late 1519.69 1634.58 1617.89 1602.75 1566.79
era* 1450.80 1357.16 1283.59 1239.64 1194.57
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Table
B:M
ean
workflow
m
akespan
in
m
inutes
at
increasing
levels
ofdynam
ic
perform
ance
changes
at
runtim
e
in
the
com
-
putationalinfrastructure
(dcr).
Supplem
entary
data
to
Figure
4.8
on
page
76.
rsd
param
eters
for
dcr
α
0
0.125
0.25
0.375
0.5
0.625
0.75
0.875
1
1.125
1.25
0,5
1449
1386
1340
1325
1319
1343
1341
1351
1368
1350
1367
0,2
1449
1372
1317
1304
1319
1345
1366
1366
1381
1386
1387
0,1
1449
1374
1320
1313
1347
1377
1390
1394
1407
1410
1418
0,05
1449
1377
1327
1335
1367
1386
1416
1420
1426
1438
1436
0,02
1450
1382
1338
1357
1389
1426
1444
1456
1459
1455
1468
0,01
1450
1386
1348
1371
1410
1440
1457
1469
1473
1470
1499
Table
C
:Standard
deviations
of
workflow
m
akespan
in
m
inutes
at
increasing
levels
of
dynam
ic
perform
ance
changes
at
runtim
e
in
the
com
putationalinfrastructure
(dcr).
Supplem
entary
data
to
Figure
4.8
on
page
76.
rsd
param
eters
for
dcr
α
0
0.125
0.25
0.375
0.5
0.625
0.75
0.875
1
1.125
1.25
0.5
0.76
18.36
36.93
131.82
92.02
182.81
169.11
181.65
237.53
154.75
209.20
0.2
0.68
17.62
33.23
92.26
114.24
155.97
237.16
187.98
194.92
231.01
189.81
0.1
0.62
16.89
33.29
61.88
142.50
180.60
201.41
190.40
210.29
187.39
191.73
0.05
0.61
16.95
35.19
125.79
116.97
180.49
204.95
201.41
216.44
183.77
192.65
0.02
0.70
16.48
33.82
88.81
122.90
198.03
216.65
194.11
187.15
193.77
202.46
0.01
0.71
16.62
35.14
137.54
143.05
197.23
203.09
206.59
192.19
145.66
255.80
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Table D: Increasing levels of dynamic performance changes at runtime in the computa-
tional infrastructure (dcr) and their effects on mean workflow runtime using
different schedulers. Supplementary data to Figure 4.10 on page 77. *era
with α set to 0.2 and disabled replication heuristic.
rsd parameters for dcr
scheduler 0 0.125 0.25 0.375 0.5
fcfs 1450.38 1450.46 1454.36 1457.70 1439.01
heft 1449.02 1547.62 1672.66 1808.06 1894.30
late 1653.04 1635.72 1615.09 1590.03 1552.90
era* 1449.35 1372.39 1318.42 1292.52 1281.49
Table E: Effects of straggler machines and failures (saf) on median workflow runtime us-
ing era in DynamicCloudSim. Supplementary data to Figure 4.11 on page 78.
saf parameters for dcr
ρ 0 0.00625 0.0125 0.01875 0.025
era, ρ = 0 155.50 211.40 259.54 329.19 473.29
era, ρ = 1 155.52 176.67 212.93 261.98 305.16
era, ρ = 2 170.65 191.71 217.62 261.01 305.32
Table F: Effects of straggler virtual machines and failed tasks (saf) on the standard de-
viations of workflow runtime using era in DynamicCloudSim. Supplementary
data to Figure 4.11 on page 78.
saf parameters for dcr
0 0.00625 0.0125 0.01875 0.025
era, ρ = 0 13.17 126.97 373.85 411.29 557.98
era, ρ = 1 12.71 17.23 34.16 42.69 83.87
era, ρ = 2 13.56 20.13 78.21 67.21 77.28
Table G: Simulated snv calling workflow runtimes are shown for different schedulers.
Supplementary data to Figure 4.12 on page 80.
era, era, era, era,
α = 0.5, α = 0.2, α = 0.5, α = 0.2,
fcfs heft late ρ = 0 ρ = 0 ρ = 1 ρ = 1
Median 187.78 193.72 183.46 186.69 182.17 160.16 162.12
Mean 207.88 206.01 196.38 200.68 198.31 165.40 166.63
std 121.73 67.53 67.42 77.10 71.53 51.33 27.31
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Table
H
:Sum
m
ary
ofthe
scalability
experim
ent
described
in
Section
5.2.1.
T
he
num
ber
ofprovisioned
virtualm
achines
is
displayed
alongside
the
volum
e
ofprocessed
data,average
runtim
e
(overthree
runs),and
the
incurred
cost.*H
ere,
we
assum
e
a
price
of$0.146
per
m
inute,as
listed
for
m
3.large
instances
in
ec
2’s
eu
W
est
region
at
the
tim
e
of
w
riting.
W
e
also
assum
e
billing
per
m
inute
and
disregard
tim
e
required
to
set
up
the
experim
ent.
num
ber
ofworker
vm
s
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
num
ber
ofm
aster
vm
s
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
data
volum
e
8.06gb
16.97gb
33.10gb
69.47gb
136.14gb
270.98gb
546.76gb
1096.83gb
avg.
runtim
e
in
m
in.
340.12
350.36
351.62
344.82
375.57
372.09
380.24
353.39
runtim
e
std.
dev.
1.96
0.14
2.15
1.88
14.84
22.10
22.34
6.01
avg.
cost
per
run*
$2.48
$3.41
$5.13
$8.39
$16.45
$30.78
$61.07
$111.79
avg.
cost
per
gb*
$0.31
$0.20
$0.16
$0.12
$0.12
$0.11
$0.11
$0.10
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